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FOREWORD

A combined meeting of the Tenth Regional Consultation Meeting (RCM) on the
Asia and Pacific Programme of Educational Innovation for Development (APEID) and the
Regional Experts Meeting on the Regional Programme for the Universalization and Renewal
of Primary Education and the Eradication of Illiteracy in Asia and the Pacific was held in
Bangkok on 20-27 May 1986. The purposes of the combined meeting were to provide the
opportunity for experts from Member States to review the work of APEID during its third
programming cycle (1982-1986), to define new directions of APEID for the fourth pro-
gramming cycle (1987-1991), and to consider and prepare the draft Regional Plan of Action
for the Regional Programme for the Universalization and Renewal of Primary Education and
Eradication of Illiteracy in Asia and the Pacific. This Regional Programme is to be known as
the Asia-Pacific Programme of Education for All (APPEAL).

The Meeting was then formed into a Programme Development Meeting (PDM)
which was held from 28 May to 2 June 1986. Based on the suggestions and recommenda-
tions of the two meetings mentioned earlier, the PDM prepared the Work Plan of APEID
activities for its fourth cycle (1987-1991), and those of the new Asia-Pacific Programme of
Education for All (APPEAL).

The reports of the meetings have been published in four co-ordinated and inter-
related volumes. The report of the Regional Consultation Meeting contains the findings of
the Tripartite Review of Project RAS/82/015, the overall review of the progress of APEID
during 1982-1986, and the recommendations concerning new directions of APEID for the
fourth programming cycle, particularly its programme areas of concentration.

The repot of the Regional Experts Meeting on the Regional Programme for the
Universalization and Renewal of Primary Education and the Eradication of Illiteracy in Asia
and the Pacific records the considerations on the new programme and proposals for its
implementation.

The third and four& volumes contain the detailed Work Plans of APEID for its
fourth cycle, and of APPEAL for its first cycle.

i
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This work plan provides a general framework for APEID activities during the
fourth programming cycle (1987-1991). On the basis of this work plan, annual
schedules of APEID activities are formulated, with due regard to available resources
and funding.

The activities proposed for implementation within the framework of APEID
in the programme areas of "Universalization of Primary Education" and "Continuing
Education" will be carried out within the framework of APEID and APPEAL.

ii
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PROCEEDINGS

Background

1. The Programme Development Meeting (PDM) followed immediately the combined
meeting of the Tenth Regional Consultation Meeting (RCM) on the Asia and Pacific Pro-
gramme of Educational Innovation for Development (APEID) and the Regional Experts
Meeting on the Regional Programme for the Universalization and Renewal of Primary
Education and the Eradication of Illiteracy in Asia and the Pacific. The PDM based its work
on the recommendations contained in the reports of the combined meeting.

Participation

2. The meeting was attended by 45 participants and observers from Afghanistan,
Australia, Bangladesh, China, Fiji, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Lao People's Democratic
Republic, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Philippines, Republic of
Korea, Samoa, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Tonga.

3. The list of participants is at Annex I.

Officers of the meeting

4. The meeting unanimously elected Professor Donald Bewley (New Zealand) as
Chairperson, and Mr. A.G. Mufti (Pakistan) as Rapporteur-General. The Secretary-General
for the meeting was Mr. J. Beynon until 30 May when he was succeeded by Mr. M.I. Khan.
The Secretary-General was assisted by Mr. H.K. Paik and Mr. T.M. Sakya.

Working methods of the meeting

5. The meeting conducted its work principally in three groups, each related to a major
programme area identified in the previous combined RCM and Regional Experts Meeting,
that is:

I. Education for all

H. Making education relevant to societal requirements

III. Supporting activities and infrastructures common to all educational levels and
systems.

6. Each group elected its own officers:

Group I: Dr. W.P. Napitupulu (Chairperson)
Mrs. Aileen Treloar (Rapporteur)

Group II: Dr. Moegiadi (Chairperson)
Dr. Geraldine McDonald (Rapporteur)

Group III: Mr. Paula S. Bloomfield (Chairperson)
Mr. D.A. Perera (Rapporteur).

7. The meeting held periodic plenary sessions to maintain common awareness, to
integrate the work of the groups and to recognize any issues and problems as the arose.

v
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8. The officers of the Meeting, the officers of the groups and some key members of
the Secretariat constituted a Steering Committee to assess the direction and progress of the
Meeting's work.

9. The aim of all groups was to produce draft work plans for the period 1987-1991,
the fourth cycle of APEID and first cycle of APPEAL. For this purpose, it followed the
guidelines for programmes which resulted from the work of the previous combined meeting;
but for the format, guidelines were prepared by the Secretariat and revised by the Meeting.
Each group devised its own procedures and process for dealing with its particular pro-
gramme area, but sought to present work plans in a common format. A resume" of each
group's progress is as follows:

Group Programme I: Education for all

10. There were three sub-topics within this major area: eradication of illiteracy (EOI),
universa1,7zation of primary education (UPE), and continuing education (CED). The group
discussed at length the most appropriate mechanism for planning and co-ordinating these
three intertwined areas. CED is particularly important since UPE is largely wasted if there is
no follow-up, and EOI also needs CED to maintain and extend the newly won skills. EOI is
closely linked with the efficacy of UPE, since family support is perhaps the single most
important factor in whether children value the education they receive, and whether they
continue. The education of women and girls in initial and continuing education pro-
grammes is particularly important, since women are generally more concerned for the
welfare of their families. For a time the group felt unable to separate out CED, but finally
it was decided to maintain that as a separate working group in order to mark its importance.

11. There was a lengthy discussion on the format and content of the proforma describing
the programme area and its three sub-topics. Relevant information was extracted from the
APEID and APPEAL docuroents. This was done and the resultan document was discussed
at length and agreed upon. The group then split into three sub-groups, EOI, UPE and CED
which worked in a variety of ways.

12. Eradication of illiteracy. There were six topics taken from the working document
Asia-Pacific Programme of Education for All (APPEAL) to be discussed. The first,
"Development of phased and viable literacy strategies to cover all illiterate adult popula-
tions" was discussed by the sub-group at some length, to establish a pattern for work.
Then each member developed an area independently. This was followed by more group
discussions. This process of group-individual-group worked extremely well, and the docu-
ments produced express the agreed wisdom of the group.

13. Universal primary education. The members of this group met together for extended
discussion on identifying substantial aspects of programme areas that were to be developed
at the next stage. The group then sub-divided into smaller groups, which sometimes sub-
divided again to individuals, in order to work out the action plan in detail. These sub-
groups and individuals met occasionally for discussion, or had informal consultation with
one another. Since the substantial content of different programme areas had been agreed
initially, it was possible for the written drafts to be given directly to the sub-group chair-
man.

14. Continuing education, This group met together to discuss general issues and specific
objectives related to continuing education in the context of "Education for All". The struc-
ture determined for this programme area, containing three sub-programmes, was found

vi
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inadequate for the task, and had to be changed to four sub-programme areas. The group
sub-divided into four working groups. While they wcrc working, group members responded
to their need for frequent consultation with each other.

Group Programme II: Making education relevant to societal requirements

15. The task of this oup was to develop programmes, sub-programmes, activities and
projects within the seven areas set out in the Report of the Tenth Regional Consultation
Meeting on APEID.

16. Under the Chairman's guidance, the group first discussed the meaning of relevance
to societal requirements, and agreed that the success of innovations initiated through the
APEID network must be evaluated against one or more societal factors which were relevant
to the country under consideration. A time frame of five years was adopted as the limit for
forecasting societal requirements, but it was also agreed that futures studies wcrc needed
and would take a longer perspective.

17. The group as a whole then discussed each of the seven sub-programme areas in turn,
canvassing the main issues as thcy wcrc seen by the various countries represented by the
participants and looking for linkages with the areas being discussed by the other groups.

18. When all areas had been discussed, the large group broke up :nto smaller groups,
each of which was asked to draw up a programme of action for one of the seven areas and
to present their findings in the standard format. The whole group next met to share the
results of their work and to check that it was being presented in a uniform way. To help
this process, a sample of what was required was prepared for the area of Science and Tcch-
nology Education. As each small group prepared the rationale for its own arca, the present
position, and the action required, the Secrctariat members monitored the way in which it
was being presented. In this way the contributions of the participants were interwoven with
the professional guidance of the Sccrctariat, and in the large group sessions, there was time
for sufficient discussion to allow the members of the group to learn from each other, to
arrive at a consensus on the nature of the task and to achieve a common understanding of
the major programme arca.

19. Each introductory statement was built up from records of general discussions, from
the group rationales supplied by the small groups for each separate arca, and from APEID
documents.

Group Programme III: Supporting activities and infrastructures

20. In keeping with the decision arrived at in the plenary session which discussed the
working of the three groups, the group spent only a little time during the first two days in
meeting by itself. Instead, the members of the group divided themselves up to participate
in the deliberations of Group I and Group II. Since Group III was concerned with pro-
gramme development in the area of supporting services and infrastructures, it was felt that
working with the othcr groups for seine time would give a bcttcr idea of what support was
needed. Towards the end of the second day, the group divided and worked in sub-groups
to develop outlines for programme actions in its five different sub-programmes. The group
recognized its task as identifying programme actions to strengthen the supporting services
and infrastructures, taking into consideration their intended use in other programme areas.
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Closing Plenary Session

21. The Programme Development Meeting held a plenary session on ... s last day to adopt
a draft report of its proceedings. It also received the draft work plans from all three
working groups for transmission to the Uncsco Regional Office for Education in Asia and
the Pacific (ROEAP).

viii
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WORK PLAN



MAJOR PROGRAMME AREA: EDUCATION FOR ALL

Programme area: Universalization of primary education (UPE)

Action programmes

UPE/1 : Enrolment and retention of all primary school-age children with parti-
cular emphasis on girls

UPE/2 : Education of the disadvantaged

UPE/3 : Improvement of the quality of primary education

UPE/ 4 : Planning and management of UPE at micro level

Programme area: Literacy training (LIT)

Action programmes

The activities in this area appear in the work plan of the Asia-Pacific Programme of
Education for All (APPEAL) under the programme area "Eradication of Illiteracy"

Programme area: Continuing education (CED)

Action programmes

CED/1 : Parental education

CED/2 : Linkage between formal and non-formal education, and functional con-
tinuing education programmes

CED/3 : Work-oriented continuing education

CED/4 : Promotion of supportive learning environment

CED/5 : Raising literacy levels and continuing education

3
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MAJOR PROGRAMME AREA: EDUCATION FOR ALL

The Asia and Pacific region, known for its contribution to knowledge and for being
the birthplace of ancient civilizations of great literacy traditions, has now become the centre
of gravity for illiteracy. Nearly three quarters of the world's 857 million illiterate adults, an
estimated 618 million women and men reside in Asia and the Pacific. In addition, some 350
million school-aged young people aged 6-23 years remain outside the education system.

It is a populace of this magnitude that needs to be served if the region is to attain
the goal of "Education for All" by the year 2000.

All the countries of the vast Asia and Pacific region have indeed recognized education
as an essential element of development strategy, and they have achieved marked success in
changing the profiles of education and literacy, resulting in a rise in the aggregate literacy
rate from 53.6 per cent in 1970 to 63.7 per cent in 1980. The absolute number of the
illiterate population, however, has also increased during the same period by 80 million. The
rate at which the adult population is gaining literacy is clearly outstripped by the rate of
population growth and the continuing nhenonmena of primary school drop-outs. The
illiteracy problem is further intensified by a high degree of relapse to illiteracy among nco-
literates, resulting from inadequate opportunities to use and upgrade the newly acquired
skills and by the emergence of newer forms of illiteracy caused by advances in science and
technology and the changes in the society.

If UNESCO's goal of "Education for All" is to be attained so that no one within the
Asia and Pacific region is left illiterate and uneducated, the countries in the region must be
supported to provide universal primary education, eradicate illiteracy among the out-of-
school population and organize continuing education opportunities for neo-literates and
primary school leavers to further enrich their knowledge and competencies.

Overall aim

To stimulate and support, through regional co-operation, national efforts of the
Member States to

i) achieve universal primary education;

ii) eradicate illiteracy; and

iii) provide continuing education.

Specific objectives

To promote and strengthen national efforts and mutual co-operation among the
Member States in attaining the goal of Education for All through the following specific
objectives:

1. To stimulate and further intensify national recognition and commitment for
the Education for All campaign;

2. To strengthen national capabilities and create appropriate infrastructure for
planning, management, research and development;

3. To promote development of innovative strategies in literacy education, primary
education and continuing education, particularly to serve disadvantaged groups;

5
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4. To mobilize human, material, financial and technical resources from the com-
munities, various sectors within the countries and international organizations in
support of the Education for All campaign;

5. To encourage sharing of information and experiences among the Member
States.

Target groups and special considerations

The Education for All programme is designed to be a mass education movement in-
volving people from all segments of the society who can participate both as contributors and
as beneficiaries. There are, however, certain groups within the society whose needs and
problems must be given special attention in programme development, namely;

Women and girls

Out-of-school children and youth

Rural area dwellers

Urban slum dwellers

Minority groups

Parents

New literates

The hundicapped

Low achievers and potential drop-outs.

At the regional level, while all countries will participate in the programme, it is pro-
posed that special emphasis be given to support the following groups of countries in their
struggle to achieve Education for All:

i) Countries where the current literacy rates are below 50 per cent and/or primary
school enrolment rates are less than 70 per cent (Papua New Guinea, Bangla-
desh, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Bhutan, India, Iran, Nepal)

ii) Small island states.

Programme areas and action programmes

Under APEID, attention will be focused on innovative strategies and approaches in
two programme areas:

1. Universalization of primary education; and

2. Continuing education.

Under "Universalization of primary education", four action programmes were iden-
tified:

1. Enrolment and retention of all primal-, school-age children with particular
emphasis on girls;

2. Education of the disadvantaged;

3. Improvement of the quality of primary education;

4. Planning and management of UPE at the micro level.

6
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Under "Continuing education", five action programmes were identified:

1. Parental education;
2. Linkage between formal and non-formal education, and functional continuing

education programmes;
3. Work-oriented continuing education;
4. Promotion of supportive learning environment;
5. Raising literacy levels and continuing education.

Expected major outcomes

Two levels of major outcomes are expected:

Level 1 Within each Member State, there will be:

1.1 effective policies and strategies for the eradication of illiteracy, achieve-
ment of primary education and provision of continuing education;

1.2 development of infrastructures and improved national capabilities for
planning and implementation of Education for All programme;

1.3 increased participation and mobilization of resources within the coun-
tries and effective mechanisms for such mobilization;

1.4 increased experiences and expertise which can be used to promote
Education for All programme in countries within and outside the region.

Level 2 By the year 2000, the attainment of the first level of outcomes will con-
tribute towards:

2.1 achievement of primary education;
2.2 eradication of illiteracy; and
2.3 provision of continuing education.

The definition of the terms as well as the specification of the target groups, however,
will depend upon the needs and priority of each Member State.

Monitoring and evaluation

1. Integrated management information system should be set up at the national
and regional levels to continually assess the literacy and primary education
status as well as to examine the coverage of the continuing education pro-
gramme.

2. There should be regular and periodical monitoring and follow-up of the pro-
gress conducted at the national and regional levels.

3. Evaluation of ongoing and innovation strategies will be carried out to deter-
mine their effectiveness, identify areas for improvement and assess their poten-
tials for expansion.

4. Information from the information system, monitoring and follow-up system
and evaluation will be fed into policy formulation and planning mechanisms at
both the national and regional levels as well as disseminated for public informa-
tion.

5. Monitoring and evaluation will be designed to be participatory and to promote
self-diagnosis and improvement.

7
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Programme area: Universalization of primary education (UPE)

Accees to primary education has long been recognized as an indispensable tool for
individual, community and national development. Universal primary education was first
adopted as a goal for the countries of the Asian region in the "Karachi Plan" (1960) which
proposed "that every country of this region should provide a system of universal, compul-
sory and free primary education of seven years or more within a period of not more than
20 years (1960- 1980)..."

In spite of concerted efforts to provide universal primary education, only a few
countries within the Asian region have attained the target set forth in the Karachi Plan. At
present seventeen countries with 48.5 per cent of the total regional population have a gross
enrolment ratio of over 100 per cent. Only for countries, however, have achieved universal
primary education. Six countries, accounting for 30.2 per cent of the regional population,
have reached 85-99 per cent gross enrolment, while five countries with 7.5 per cent of the
total regional population have less than 70 per cent gross enrollment ratios, ranging to a low
of 15 per cent.

Taking the region as a whole, the provision of universal primary education is ham-
pered by the problems of low enrolment, high drop-outs and repetitions, high incidence of
relapse into illiteracy, especially among those who fail to complete five years of primary
education, and poor quality primary education.

Specific objectives

To assist the Member States to promote the achievement of universal primary educa-
tion by the year 2000 through the following specific objectives:

1. To promote universal participation and retention of primary school-age children
in primary education programmes, both formal and non-formal;

2. To improve the quality of education to ensure adequate preparation for life;

3. To strengthen national capabilities and infrastructure for effective planning,
management training, research and development for primary education;

4. To promote regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and information.

Target groups

This programme area will serve all primary school-age children. Priority will, how-
ever, be given to the following categories of children:

1. Girls;

2. Primary school drop-outs;

3. Economit.ally, socially and physically disadvantaged children;

4. Ethnic minorities and linguistic groups, nomads, tribal groups and people in
geographically difficult, isolated and remote areas.

Action programmes

Four action programmes are identified;

UPE/1 Enrolment and retention of all primary school-age children with parti-
cular emphasis on girls

8
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UPE/2 Education of the disadvantaged

UPE/3 Improvement of quality of education

UPE/4 Planning and management of UPE at micro level

Expected outcomes

Universalization of primary education is expected to be achieved by the year 2000
through:

1. Participation and retention of all pupils to the completion of primary educa-
tion;

2. Improvement of quality of education;
3. Increased national capabilities and more effective infrastructures for planning,

management, research, training and development of primary education; and
4. More effective regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and information.

Monitoring and evaluation

1. Periodic assessment and report concerning the progress of primary education;
2. Regular monitoring and evaluation of activities in the programme areas at the

regional and national levels.

9



Programme area: Universalization of primary education

Action programme: UPE/1. Enrolment and retention of all primary school-age children
with particular emphasis on girls

In spite of concerted efforts to provide universal primary education, in 1982 over
100 million children in the compulsory age group of 6-14 in the region were not enrolled in
schools. Universalization of primary education is further hampered by high drop-out and
repetition rates. Studies have shown that drop-out rates range from 3 per cent to as high as
80 per cent, accounting for more than 33 million children per year. The average repetition
rate among primary school students is found to be around 12 per cent. While the general
causes of non-enrolment, drop-outs and repetitions are often known, they are complex and
difficult to tackle, being rooted in the geographical, social, cultural, economic as well as
educational conditions of each country. Due to reasons of poverty, cultural traditions,
distance between schools, home environment and the need to help with family chores, girls
account for the large majority of non-enrolled children and drop-outs.

In order to achieve universal primary education, it is most imperative, therefore, that
UNESCO continues to assist the Member States in promoting the enrolment and retention
of all primary school-age children with particular emphasis on girls.

Specific objective

1. To support and promote research studies relating to the problems of non-
enrolment and drop-outs of school children;

2. To support the development of innovative approaches and schemes focused on
increasing enrolment and prevention of school drop-outs;

3. To explore ways in which formal and non-formal programmes can be comple-
mentary to each other to raise the participation rate, reduce wastage rates and
to provide for learning that constitutes a preparation for life and a basis for
continuing education;

4. To strengthen national capabilities in developing curriculum and learning
materials for use in non-formal primary education schemes.

Target groups

1. All out-of-school children of primary school age who do not enrol in formal or
non-formal education programmes with particular focus on girls and those
living in rural and remote areas;

2. Primary school children with emphasis on those who are considered to have
"high risks" for drop-outs and repetitions;

3. Personnel involved in the provision of primary education.

Activities

See table on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. More information on causes of non-enrollment and drop-outs and effective
strategies

10
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2. Development of more innovative approaches to promote participation and
retention of primary school children, to provide non-formal education for out-
of-school children and girls' education

3. More effective national capabilities in curriculum and ,rational development
4. Greater regional co-operation and sharing of experiences

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Periodic assessment of enrollment, and retention rates among different tarrA
groups.

2. Evaluation of programme activities.

3. Assessment of regional co-operation and sharing of experiences.
4. Evaluation of understanding and capabilities among key national peesonnels.
5. Assessment of information for programme planning and development.

11
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Activities (UPE/1)

No Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of Peru
sonnet to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

UPE/1.1 Case studies on successful programmes
involving parents and community in
ensuring highlst rate of enrolment and
articipation (successful innova-
tions).

7-9 months Constitute a na-
tional research
team
Consultation with
education admin-
istration and
local officials,
planting com-
missions

Policy makers plan-
ners and researchers

Nationalresearch
team
follow-up na-
tional seminar

Report of case studies dis-
semination of findings

UPE/1.2 National level seminars on the case
studies to develop strategies and na-
tional policies and to develop mate-
rials for motivational ampaign in-
volt stg:

parents
communities and
teachers

10.12 days Draw up plans
and programme
for launching
national cam-
paigns

Pojcy ma'Aers plan-
ners parents commu-
nity leaders teachers
social workers

Plan for national and
local campaign

As above

UPE/1.3 Dissemination of infonation on
successful innovations in the region
dealing with:

textbook production
- teacher preparation

legal provision for UPE
development of effective learning
packages
Community enrolment (action
groups) etc.

On-going - exchange of
materials net-
work participa-
ting countries.
preparation of
synthesis and
publication of
newlettcrs,digest
and their distri-
bution in the
region.

Various category of
personnel in parti-
dpating countries

Feedback from
countries on rele-
vance and useful-
ness of informs-
tion generated
and distributed

Series of national, re-
gional and sub-regional
publications

I's
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No Activity Titk Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnet to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation Expected Outcome

UPE/1.4 Mobile Training Teams on Textbook
production, preparation of teachers
and development of learning pack-
ages.

Study visits -2.3
weeks
literacy work-
shops 2-3 weeks

Key level special-
ists will visit one
or two countries
for sharing ex-
perience on re-
lated subject and
plan and organize
national work-
shops, possibly
with support of
resource persons.

Key level specialists
who would be in-
volved in workshops
and personnel in-
volved at grass-roots
on the subject.

To be undertaken by
the core responsible
for the mobile team,
in terms of skills
developed by parti-
cipants and action
plans.

Training methodologies
and materials

UPE/1.5 Study visits for exchange of cape-
riences on successful innovation for
increasing enrolment and participa-
tion in primary education

2 weeks Prep. of plans on
the basis of cru-
cial needs, visit
to countries for
sharing expe-
riences and con-
duct a national
training pro-
grammes.
Visit actual pro-
ject sites
Consult with
specialists and
national official
Prepare critical
individual assess
ment

Specialists and per-
sonnel involving
textbook produc-
tion, teacher prepa-
ration and learning
pacKagt. develop-
ment. Specialists
and policy makers
involved in UPE

evaluation in
terms of new
skills developed
by those partici-
pating in the
training work-
shops
Follow-up nat
discuss;on groups
to disseminate
the experience
pined
report to ACEID
on the outcomes

Training of personnel
for development of
textbooks, teacher and
learning packages.
Individual assessment
report on the visit.
Country report on how
the experience of the
person would be
utilized.

UPE/1.6 Mobile Team Training of Educational
Personnel for Girls Education

Study visits 2.3
weeks
National work-
shop 2.3 weeks

key level special-
ists will visit one
or two countries
for sharing expe-
rience on girls
education and
plan and organize
national work-
shops possibly
work support of
resource persons

Key level specialists
who would be in-
volved in national
workshops and per-
sonnel involved at
grass-roots level for
promotion of girls
education.

To be undertaken by
the core responsible
for the mobile team
in terms of skills
developed by parti-
cipants and action
plans.

Training methodologies
and materials.
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No Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

UPE/1.7 Joint Innovative Project on Promo-
tion of Girls Education (Develop-

2-3 years Identification of
countries in-

Policy level special-
ists involved in the

The programme
will be constant

Materials, curriculum,
learning packages and

ment of Alternative and Comp le- nested in the promotion of girls monitored and teacher training mate-

mentary Forms of Education for project and de- education, re- evaluated at rials and ulternative

Girls including curriculum develop- velop relevant searchers, pro- country level by modes and foams of
ment, training of teachers and corn- background ma- grammes developers a high level mul- education for girls.

munity mobilization). terials.
- Organize a re-

gional planning,
meeting

- Launch a re-
search and opera-
tional project
in participating
countries.

and various func-
tioners at grass-root
level.

tidisplinary pro-
ject committee
and will be re-
ported at re-
gional level
periodically.

Exchange expe-
riences between
participating
countries
Joint evaluation
and development
of strategies for
improving educa-
tion programmes
focus on girls.

UPE/1.8 Retention

(a) National studies that have proved Jan. June 1987 constitute a na- A team of six leading Set objectives for The identification of suc-
successful in improving retention. tional research educationists in each study to cover. Eva- cessful strategies in the

team.
consult with
education offi-
cials.

participating country luate if objectives
have been met and
how well.

region that have improved
retention.

(b) Regional seminar to debate the September 1987 exchange find- One person from Each participant to A report of all successful
study findings and make a report. (1 week) ings each participating give realistic evalua- strategies developed and

countries consult country who has
been active in the
study.

tive report on the
seminar.

Questionnaire to be
developed.

used in the region.

t"
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No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

(c) Dissemination of information Oct.-Nov.1987 The above report to
be disseminated

ACEID/ROEAP staff Was material re-
ceived? How was it
used?

(d)National Workshops to be held March/April 1988 To develop and Senior education ad- Evaluate against a A list of proven successful
in country run by the regional (1 week) adapt strategies that ministrators in each series of objectives. strategies from the region
seminar attended and the team could be adopted in province and se- that can be applied on
that did the study. the country. lected officers of

the national depart-
ment of education.

Did workshop meet
the objectives and
how well?

adapted for use in the
country. A report on the
workshop.

(e) Joint Innovative Project 1988 An initial meeting A group of countries Set objectives were A project to help overcome
followed by con- with similar prob- they met and how the problem by further
stant co mmunica-
tion.

lems and who believe
similar strategies
could help overcome
the problem.

well? joint development of
strategies.

(f) Evaluative Study First half of 1991 A visit to all or ost All participating Questionnaire fol- Vast improvement in reten-
of the particirating countries fill in the lowed by evaluation tion by the participating
countries afs zr a
questionnaire.

questionnaire.

Team of three to
visit and write an
evaluation report on
the the success of
of the activity.

trip by team.

During 1988-1990
countries continue
formative evaluation.

countries.
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Programme Area: Universalization of primary education

Action programme: UPE/2. Education of the disadvantaged

In several countries of the Region, children who are not adequately served by the
primary school system come from disadvantaged groups. While the definitions of such
groups vary widely, in general, they include those residing in remote rural areas, in urban
slums or belonging to cultural, ethnic and linguistic minorities, nomadic groups, refugees
and physically handicapped.

In this project area, the major focus would be on the development of innovative
schemes aiming at increasing enrolment and participation of disadvantaged groups and
improving the contents and curriculum of education tailored to the environment and needs
of children from disadvantaged and deprived population groups.

Specific Objectives

The overall aim is to assist Member States to develop more effective primary educa-
tion programmes for the disadvantaged groups through the following objectives.

1. To promote research related to promotion of primary education for disadrant-
aged groups

2. To assist and support Member States to develop innovative schemes aimed at
increasing educational opportunities for the disadvantaged groups.

3. To strengthen national capabitities in planning, management and development
of programmes for disadvantaged groups.

4. To promote regional co-operation and exchange of knowledge and expertise.

Target groups

1. Groups identified as educationally disadvantaged such as

1.1 population in rural and remote area, urban slums
1.2 those belonging to cultural, ethic and linguistic minorities
1.3 normadic groups
1.4 refugees
1.5 physically handicapped

2. Personnel involving in programme planning and implementation including
policy and decision makers, researchers and evaluators, curriculum specialists.

Activities

See table on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

Greater access and more relevant provision of primary education to disadvantaged
groups through the following immediate outcomes:

1. Better understandings of factors related to education of the disadvantaged.

2. More innovative educational strategies in the provision of education for the
disadvantaged.

16
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3. More effective national capabilities for planning, management and development
of programmes for disadvantaged groups.

4. Closer regional co-operation and more effective exchange of information and
experiences.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Regular assessment of access of specific disadvantaged groups to primary
education.

2. Evaluation of specific programmes for disadvantaged groups.
3. Assessment of understanding and competencies of key national personnel

involved in providing education for disadvantaged groups.
4. Assessment of regional co-operation and exchange.

17
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Activities (UPE/2)

No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of per-
sonnet to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

UPE/2.1 National studies focused
on provision of primary
education for the disadvant-
aged (these residing in re-
mote and rural areas, urban
slums or belonging to cul-
tural, ethnic and linguistic
minorities, nomadic groups,
refugees and physically
handicapped) and their
educational needs.

8-10 months Formulation of Research Teams
of Training specialists at the
national level

Specialists and policy
makers and resear-
chers in primary edu-
cation and educa
tion of disadvantaged
groups.

Set up objectives for
the studies and eva-
luate whether they
hate been met and
how well by the Re-
search Team.

Reports of National
Study

UPE/2.2 Regional and subregional
workshop on education of
the disadvantaged popula-
tion groups. (The findings
of the national studies will
be the basis of these work-
shops).

12-14 days Critical examination and re-
view of national stud;-- and
exchange of experiences

Policy makers and
specialists involved
in the education of
disadvantaged groups.

Followup for Devel-
lopment of national
plan

a. Report of the work-
shop

b. National Follow-up
plan

UPE/2.3 Regional and national train-
ing workshops for develop-
ment of teacher training
and curriculum (Teaching/
Learning) strategies and
methodologies focused on
multiple class and large
class teaching in rural, re-
mote, isolated and sparsely
populated areas.

Regional:
16-18 days
National:
16-18 days

a. Exchange of expereinces
available on the subject.

b. Development of guidelines
and handbook (R)

c. Development of handbook
and guidelines (N).

Teacher educations
and curriculum spe-
cialists

a. Follow-up national
workshops

b. Production of hand-
books and guide-
lines

c. Integrate with
Teacher Training
and Curriculum
Development

a. Report of the work-
shop(s)

b. Follow-up National
Plans

c. Guidelines and hand.
books.

UPE/2.4 Inter country study visits
for exchange of experiences
on education of disadvant-
aged groups in rural, moun-
tainous, isolated and spar-
sely populated areas.

2-3 weeks a. Visit actual project sites
b. Consult with specialists and

national officials
c. Prepare critical individual

assessments

Policy level person-
nel and specialists
involved in the edu-
cation of disadvant-
aged groups

Follow-up national
discussion groups to
disseminate the ex-
perience gained and
report to ACEID on
the outcomes

Individual assess-
ment reports on the
visit
Country report on
how the experience
of the region will be
utilized.
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of per -
sonnel to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

UPE/2.5 Research studies on:
(a) Socio-emotional factors

(Familial, school and
community related)
Affecting school learn-
ing among disadvant-
aged children.

(b) Study on early compe-
tencies affecting learn-
ing of disadvantaged
children.

One year Constitute two specialist teams
for the study and research

Research specialists,
curriculum develo-
pers, teacher training
and selected teachers.

To be monitored by
the National Research
Team(s)

Report of the two stu-
dies

UPE/2.6 Regional and national
workshops for develop-
ment for Pre-school enrich-
ment packages and supple-
mentary enrichment learn-
ing materials with particular
focus on early years of
primary schooling

10-12 days Utilizing the findings of the
two studies under 5, the Re-
gional Meeting will develop
guidelines for developing en-
richment packages and sup-
plementary learning materials
for early years of primary
schooling. The national work-
shops will develop the ma
terials.

Primary education
specialists including
curriculum develo-
pers, teacher trainers,
and teacher and
child development
specialists

Follow-up National
Workshop for devel-
opment of materials.

Regional guidelines
Enrichments and
supplementary learn
ing materials at na-
tional and local
levels.

LIFE/2.7 Subregional and national
training workshops on de-
velopment of low-cost and
teacher made instructional
aids.

10-12 days The subregional workshop
will utilize the existing ex-
periences of the countries and
develop a handbook for na-
tional workshops. The na-
tional workshop will develop
materials and handbook for
teachers.

Curriculum spccia-
lists and teachers
involved in the de-
velopment of teach-
ing materials and
aids.

National follow-up
workshops and de-
velopment of hand-
books for teachers

Guidelines and hand
books for national
workshops
Handbook for tea-
chers

UPE/2.8 National workshops for
development of work
oriented primary education
schemes for early school
leavers (dropouts), those
not completing primary
school and working chil-
dren.

15 days Identify problems related to
early school leavers (dropouts)
and analyze the findings of
researches and studies available
on item and review the pro-
grammes already ongoing.
Develop work oriented prima-
ry education. Keeping in view
the educational and societal
needs of working children.

Specialists in prima-
ry education, work
oriented education
and specialists from
non-governmental or-
ganizations devoted
to education and
welfare of children

Launching of pilot
and large scale pro-
jects

Work oriented primary
education schemes
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of per-
sonnet to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

UPE/2.9 Subrcgion'l workshop on
educational mathods and
strt.:egies for education of
migrants and nomadic
groups

10.12 days Preparation of case studies by
each participant country. The
workshop will examine im-
portant and crucial aspects
relating to curriculum and
teacher in education of noma-
dic and migrant groups.

Specialists involved
in the education of
nomadic and migrant
groups.

Follow-up actions
taken in the coun-
tries

Report of the Work-
shop

UPE/2.10 National workshops on
development of part-time
and extended primary edu
cation schemes combined
with self learning packages
including the use of mass
media especially of ratio
broadcasting and other
print media.

15 days Identify problems related to
early school leavers (dropouts)
and analyze the findings of
researchers and studies avail-
ble on item and review the
programmes already ongoing.
Develop work oriented primary
education. Keeping in view
the educational and societal
needs of working children.

Specialists in prima-
ry education, work
oriented education
and specialists from
non-governmental or-
ganizations devoted
to education and

welfare of children

Launching of pilot
and large scale pro-
jccts

Work oriented prima-
ry education schemes

UPE/2.11 National Workshop to in-
tegrate efforts of all govern-
mental agencies such as
Education, Social Welfare,
Health and NGO's (includ-
ing charitable institutions)
engaged in the provision
and improvement of ser
vices for disabled children.
The workshop should focus
on

1. Parent counselling and
public education in
order to grant equitable
place in the community
and to maximise educa-
tional opprotunities for
these children.

10 days Share expertise and expert-
ence
Develop strategies and ma-
teriaL
Organize for dissemination

Key persons in the
agencies concerned

Special Education
training staff.

Instructional material
developers,

Repnzentatives of

i) local grass-root
level agencies;

ii) community
workers;

iii) parents;
iv) media.

Evaluate material
produced.

Follow-up imple-
mentation at sub-
national and local
levels.

Prepare plan for
workshop.

Produce integrated plan
of action.

Increased awareness
through use of media.

Increased parent/com-
munity participation in
the education of the
disabled

Plan for national work-
shop to prepare training
materials and training
programmes.
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of per-
sonnet to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

UPE/2.1 2 National workshop to pre-
pare programmes and train-
ing material for multi-
purpose workers, regular
teacher, health aids, etc.

6.8 days Study available material in
different agencies.
Develop material

Training staff
from different
agencies;
Instructional ma-
terial development.

Monitor progress of
sub-national training
workshops.

Utilization expertise
and experience of all
agencies concerned.

UPE/2.13 National workshop for
teacher education and in-
service education personnel
to incorporate components
of special education in re-
gular teacher education so
as to

facilitate detection of
disabled children;
stimulate attitude change;
understand levels of dis
af,ilitics;
cater for different levels
of disabled children in
the classroom, specially
those at the primary
level.
help integrate such chil-
dren to regular class-
room.
assist in early detection
of disabilities among
preschoolers in the
community.

6.8 days 1. Asses-, needs and cons-
traints;

2. develop material for teacher
education and insenice
education.

3. develop teachniques to mo
nitor and evaluate teacher
invoinvolvement.

4. Field visit to institution for
disabled children.

Staff involved in de-
veloping teacher
education and in-
service education
programmes.

Specialists in special
education

Instructional material
developers.

Report of progress
of training pro-
grammes.

Follow-up outcomes
of training pro-
grammes.
Follow-up teacher
involvement and
concern.

Packages for inst. vice
Utilization in local level
training programmes.

Increased teacher con-
cern and involvement in
children with disabili-
ties.

Willingness to assist
such children directly
or by directing the
parents to proper
source of assistance.

Involvement in parent,
community education
programmes.

UPE/2.14 National Workshop on
Special Education to:
1. develop curriculum ma-

terial;
2. adopt curricular ma-

terial;
3. make realistic assess-

ment of needs and re-
sources.

2 months Examine existing curricular
material.
Carry out studies on the
relevance.
Examine material devel-
oped in other countries.
Develop local material.
Examine needs and re-
sources available.

Specialists in special
education.

Monitor progress of
workshops

Report of studies on
existing curricular
material.
Production of new
curricular material.
An inventory of
needs and resources.
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Categ ty of per-
sonnet to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

UPE/2.15 Sub-national workshops
for implementing new cur-
ricular material.

6-12 months Workshops for
new curricular.

Personnel involved
at sub-naional level.

Monitor and evaluate
implementation.

Studies and reports of
implementation.

UPE/2.16 National Workshop to de-
velop low cost technology
and aids.

3-6 months Study of needs and availa-
bility of material and ex-
pertise.
Develop material.
Yield trails (limited).

Special Education
specialists.
Technicians.

Monitor Evaluate use
of aids.

Report of present posi-
don.
Low-cost technology
aids.

UPE/2.17 Sub-regional workshop to
develop low-cost technolo-
gy and aids.

3-6 months Identify countries.
Selt aids to be rieveloped.
Develop aids.
Pro,luce, distribute for na-
tional utilization.

Specialists from
selected countries.

Monitor Evaluate
use of aids.

Production of low-cost
technology aids.
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Programme area: Universalization of primary education

Action programme: UPE/3. Improvement of the quality of primary education

Universalization of primary education is concerned not only with the access of every
primary school age child to school but also with the quality of education he/she is to receive.
This sub-programme area will focus on the development of educational programmes,
methods and materials for improving achievement levels of primary school students and for
insuring that they are adequately prepared for life.

Specific Objectives

Improvement of the quality of primary education will be achieved through the
following specific objectives:

1. To enhance awareness and concern for the problem of quality of education in
the pressure for qualitation expansion of the school system;

2. To promote research and studies in the area of quality improvement, relevancy
and pupils' achievement;

3. To facilitate improvement of curricula for greater relevancy and better pupils
achievements;

4. To support development and implementation of innovative and more effective
instructional strategies;

5. To promote development of appropriate learning materials;

6. To enhance national capabilities in curriculum and material development, train-
ing of teachers and educational personnel monitoring and evaluation;

7. Te encourage regional co-operation and exchange ofknowledge and experiences
in the field.

Target Groups

1. Personnel involved in the provision ot" primary education and quality improve-
ment such as curriculum specialists, materials development specialists, trainers
of instructors, researchers.

2. Primary school students with emphasis on students with learning disabilities
and those from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Activities

See table on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. Greater concern and understanding for improvement of quality of primary
education;

2. Improved achievement levels of pupils;
3. More relevant curriculum and more appropriate learning materials;
4. More effective learning strategies;
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5. Better trained personnel at the national levels to plan and implement measures
aiming at improving quality of primary education;

6. More effective regional co-operation and exchange.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Regular assessment of students achievement

2. Evaluation of curricula, learning strategies and learning materials

3. Evaluation of competencies and anderstanding of key national personnel con-
cerning improvement of quality of primary education.
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Activities (UPE/3)

No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per,
sonnet to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation Expected Outcome

UPE/3.1 Curriculum Renewal and Integration/ Curriculum special- Monitoring mecha- Integrated primaryIntroduction of new subjects like ists nism to be set up at school curriculum.Education for Better Health and Teacher educators national level Moni- New curricula forNutrition, Moral and Values Educa- Media specialists toting by collecting "Education for c' :tertion, Environment Education. Educationaladminis- reports, visits to Health" and valuesContinuing support for national Continuous Regional work- trators Memb er State s, hol d- education and environ-efforts in designing integrated shop Supervisors ing subregional and ment education.curriculum, redesigning curri-
culum to meet rural needs, in-
troducing new subjects like

Consultations
Inter-country
study-visits

Teachers
Community leaders

regional seminars

"Education for Better Health
and Nutrition", preparing and
producing of curriculum and
teaching guides.
Sub-regional and regional semi-
nars for sharing of experiences
in curriculum renewal and inte-
gration.

1-2 weeks (each) Seminars

Development of programmes
and materials for training cu: i-
culum specialist.

4 weeks Workshop
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No Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

UPE/3.2 Development of Innovative Instruc- Teacher educators Monitoring at the A set of materials and
tional Strategies like Multiple class
Teaching and Diagnostic Teaching

Supervisors
Selected teachers

regional level. methods for multiple class
teaching and diagnostic

Meeting of regional experts to
identify and elaborate on inno-
vative instruction.

3 weeks Regional workshops Specialists in instruc-
tional/educational
technology

teaching.
A cadre of trained per-
sonnel in instructional

Technical group meetings on
development of materials and
methods of diagnostic instruc-
tion at regional and sub-regional
level.

4 weeks (each) Regional/Sub-
regional meeting

technology.
Reports on the imple-
mentation and effec-
tiveness of `,arious
strategies.

Training of key national person-
ner in instructional technology
and in adopting innovative
strategies at the national level.

- Support for the production of
materials and teaching guides to
facilitate the implementation of
innovative strategies.
Pilot study of these materials
and methods in selected coun-
tries.

1-2 months

Continuous

1 year

Identifying lead in-
stitute at the na-
tional level, and the
organization of train-
ing, production and
pilot study through
these institutions,
including mobile
teams and study
visits

Regional and sub-regional scmi-
nars for sharing experiences in
the fuse of innovative instruc-
tional strategies;

1-2 weeks (each) Seminar

Inter-country visits to observe
the implementation of various
strategies.

1-2 months Attachments

UPE/3.3 Development of Teaching and Learn-
ing Materials including Textbooks

Textbook writers
and illustrators

At the regional level Manual on the production
of quality textbooks. Sets

Technical group meetings at
regional and sub regional levels
on Improvement of the quality
of textbooks.

2 weeks (each) Workshop Production personnel
Instructional media

specialists, Audio
visual people

of teaching/learning mate-
rials for primary school.

A cadre of trained person-
nel at the national level.

Support for production of quali-
ty textbooks at the national
level.

Continuous Seminars Supervisors
Teachers
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No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnet to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

Regional experts meeting on
identifying teaching learning
materials geared toward raising
achievement levels of children.

1-2 weeks Seminars including
mobile teams and
study visits.

Technical workshops at regional
and sub-regional levels on the
development and production
of teaching learning materials.

4 weeks (each) Technical werksh ops

Training of key personnel at the
national level on the design,
development and production of
teaching learning materials.

1-2 months To be undertaken
by lead institution

Inter-country exchange of mate-
rials and expertise.

Continuous Attachments

UPE/3.4 Preparation of educational personnel Teacher educators At the regional Training manuals and
(lowerprimary teachers,head-teachers
and primary school supervise rs)

Supervisors level
Monitoring of

guides
Case study reports

Technical group meettocts
regional and sub-regional levt.1s
for the development of pro-
grammes and materials for in-
service preparation of teachers
and other personnel to perform
new roles such as diagnostic
teaching and locally producing
instructional materials:

1-2 weeks Itegional seminars the functioning
of mobile train-
ing teams and
case studies at
the national level.

Training mobile teams for srhool
based inservice education

1 month Regional/sub-
regional training
programme.

Case studies on the management
and affectiveness of various
modes of in-service education

1 yca National teams to
undertake case
studies and dissemi-
nate finding.

Dissemination of information
from case studies

6 months
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No Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

UPE/3.5 Special Studics and Joint Innovative
Project on Raising Pupils' Achieve-
ment Level

Seminars to review pupils'
achievement of the primary
school both at the regional and
national levels.
Experimental pilot study, includ-
ing workshop meeting to raise
pupils' achievement especially
at the early stage of primary
education in related educational
quality including evaluation of
pupils' learning.
Joint study on the determinants
of achievement of primary
school children.

1-2 weeks (each)

2 years

1 year

Seminars including
mobile teams and
study visits

Formation of na
tional teams. Design
and development
meetings at regional
level

;ormation of na-
tional teams to con-
duct the study

a.

b.

Regional level
Representative of
participating
countries espe-
cially those who
involved in this
research project
National level
Educational ad-
ministrators
Curriculum spe-
cialist
Teacher educat ors
Supervisors
Teachers

Monitoring by col-
lecting reports, visit.
to Member States,
holding regional and
national seminars.

Improved relationship
between community
and school in related
to preparation of
children for school.
Improved method of
instruction including
teaching and learning
materials
Improved techniques
of supervision
Improved pupils'
achievement
Reports on determi-
nants of achievement
at primary school level

UPE/3.6 inventories of current health
and nutrit+ )n education to be
prepared by curriculum units of
the Member States

National workshops to define
after the studics what the coun-
ting has in this field and what
it still needs.

Subregional workshop to dis-
cuss reports of national work-
shops and to develop teaching
materials to be used in the
Pacific.

Follow-up workshop to prepare
final material and produce an
in-service package for teachers

) Use of materials

J n.-June '87

July/Aug. '87
one week

October 1987
10 days

October 1988
10 days

Continuing use of
material prepared.
Continuing

Usual work and
special needing

Workshop to b
held in-country

Workshop 10 days

Workshop 10 days

Formal work in
countries in schools

Curriculum officers

Subject advisory
committee. Some
parent and commu
nity representation

One or representa-
tives from each
State, some expert
identified by Unesco

Same participants as
previous year.
Mobile team with
in-service expertise.

Pupils and teachers
in schools

Prepare set of objec-
tives for the inven-
tories, were they met
and how well?

:Jet of objectives to
be prepared.

Were they met?
How well?

Objectives must be
set.
Where they met?
How well?

Objectives to be set.

Were they met?
How well?

Country evaluation
unit to study the
value of the materials

Inventories

Definition of what the
countries need and what
they lack.

A core of common mate-
rial developed and taken
back to countries for trial.

Final teaching materials
prr :d.
Az ,i-service package for
teaca.ers produced.

Improved health and nutri-
tion
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No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation Expected )utcome

(f) Evaluative study First half of 1991 Questionnaire pre-
pared by ACEID and
replies collated by
ACEID

Each of the Member
States

Questionnaire

During the period
countries continue
formative evaluation

Improved health and nutri-
tion

UPE/3.7 Education Resource Centres Three to four days A study group National ministry Prepare a set of ob- A report listing what is
(a) P national study group
A study group to review

training of supervisors and
resource centre staff

April 1987 personnel jectives.

Were they met and
how well?

done, what needs to be
done and what he expected
roles are?

lack in training

what their roles and duties art?
(b) Sub-regional workshops Two weeks A workshop Two persons from Prepare a set of ob- Two programmes: one for
A workshop to develop training pro- June/July 1987 each participating jectives. training professional staff
grammes for these officers after dis-
cussion of the national studies

country. Were they met and
how well?
Each attended to fill
in a prepared ques-
tionnaire.

supervisors and one for
training resource centre
personnel.

As to the realistic
nature of the work-
shop.

(c) National workshops to imple- One or two weeks Training workshops Over the 1988-1991 Questionr..ire to be More confident officers
mein the training programmes in-country period as many filled in by partici- more competent to carry
produced at the sub-regional
workshops.

Continuing supervisors and re-
sources centre per-
sonnel as possible

pants. their duties.

(d) Review and evaluation 1991 Questionnaire fob Team nominated by Questionnaire to be Better work done by super-
lowed by an evalua-
tion team.

ACEID filled in and then
collated.

Team must compare
1991 situation as
against the studies
prepared in 1987.

visors and resource centre
personnel resulting in

better teaching in schools
and an improved quality
of education.
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No Activity Title Duration
Method cl
Operation

Categories of Peru
sonnel to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

UPE/3.8 Multiple Grade Teaching

(a) National workshops to identity one week A workshop Teacher e ducat ors Prepare a set of ob- A report showingthe extent

the extent of multi-grade teach- April/May '87 Team to be ap- Professional super- jectives and also the problems that
ing and the problems and causes
in the country

pointed in-coun-
try

visors
National Depart-
ment Officers

Were they met?

How well?

need addressing

(b) Regional workshop to develop one week A workshop One person from Prepare a set of ob- A training programme

a training programme for
teachers of multi-grade classes
after consideration of national
workshop reports.

July/Aug. '87 each country that
held a national work-
shop

jectives.

Were they met?
How well?
Each participant to
evaluate how well
the workshop has
met.

(c) Study tour of 3 countri2s en- three weeks To insist centres en- Some of the seminar Set objectives and
gaged in multi-grade teacher
education

late 1987 gaged in such train-
ing

participants evaluate how well
they have been met.

(d) National workshops using the two weeks on-going Training workshops Teachers of multi- Better trained teachers and
prepared material to train
teachers of multi-grade classes.

during 1988-1991 for teachers grade classes better teaching resulting in
improved quality of educa-
tion.

(e) Review and evaluation 1991 Questionnaire fol- Team nominated by Questionnaire to be Improved quality of educa-
lowed by an evalua-
tion team

ACEID filled in and then
summarized.

don.

Team must compare
1991 situation as
against the 1987 na-
tional reports.
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Programme area: Universalization of primary education

Action programme: UPE/4. Planning and management of UPE at micro-level

Several countries in the region have had successful experiences in involving the local
community in the provision of primary education. The local community can help to sup-
plement the limited government's funding and resources, increase the relevancy of formal
school curricula and extend primary education beyond the school's walls. Through their
participation, the villagers develop, greater understanding of the education process, thereby
becoming more supportive of their children education often, the villagers themselves also
have opportunities to increase their competencies by being exposed to the sources of know-
ledge and information within the schools.

Involvement of local community in the provision of primary education, however, is
often hampered by many factors. These are, inter alia, overcentralized planning and man-
agement processes absence of policy support for decentralized planning and management,
inadequate infra-structure for micro-planning and management.

In this project area, emphasis will be given to developing strategies and methods of
involving local communities and parents in the planning and management of primary educa-
tion.

Objectives

I. To promote understanding and awareness among central policy-makers, plan-
ners and administrators about the need for decentralized planning and delega-
tion of authority.

2. To support and facilitate the establishment of infrastructural base for micro-
level planning and management.

3. To develop a training programme and organize training project to enhance
knowledge and skill of personnel involved in micro-level planning and manage-
ment.

4. To develop mechanism for collection of reliable data-base and other related
statistical information.

5. To promote exchange of knowledge and information in the field.

Target groups

I. Mid-level related personnel including district and sub-district level education
officia's, planning officers, statisticians, head masters and other related officers
from private and governmental agencies.

2. Representatives from local community and involved community leaders, school
committee members and involved people in particular community.

3. High-level personnel involved in micro-level planning and management includ-
ing administrators, planners, and policy-makers.

Activities

See table on the following pages.
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Expected Outcomes

1. Greater understanding of the need for decentralized planning and delegation of
authority in planning and management of primary education.

2. Enhanced national capabilities to trainned personnel in micro planning and to
establish infra-structure for micro-planning.

3. More reliable data for planning and management of primary education at micro
level.

4. More effective regional co-operation and exchange.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Assessment of national plan to set up micro-planning system for primary educa-
tion.

2. Evaluation of progress in the establishment of micro-planning mechanisms for
primary education and data base for planning.

3. Evaluation of the competencies of national personnel in conducting and in pro-
moting micro-planning for primary education.

4. Assessment of regional exchange and co-operation.
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Activities (UPE/ 4)

No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to PartioPate

Monitoring and
Evaluation Expected Outcome

UPE/4.1 National conference to develop indi-
cators needed to manage and plan
UPE and to orient national policy-
makers to the importance of micro-
level planning and management

4 days Conference Officials in the MoE
and other related
persons both Govt.
& non-govt. organi-
nation

a) Monitoring by
MoE

b) Evaluation by
Govt. & the
ROEAP

Development of indicators
for effective planning and
management at the micro-
level and orientation of
national policy-makers to
these indicators

UPE/4.2 Joint study for the most effective
management and planning model at
the micro-level

1 year Je;nt study Senior researchers
and educators

Constant monitoring
is to be made by
ROEAP to be fol-
lowed by evaluation
of the study by a
Technical Working
Group

A management and plan-
ning model at the micro-
level will be developed to
be adapted to the local
situation of the adopting
country.

UPE/ 4.3 Study visits across countries to study
management and planning at the
micro-level

2 weeks Sub-regional study
visit teams to be
organized

Primary education
personnel including
administrators and
involved community
leaders and public
representatives

ROEAP Such study visits will con-
tribute substantially on
sharing experiences and
apply them for further im-
provement of management
and planning at the micro-
level

UPE /4.4 Development of training/orientation
programmes and materials (hand-
books) for managersat the micro-level
(district and subdistrict education
off.'-es, supervisors, school manage-
ment committee chairmen and mem-
bers, headmasters, involved com:nu-
nity leaders and elites, etc.)

one week for train-
ing programmes and
3 days for orienta-
tion programmes

Training and orien-
tation programme

District and Sub-
district level educa-
tion officers, super-
visors, head-masters
for training pro-
gramme and school
committee chairmen
and members and
involved community
leavers & elites for
orientation pro-
gramme.

By the Ministry of
Education and the
Directorate/Depart-
ment of Primary
Education

Educational personnel and
others involved in the man-
agement and planning of
administration viillbe orien-
ted in the new techniques
and management aspects of
primary education at the
micro level.
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Programme area: Continuing education (CED)

Continuing education has become increasingly recognized as a critical contributing
factor to the eradication of illiteracy and the provision of universal primary education.

Continuing education as discussed in this workplan will be broadly defined to cover
all educational opportunities taken place outside the literacy and primary education pro-
grammes. Continuing education includes the enrichment of the learning environment to
activate and sustain motivation for learning. It provides extra-curricular activities which
further enhance the learning processes. It helps neo-literates to upgrade their literacy skills
to attain permanent literacy. It caters to out-of-school population by providing lifelong
learn;ng opportunities which can be organized to further improve skills and competencies
acquired through literacy and primary education programmes, or to provide equivalency
alterna_ve to formal education beyond primary levels or to assist the learners in work
related activities and improvement of quality of life.

At present, some countries have given full support to the systematic provision of
continuing education which are organized prior to and in conjunction with or after literacy
and primary education programmes. Others have developed innovative approaches on a
limited scale. Within the Region of Asia and Pacific, however, continuing education in its
broader definition is a new and largely unexplored area. There remain to be unclear under-
standing about the roles and the nature of continuing education, questions of its economic
feasibility especially at the times when intensive investments for EOI and UPE are called for
and inadequate capabilities and mechanism to implement the concept in the diverse condi-
tions of the Region.

Overall Aim

The programme in this area will aim at strengthening and supporting national efforts
to plan and organize continuing education programmes to facilitate thz eradication of
illiteracy and the provision of universal primary education.

Specific Objectives

1. To propagate the need to provide continuing education as an integral compo-
nent of the Education for All compaign;

2. To strengthen national capabilities in planning, management, curriculum and
materials development, training and materials development, training and evalua-
tion of continuing education programme;

3. To promote greater complementarity between formal and nonformal education
as well as to mobilize the supports and commitments of the mass media; devel-
opment agencies and the private sector in the provision of continuing education.

4. To support the improvement of on going programme and the development of
new approaches in continuing education, special emphasis to parental
education, equivalency alternative to formal schooling and work-oriented con-
tinuing education activities;

5. To promote exchange of experiences and information in the provision of con-
tinuing education among countries within the Region.
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Target Groups

1. Personnel involved in the provision of continuing education

1.1 Personnel involved in literacy education primary education and con-
tinuing education.

1.2 Mass Media

1.3 Development Agencies

1.4 Commercial and business sector

2. Recipients

2.1 The illiterate population, literacy students, neo or semi-literates
2.2 Parents of primary school students

2.3 Primary school leavers

Action programmes

Action programmes identified as critical to the promotion of continuing education
are as follows:

CED/1 Parental education

CED/2 Linkage between formal and non-formal education, and functional con-
tinuing education programmes

CED/3 Work-oriented continuing education

CED/4 Promotion of supportive learning environment

CE:0/5 Raising literacy levels and continuing education

Expected Outcomes

The project area aims to promote comprehensive continuing education programmes
through the following outcomes

1. Greater recognition of and commitment to the need to provide continuing
education;

2. More competent national capabilities and infra-structure to plan and organize
continuing education;

3. Development of more effective approaches in the provision of continuing
education;

4. Closer regional co-operation and sharing of experiences in the field.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Evaluation of polices, plans and the system for provision of continuing educa-
tion as well as evaluation of specific programmes;

2. Evaluation of national capabilities and infra-structures in planning and organiz-
ing continuing education programmes;

3. Assessment of the development of new and more effective approaches to con-
tinuing education;

4. Assessment of regional co-operation.
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Programme area: Continuing education (CED)

Action programme: CED/1 Parental education

Experience has demonstrated that the expansion and improvement of primary educa-
tion is not possible without the support and contributions of the community and, more
particularly, the parents of children of school-going age. This programme area will focus
special attention upon the education of the parents so that. they could support and facilitate
the education of their children. By introducing the parents to new developments in know-
ledge and pedagogy to enable them to help their children in their home work, it is expected
that the parents will also update their own knowledge base and derive benefits for them-
selves through such an exposure.

Specific Objectives

1. To promote favourable climate for the promotion of parental education.

2. To support innovative programmes and learning materials for parental educa-
tion.

3. To offer training opportun:ties and exchange of experience to enhance the
capabilities of personnel responsible for parental education.

Target Groups

Parents of pre-primary and primary school-age children.

Activity

See table on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. Grater understanding and support for the provision of parental education;

2. Development of strategies for promotion of parental education at national level;

3. More trainned personnel at the national level to function as trainers to other
primary education personnel;

4. More effective regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Assessment of knowledge and understanding of the need for and the strategies
in organizing parental education among pre-primary and primary school per-
sonnel.

2. Evaluation of the national policies, plans and programmes in parental education.
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Activities (CED/1)

No Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of per-
sonnel to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

CED/1.1 Survey of training needs, resources
and methodologies on Parent Educa-
tion.

Six months National activity,
research

Educational re-
searchers, health &
social workers
parents teachers

Regular monitoring
of progress on key
target dates, evalua-
tion of research,
results as to com-
prehensiveness.

Research report describ-
ing training needs, re-
sources available, and
methodologies.

CED/1.2 Sub-regional training workshop on
materials development

15 days Field Operation
Workshop

Select target groups
in national project
teams and represent-
alive of parents from
host country.

Evaluation of pro-
totype training
materials produced,
including, their vali-
dation and trials.

Teams of trained per-
sonnel.
Prototype materials
and improved methodo-
logics.

CED/1.3 Followup national workshops Two weeks
(three workshops)

Training Workshops Project staff and re-
presentatives of
parent groups

End of workshop
evaluation.

Trained project staff;
Sets of materials
adapted.

CED/1.4 Launching national programme on
parent education.

Continuing Dissemination of
knowledge through
national campaign.

Families Periodic reviews Improved parental
consciousness and fami-
ly support for educa-
tion.
Better understanding
about roles of family
members.
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Programme area: Continuing education

Action programme: CED/2. Linkage between formal and non-formal education, and
functional continuing education programmes

In attempting to provide continuing education for primary school leavers and neo-
literates, it is important to recognize that there are at present a large number out-of-school
children and youths who cannot be brought back in to the school system for reasons such
as poverty, family and work obligations or simply limited capacities of the schools to
accomodate them. Yet these children and youth need educational opportunities to upgrade
their campetencies as well as formal credentials for their knowledge. and skills so that they
will not be at a disadvantage in the world of works.

Equivalency and functional continuing education, is therefore needed to comple-
ment formal education so that the out-of-school children and youth population will have
access to flexible and quality education to become more skillful, productive and socially
responsible.

Specific Objectives

1. To encourage recognition for the need to achieve complementarity between
formal and non-formal education, particularly in providing equivalency and
functional continuing education programmes;

2. To support the development of programmes which will enable learners to
progress through the educational systems through complementary formal and
non-formal education alternatives;

3. To explore ways in which accreditation for non-formal courses can ',re obtained
as well as ways in which knowledge and experiences can be transferred between
formal and non-formal education curricula.

4. To strengthen national capabilities in developing approaches, currcula and
learning materials for equivalency non-gormal education;

5. To promote sharing of knowledge and experiences in the field.

Target Groups

Policy makers, planners, high level administrators specialists in formal and
non-formal education.

Primary school leavers and neo-literates, particularly those within youth
ages.

Activities

See table on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. More recognition and support for equivalency and functional continuing educa-
tion in development plan;

2. Development and improvement of more effective in providing equivalency
continuing education and in transferring learning experiences between formal
and non-formal systems;
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3. Strengthened national capabilities in programmes planning and management;
4. Closer linkages and more complementarity between formal and non-formal

education;

5. More effective regional co-operation and exchange of knowledge and informa-
tion.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Analysis of policy, plans and participation of governmental and non-govern-
mental agencies in providing equivalency continuing education and in promoting
linkages between formal and non-formal education.

2. Evaluation of equivalency continuing education programmes particularly in
terms of their accessibility, their relevancy and suitability to the nee-literates
and primary school leavers.

3. Assessment of regional co-operation.
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Activities (CED/2)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Monitoring
and Evaluation

Expected Outcome

A. School leavers: 1 week Technical Work-
ing Group

Experienced Non-
formal Practitioners

Workshop evaluation Methodologies case studies,
synthesis of experiences.

CED/2.1 Exchange of experiences Guidelines f c: materials.

CED/2.2 In-country workshops 3+, each Mobile Workshop Team: ex-TWG Local Team reports Applications Modelling

1 month members all catego-
ries

Local evaluation behaviour.
Non-formal materials for
school leavers.

B. Referred to national bodies

C. Referred to ROEAP Planning/
Administration operation.

D. Accreditation:

CED/2.3 1. Regional meeting of Experts 1 week Technical Work- Senior officials in- In-built evaluation Recommendations regard-

on qualifications and cre-
dentials at various levels.

ing Group volved in accrcdita-
tion, from awarding
institutians and pro-
fessional bodies; sen-
for educators, formal
and non-formal,
which provide courses.

ing comparability of
awards and transfer be-
tween formal and non-
formal sectors.

CED/2.4 2. National seminar 1 week Follow-up
Seminar

National group com-
posed as above

In-built evaluation National-level recom-
mendations about common
elements of curriculum,
examining, credit.

CED/ 2.5 3. National meetings of executive 3 days Review and ad- Policy and .lecision Public and profes- Decisions about credit re-

officials option of recorrt-
mendations

making officials sional response cognition, common de-
ments of curriculum.
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Programme Area: Continuing education

Action programme: CED/3. Work-oriented continuing education

Meaningful continuing education links education with productive work. Such an
approach provides an effective incentive for neo-literates and primary school leavers to
continue their education. It helps the learners to make the difficult transition between
education and the world of works as well as to upgrade their campetencies while in the work
force. In countries where resources for education are limited, the approach helps to mobilize
other development agencies and the private sector to take active part in providing con-
tinuing education.

Several attempts have been made to link education with productive work. Curricula
have been functionalized to deal with work-related issues. Production activities have been
sandwiched with school activities. Courses have been offcred on work, sites for employees.

In this area emphasis will be on further increasing opportunities for application of
education for development and productivities.

Specific Objectives

1. To create awareness and appreciation for the need for work oriented con-
tinuing education;

2. To develop national capiabilities for planning and implementing of work
related educational programmes;

3. To explore ways in which effective linkages can be established between educa-
tional activities and productive work;

4. To promote inter-agency co-operation and co-ordination for work related con-
tinuing education and programmes;

5. To promote exchange of information, expertise and experiences at various
levels.

Target Groups

Organizers of the activities such as representatives from different development
organizations, the industries and the trade unions.

Neo-literates and primary school leavers particalarly the out-of-school youth.

Activities

See tables on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. More recognition of and more support. for work-oriented continuing education
among policy makers, development agencies, the industries, the trade unions
and the commercial sector;

2. Development and improvement of strategies and approaches for provision of
work-oriented continuing education;
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3. Strengthened national capabilities to plan implement and evaluate work-oriented
continuing education programmes;

4. More effective regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and experiences.

Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Evaluation of work-oriented continuing education programmes;

2. Analysis of national policies and participation of various government and
non-governmental agencies for work-oriented continuing education pro-
grammes;

3. Analysis of regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and experiences.
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Activities (CED/3)

No Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of
Personnel to
Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

CED/3.1 National policy planning and
co-ordination

one week National Meeting Senior administrators
from Education, La-
bour, Agriculture,
Rural Development
and other related
agencies /organization

Policy formulation and guide-
lines for planning.
Outline of co-ordination
mechanism.

CED/3.2 Linkages between education
and work

2 years 8 National case
studies

National experts/ In-
stittitions

Analysis of national sitration on
education and work and ..irection
for future action.

CED/3.3 Linkages between education
and work

one week Regional and sub-
regional seminars

Education aners,
curriculum devel-
opers, industrial
managers.

Inter-country experience
Modalities for enhancing link-
ages between education and
work.
Outline of national follow-up
seminar plan

CED/3.4 National follow-up seminar on
linkages between education
and work

one week Seminar Representatives of
key organizations
engaged in linking
education and work.

National plan for linkizig education
and work along with clearly defined
roles of participating agencies.

CED/3/5 Joint innovative project link-
ing education with productive
work

two weeks i) Sub-regional
Planning meeting

ii) Research
iii) National level

execution

i) Country experts
and Unesco staff

ii) Country expert.:,

Mid-term Pro-
jest Review
Su mmative
evaluation

i) Aa inter-country project pro-
posal

ii) Modalities of better linkages
between education and produc-
tive work.

CED/3.6 Formulation of projects on
education and work

continuing Advisory services Educationalplanners
and Unesco advisers

Project proposals

CED/3.7 Sub-regional training work-
shop for trainers

two weeks Workshop Key project person-
nel

Team of key trained person in each
country
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No Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of
Personnel to
Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

CED/3.8 Follow-up national training two weeks Workshop Field staff Trained field workers/teachers

CED/3.9 Inter-country mobile training three weeks Study visits and
abservations tours

Key project per-
sonnel

(i) Trained key personnel
(ii) Sharing of experiences report

CED/3.10 On the job training courses one month Attachment Project operational
staff

Trained project personnel

CED/3.11 Sub-regional workshop for
curriculum and materials de-
velopment

three weeks Workshop Project personnel Sets of training and teaching
learning materials
Teams of trained project staff

CED/3.12 Follow-up national workshop
on curriculum and materials
development

ten days Workshop Materials Develop-
ment Specialists

Sets of training ant teaching
learning materials.
Teams of trained person in
materials development.

CED/3.13 Inter-project exchange of ex-
pertise and experiences

continuing Personnel exchange
Regional

Experts at national
levels

Review of ex-
pens contribu-
tion

Development of new projects,
materials and training programmes

CED/3.14 Development of Manual on
monitoring and evaluation
techniques and appropriate
instruments

6-12 months Planning Meeting
Manual Development

Expert group from
countries having lit-
eracy, UPE and con-
tinuing education
programme

A manual on monitoring and
evaluation

CED/3.15 Launching of follow-up na-
tional project

3 years National project
authorities

Mid-term review
and evaluation

1. Enhanced productivity of
worker

2. Better workmanship
3. Improved relationship between

Ed. & work.
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Programme area: Continuing education

Action programme: CED/ 4. Creating supportive learning environment

It is now widely recognized that supportive literate environment plays a critical role
in the eradication of illiteracy and the provision of universal primary education. The
availability of relevant and interesting reading materials helps to develop motivation to
learn to read and write, provides opportunity to further develop literacy skills and serves
as a link between educational activities and improvement in the quality of life.

At present, however, attempts to enrich the rural environment with reading materials
are often seen as services to be provided only at the completion of literacy campaign. Con-
sequently, most rural communities suffer from insufficient reading materials to facilitate
their literacy and primary school activities.

Specific Objectives

1. To promote awareness among policy makers of the needs to provide continuing
education and to create supportive learning environment as a means to achieve
and permanently ensure EOI and UPE;

2. Integrate continuing education into the planning and implementation of
eradication of illiteracy and universalization of primary education;

3. Develop and further strengthen national efforts to enrich the literate environ-
ment;

4. Promote apprectiation of literacy and spirit of enquiry among the public;

5. Mobilize the support of governmental agencies, the mass media, the private
sector and the general public in taking the responsibility in providing con-
tinuing education and enriching learning environment.

Target Groups

1. Policy makers including educational planners and administrator

2. The mass media including folk arti:,,s

3. The general public with emphasis on the target groups of UPE and EOI and
tho?e directly influence their decisions.

Activities

See tat-le on the following pages.

Expected Outcomes

1. Gr. iter recognition of the need to enrich the literate environment. to become
more supportive to the goals of APPEAL;

2. More supportive policies and plans for continuing education and promotion of
literate environment;

3. Greater capabilities among key national personnel to enrich the literate en-
vironment;

4. More involvement among government and non-government as well as the mass
media in organizing programmes to promote the literate environment;

5. More effective regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and experiences.
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Monitoring and Evaluation

1. Analysis of national policies and plans;

2. Assessment of opinions and concerns for supportive literate environment
among key educators;

3. Evaluation of national programmes;

4. Assessment of the accessibility to the relevant reading materials and other
supportive learning materials among the target groups of APPEAL;

5. Assessment of regional co-operation and sharing of knowledge and information.

4
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Activities: (CED/4)

No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of
personna to
participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

CED/4.1 Comparative Study on Innova
tions and their impacts in Con-
tinuing Education

11/2 year:

1 year for
national
study

--- 6 months
for compara
tive analysis
at the re-
gional level

national studies
camparative an-
alysis at the re-
gional level
Regional seminar
to present the
findings

National study
will be conducted
by national re-
searchers accord-
ing .0 the guide-
lines developed
by ROEAP.
Seminar will be
attended by re-
searchers and po
licy makers.

Progress report
during the
study
Follow up on
the extent to
which the Se-
minar has con
tributed to
changes in po-
licy and plans
conceminscE.

Reserach Report providing informa-
tion for policy formulation, plan-
ning, for creating public awareness.

CED/4.2 National seminar on Con-
tinuing Education.

5 days Seminar 1. Policy makers
2. Planners
3. Top level admin-

istrator from
NGO's and Mass
Media.

1. Increased awareness and com-
mitment towards CE.

2. Guidelines for integration of
Continuing Education into
future planning and imple-
mentation

CED/4.3 Sub-national planning work-
shops for integrating continu
ing education into EOI and
UPE

6 days Operational workshop 1. Planners from
agencies con-
cemed with UPE,
EOI and key gov-
ernmental and
r on-governmental
agencies.

An integrated plan of UPE, EOI
and Continuing Education
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No. Activi; title Duration Method of Operation Category of
personnel to
participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

Campaign to create public
awareness

CED/4.4 Regional Campaign to pro-
mote awareness and concerns
for the provision of CE and
the enrichment of learning
environment.

1 year public addresses
by leading na
tional figures
production of re-
gional motiva
tional materials
such as video
tapes for region
wide broadcasting
Visits by leading
folk artists from
the countries
within the region
to promote the
campaign

National leaders

Mass media and
communication
specialists

Flok artist

Periodic review
and cnd of the
campaign evalua
tion.

Increased concern and commitment
to EOI, UPE and CE as integral part
of lifelong learning system

CED/4.5 Seminar on the Roles of Ma.s;;
Media in CE

3-5 days Seminar I. Mass media and
folk artists.

2. Literacy and UPE
specialists.

I. More aware mass media and folk
artists.

2. Formulation of strategies for
CE

CED/4.6 Development cf motivational
materials

5.10 days Operational workshop I. Advertising me-
din artists.

'2. Folk artists.
3. CE personnel.

hlotivatk,.ial materials for nation
wide distribution.

CED/4.7 Production and Dissemination
of motivational materials

Periodically I. Mass Media.
2. Presentation by

personalities

I. The mass media
2. Select team of

personalities.

Audience research I. Sets of motivation of materials
for the public.

2. Increased public awareness.
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Opi.rion Category of
personnel to
participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

CED/4.8 Local campaign activities
adapted to the local cultural
and informal learning system.

Periodically 1. Local Reading
Centres,

2. Book Donations.
3. Literacy Contests.
4. Other forms or

promotional ac-
tivities.

1. Representatives
from agencies re-
fated to UPE and
EOI.

2. Key community
leaders/orga-
nizers.

3. Representatives
of relevant gov-
ernmental agen-
cies.

1. Donations in forms of reading
materials, funds, etc.

2. The public's increased apprecia-
tion of reading.

CED/4.9 National study to identify
existing mechanism for pro duc-
tion and distribution of
reading materials and sugges-
tions of improvement.

1 year Research Researchers in con-
junction with CE
personnel.

1. Study report bringing out exist-
ing mechanisms on production
and ,. :ribution of reading
mater....1s.

2. Guidelines for future activities.

CED/4.10 Joint innovative projects on
development production and
distribution of reading
materials.

1 year Experimental Project 1. CE, UPE, EOI
personnel

2. NGO's
3. Other Develop-

ment Govern-
mental Agencies.

4. Commercial
Book Publishers

1. Models for improving the quail-
ty of reading materials and for
extending distribution network
into .the rural communities

2. Prototypes m aerials extendea.
3. Distrilr of reading materials

to communities lacking such
facilities.

CED/4.11 Regional training courses on
the following topics

planning and organizing CE
Utilization of Mass Media and
Folk Media in CE
Production of motivational
materials, and locally rele-
vant materials.

2 weeks Training workshop
for trainers

1. Planners and per-
sonnel with pre-
viousexperiences
CE in UPE, EOI
and

2. Communication
specialists

Follow-4 .1ter
the completion
of training pr o-
grammes.

1. Increased competency at the
national levels for planning,
material production and the use
of mass meda in CE.

2. Prototype materials.
3. Tentative national plans.
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No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of
personnel to
participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

CED/4.12 Strengthening of infrastruc- Continuous Establishment of 1. Village leaders More effective infrastructure for
tures to sustain the enrich- nation-wide net- 2. EOI & UPE per- enrich most of .he learning en-
ment of the learning
environment.

work of libraries,
reading centres
or ot"er forms
of resource/in-
formation centres.

sonr tls
3. GO and NGO's

concerned.

vironment.

Training of vil-
lage leaders, UPE
am: EOI person-
nel to organize
and support such
infrastructure.

---
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Programme area: Continuing education

Action programme: CED/5. Raising literacy levels and continuing education

Specific issues:

In most countries there are school drop-outs as well as primary school leavers who
are unable to go to secondary schools. Many countries have launched programmes for
raising literacy levels and contrinuing education for out-of-school populations, but much
is to be done to improve and expand the programmes to serve societal needs.

Specific objectives:

1. To minimise a relapse into illiteracy
2. To increase the literacy skills of school lea. ers.

Target groups: All

Special considerations:

Activities:

In the following page.

Expected Outcomes of sub-programme:

A raised level of literacy levels and an increased interest in continuing education.

Linkages:

1. Continuing Education
2. Improving quality of educations
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1,0

S 6

Activities (CED/5)

No. Activity Title Duratk a Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

E-gected Outcome

CED/5.1 National studies to determine learning
needs of drop out.) and primary gra-
duates who don't go to secrndary level
education and provisions ':ountry
e.g. mobile literacy.

Six months Discussion and working
gi Dups

Leadingeducationadmi-
nistrators and teachers
working in this area.

Objectives to be set.

Hav e they been met
anr1 how?

A set of learning needs
will be developed.

CED/5.2 Joint innovative projects at subregional
level to develop and try out materials

-including software for media.

Continuing Joint planning meeting
and review

Participants of national
studies

Objectives to be set. Materials will be devel-
oped and finalized.

CED/5.3 National projects to meet the needs of
continuing education i.g. agricultural,
vocational.

Continuing Needs asse:...-.7:,ent Workers and teachers in
this level of education.

Participantsresponse
and assessment

Series of projects Will
be developed.

Pilot experimental
schools could be de-
veloped.

CED/5.4 Dissemination of information from
the national studies and the joint in-
novative studies.

Continuing Obtain upon. horn
Member Countries

ACEID or ROEAP Feedback from Mem-
ber States

CED/5.5 Regional seminar to discuss the studies
and projects.

1 week Discussion plenary and
grcups

1 person from each par-
ticipating country

Set objectives

Were the/ met?

A set of needs to be
met

CED/5.6 Training programmes
(i) for materials development produc-

don
(ii) for users and monitors of users of

the above material

Continuing Workshops and training
courses

Teachers in member
countries

Fully developed pro-
grammes and the 'level-
opment of materials
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MAJOR PP^1GRAMME AREA: MAKING EDUCATION RELEVANT TO
SOCIETAL REQUIREMENTS

Programme Area: Education for rural development (ERD)

Action programmes

ERD/ 1 Joint innovative project on education in and for rural develop-
ment

ERD/2 Review of research studies on the major causes of educational
under-development and effective strategies

ERD/3 Long-term planning and policy-making for educational innova
tion for integrated rural and urban development

EP.D/4 Development of a curriculum suited to the special require-
ments of integrated rural development

ERD/5 The education of women and girls, disadvantaged groups,
minorities, and out-of-school children and youth

ERD/6 Methods and content for training of teachers for rural areas
and rural development

Programme area: Education and the world of work (EDW)

Action programmes

EDW/1 Research studies on education and work for identifying
skilled manpower needs.

EDW/2 Joint Innovative Project on integrating education and work

EDW/3 Development and utilization of appropriate technologies
for specific needs of small-scale economies

EDW/4 Improvement of methods, forms and structures of general,
technical and vocational education

EDW/5 Development of physical facilities and exemplar instructional
material for work education activities

EDW/6 Determining new directions in tt. _hnical and vocational educa-
tion reflecing the needs of newly emerging technologies

Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all (STE)

Action programmes

STE/1 Curriculum renewal methoi-, materials and evaluation

STE/2 Developing competencies of science teachers and science
teacher educators
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STE/3 Promoting and strengthening the design, prototype develop-
ment, evaluation, maintenance, repair and effective use of
science equipment with focus on low cost and teacher-made
equipment

STE/4 Promoting and strengthening the development of facilit;ls for
identification and nurturing of scientific and technological
talent

STE/5 Interaction of science, technology and society

STE/6 Development of learning/teaching and training materials for
use in extension programmes for developing science and tech-
nology literacy and public understanding of science and
technology

STE/7 Development and strengthening of delivery systems for out-
of-school target groups through training of personnel for
out-of-school scientific activities and mobilization of expertise
and resources

Programme area: Education for the future and futures studies (EDF)

Action programmes

EDF/1 Futures' studies in education (1) (future scenario)

EDF/2 Futures' studies in education (2) (translation into practice)

EDF/3 Research and development of prototype materials at national
level

EDF /4 Development of curriculum suited to socio-economic and
technological changes in the future

EDF/5 Monitoring technological development and corresponding
changes in curriculum and methods

Programme area: Restructuring secondary education (RSE)

Action programmes

RSE/1

RSE/2

The development of alternative models to increase the rele-
vance of secondary education responsive to societal require-
ments

Joint Innovative Project on raising the quality of learning of
secondary school students

Programme area: Morals and values education (MED)

Action programmes

MED/1 Co-operative study on the morals/values taught at school and
in the community
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MED/2

MED/3

MED/4

Co-opera study on the methods and materials/values educa-
tion in formal and non-formal settings

Joint Innovative Project on evaluation methods in moral
education

Research on cultui., and arts materials to be used for moral
and values education

Programme area: Special education (SED)

Action programmes

SED/1 Special education for disabled children

SED/2 Special education for gifted and talented children
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MAJOR PROGRAMME AREA: MAKING EDUCATION RELEVANT
TO SOCIETAL REQUIREMENTS

Rationale:

To be effective, education should serve both individual and societal needs. in coun-
tries where changes take place rapidly, it is important for policy makers and educational
administrators to pay greater attention to the problems of making education relevant to
societal conditions.

Current status:

The participants in the Regional Consultation Meeting agreed that effort should be
concentrated on three major programme areas. Piogramme area II carried the title Making
education relevant to societal requirements. Seven sub-programme areas were formulated
under this major heading. The participants chose "requirements" rather the "needs" to
indicate that it was time to focus on priorities for action and not merely to assess needs.

The changes that have occurred within society itself coupled with the conservatism
of education systems has meant that social relevance as a goal has proved to be elusive. In
addition, there has been a growing demand from parents, students and the general public for
education to be related to prevailing conditions in the modern world. Therefore, the con-
sultation meeting adopted the concept of social relevance as a criterion for the evaluation of
educational systems, curriculum, and teaching methods in seven areas of educational innova-
tion.

General issues:

Although social conditions will differ from one country to mother, and from one
cultural setting to another within a country, there are some societal factors which will need
to be taken into account in all settings. These factors include the status of science and
technology, the demographic pattern, the population size, the degree of isolation, the moral
and religious values, the prevailing political ideas, the economic conditions, and the physical
resources. When the goal adopted for education is improvement of social conditions, then
it is necessary to forecast these factors which are contributing to such improvement. For
the purposes of the 1987-1991 APEID Work Plan the time frame of this forecast will cover
five years.

In addition, there is a need to develop scenarios for longer-term futures, with a view
to understanding, controlling and creating the future.

Education for rural development

The products of rural peoples are still the economic mainstay of the majority of
countries throughout the region, and there is a disproportionate incidence of problems of
illiteracy and failure to complete schooling in rural areas. The educational problems of rural
areas include difficulty of acc..ss, inequality of service in comparison with urban areas, low
levels of literacy within communities as a whole and poverty.

1
The APEID publications in the series Education and Polity and the volume Futures and Education should be

referred to in the context of this major programme arca.
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7111111M1111111LSome of the most intractable problems in education are found in rural areas, not
least the question of which particular goal is relevant for the education of rural populations

education for rural occupations, education for those who live in rural areas, education to
enable people to earn a living in urban areas, or education to enable people to migrate to
other countries.

Education alone cannot raise living standards in the rural sector. Education must
be lii.:sed to other disciplines and other forms of development in a total approach.

Education and work

There are common problems in many countries of the region in relating education
to the world of work. The supply of skilled manpower for the developmental needs of the
countries and the problem of unemployment demand that education and work should
remain a major area of concern during the fourth programming cycle of APEID.

The major problems include the difficulty of access to appropriate technology,
inadequate arrangements for the preparation and countinuous retraining of training per-
sonnel and teachers of technical subjects, lack of proper equipment and facilities, and
lack of effective linkages between educational systems and agricultural and industrial
enterprises.

In recent years, the definition of work as been broadened to include productive
labour carried out inside or outside the home. The effect c r this definition is that women's
work has economic value.

More research is required in this fi,:ld in order to provide adequate information on
the vocationalization of general educat on and the relationship between education and
the world of work.

Science and technology education

The last two decades have seen a remarkable change in the perception of developing
countries of science and of education. There is a greater awareness and realization that
applied science and technology are key factors in the modernization and industrialization
process. It is therefore important that education in science (including technology and
mathematics) begins as early as possible and is directed to all sections of the population.
The preparation of teachers and materials for improving science education and extending
scientific literacy to all sections of the population is therefore an urgent need to enable the
applications of science and effective use of technologies in national development.

Considerable efforts have already been directed towards the improvement of science
education in almost all APEID countries during the past two decades and many advances
can be identified in the area of curriculum development, development of instructional
materials, training of teachers, and other aspects of education. However, the majority of
these effort, have mainly been confined to the formal school system with the result that a
sizable population of out-of-school children and a large population of adults have had little
chance of det eloping a minimum level of scientific literacy and appreciation of the potentia-
lities of science and technology for improving their living conditions.

Education for the future and futures studies

The rate of change has produced a worldwide interest in the future not just to pre-
dict future changes but also to understand and influence those factors over which we have
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some control. Futurology or the study of the future has implication for the ft.cure of
education itself and for the relationships between educational goals and other social parame-
ters.

Restructuring secondary education

Countries in the region have changing profiles in their school populations. Thcrc is
universal primary education in many ountrics and approaching universalization of primary
education in many others. An increasing number of countries have achieved universal
secondary education. This has brought young people with a wider spread of ability into the
schools of the region. A more diversified occupational structure and a greater scarcity of
jobs has placed new demands on schools and As resulted in the unjustified charge that
unemployment is a conscqucncc of the educational level of the youthful population.

The increasing democratization of secondary education has both contributed to, and
responded to, the aspirations of families and communit;es for their children to have the
same access as other children both to school itself and to have the same opportunity to be
taught those subjects with the greatest prcstigc. At the same time if there were no dif-
ference in the prestige accorded white collar jobs and manual activities, it might be better
for national development.

The principle of equity is being extended to the education of girls and to the rights
of minority ethnic groups. The issue of the rights of minority groups has in turn led to the
requirement that schooling and school texts should be available in vernacular and in national
languages.

Rising standards of education amongst populations hays: frequently resulted in the
desire of parents to have closer contact with the shools their children attend; to kno.: what
goes on within them and to have some part in decisions made that will affect their children.
This phenomenon has been accompanied by a recognition that families are on their own
account, sources of learning and that, in addition, they have the capacity to be powerful
reinforcing agents for the work of the school.

These changes in education have focused attention on secondary education and
several countries of the region are introducing reforms in the structure, the curriculum and
the assessment procedures used in secondary schools.

Morals and values education

The pact of change, the influence of the mass media and the different life experi-
ences of older and younger population groups have all produced dislocations in traditional
values and in many cases in the patterns of family life.

For achieving national development goals, strengthening national identify and main-
taining desirable traditional values in an age of rapid change., in social as well as technolo-
gical development, moral/religious/values education, whatever the course title may be at
school, is given special attention in every society of the region. Increasing concern over the
problems and issues of moral education have emerged as a consequence of national efforts
to strengthen moral education.

Special education

While some advances in medical technology have reduced the incidence of disabling
conditions, others have contributed to the survival of children who in earlier times would
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have died at a young age. Therefore, the incidence of young people who need some kind of
special education has remained much the same over the years.

The recognition of the rights of the disabled population to equal clucational oppor-
tunities has led to a world-wide movement to integrate or "mainstream" children with
disabilities into normal primary and secondary schools.

Summary

kPEID, therefore, will carry out innovative studies and projects in the following
seven areas for which the rationale has been briefly set out above.

1. Education for rural development (ERD)

2. Education for the world of work (EDW)

3. Science and technology education including science for all (STE)

4. Education for the future (EDF)

5. Restructuring secondary education (RSE)

6. Morals and values education (MED)

7. Special education (SED)

Overall aim

The emphasis on societal requirements rather than the more usual "soc.etal needs"
is to indicate that the overall aim is to develop innovative plans for action in education,
which will have beneficial results for one or more aspects of social or economic develop
mcnt. The aim includes enhancing the relevance of the educational contribution to national
developmental goals through providing access to relevant knowledge and understandings,

skills and attitudes.

Specific objectives

To prepare programmes of work which lead to innovation in the seven sub-
prr ;ram= areas listed above.

To carry out sub-programmes under the headings (a) education for rural develop-
ment; (b) education for the world of work, (c) science and technology education including
science for all, (d) education for the future, (e) restructuring secondary education, (f)
morals and values education, (g) special education with the aim of strengthening natienal
capabilities.

Special considerations

In all programmes special consideration should be given to the circumstances and
requirements of women and girls, disadvantaged populations, culturally different popula-
tions, iLfal populations, and states with small populations (e.g. island states), countries
with different ecologies, sub-cultures, languages, traditions and values.

Expected major outcomes

Dissemination of innovations designed to meet one or more societal requirements.
All activities toler this area are expected to produce innovative solutions (systems stratc-
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gies, approach, methods, procedures models, prototypes and the like) to the problems faced
by the participating Member States in making education relevant to societal requirements,
and at the same time producing better and capable institutions within each participating
Member State.

Overall strategies

All APEID modalities.

Monitoring and evaluation procedures

A variety of methods may be used but the effectiveness of a particular programme
activity must be measured :tgainst one or more developmental goal that lies outside educa-
tion itself. For example, improving access to school should not be measured solely by
increase in school rolls, but against the principle of social justice or equity. Do all popula-
tion groups have equal opportunity to enter school?



Programme area:

Trends and issues:

Education for rural development (ERD)

For the majority of countries in Asia and the Pacific, rural areas and agriculture arc
still the economic mainstay. There is a disproportionate incidence of problems of illiteracy
and failure to complete schooling in rural areas. Many of the efforts have been made to
improve the existing conditions by integrating formal and non-formal education in rural
areas. These efforts need to be continued and a follow-up made. In recent years new issues
and needs have emerged which call for re-examination and changes in the existing practices.
There is also a need for a close co-operation and harmonization of education for rural and
urban populations.

Purpose:

To strengthen national capacities to innovate and develop education in rural areas
and enhance its contribution to the improvement of the quality of life in rural areas, and
to promote integrated (social, economic, and cultural) rural development and nation
building.

Specific objectives

1. To facilitate greater awareness of the crucial importance of the rural sector for
national development.

2. To devise more appropriate, comprehensive, and integrated development
strategies for promoting education in and for rural c'evelopment.

3. To develop positive attitudes towards and relevant skills for rural life.

4. To make education more relevant to the needs of community development.

5. To improve the quality of teaching and to transform educational administra-
tion and management systems in rural areas.

6. To facilitate better linkages and better co-operation between rural development
and urban development, between education and other social sectors, and of this
programme area with other areas, especially with APPEAL.

Target groups

1. Educational policy-makers, planners and managers.

2. Rural community leaders.

3. Teachers in rural areas.

4. Researchers and experts working this field.

5. The formal school population and the out-of-school population and adults in
rural areas.

Special considTrations

1. Less and least developed countries.

2. Small island states

3. Women and girls. disadvantaged groups, out-of-school population.

4. Mountainous and remote areas, and areas where minorities are concentrated.
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Action programmes:

1. Joint innovative project on education in and for integrated rural development.
2. Review of research studies on the major causes of educational underdevelop-

ment and effective strategies for integrated development.

3. Long-term planning and policy-making concerned with educational innovation
for integrated rural and urban development.

4. Development of a curriculum suited to the special features of integrated rural
development.

5. The education of women and girls, minorities and out-of-school children and
youths.

6. Methods and contents for training of teachers in and for rural development.

Expected outcomes

1. Wider dissemination of information, reports and other relevant materials at
national/sub-regional/regional levels.

2. Greater commitment to rural development and more integrated efforts on the
part of government leaders and development planners and educational adminis-
trators.

3. Greater involvement of rural community in education, and wider participation
of schools in community development activities.

4. More relevant curriculum and training materials.

5. Efficient and effective decentralized administration and management systems.

Linkages with other sub-programmes

1. Literacy and UPE programmes of APPEAL.

2. Education for All

3. Education for the world of work.

4. Science and technology education.

5. Restructuring of secondary education.

* * * * * * *

Programme area: Education for rural development

Action programme: ERD/1. Joint innovative project on education for rural development

Purposz

To jointly study and analyze the experiences of Member States in rural development
with the aim of developing ret-ommendations for a common strategy within the region
which may assist policy makers, planners, community leaders, etc... in the elaboration and
realization of a strai.zgy for local rural development. This strategy will promote and
strengthen education suited to rural developmer.

In this area in the past few years a number of countries have carried out successful
projects. It is now necessary to capitalize on the work completed and disseminate know-
ledge of the outcomes throughout the region.
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Specific objectives

1. To prepare rase studies within each country.

2. To exchange experiences.

3. To disseminate documentation.

4. To develop a strategy for local rural development in each participating Member
State.

Target groups:

1. National education planners and specialists

2. Rural community leaders

3. High level educational administrators

Special considerations

Attention should be paid to small island states, less and least developed countries.

Activities: See the following pages.

Programme area: Education for rural development

Action programme: ERD/2. Review of research studies on the major causes of educational
under-development and effective strategies for integrated development

Purpose

The situation of education in relation to rural development is less than satisfactory.
It is necessary to study the underlying factors and major causes of this situation in order to
arrive at effective strategies. In this way all available resources can be mobilized for the
development of education which is suited to the societal requirements in mi.. -reas. One
particular purpose is to improve the quality of life for the rural poor.

Specific objectives:

1. To identify major variables that cause the ineffectiveness of educational pro-
grammes in rural areas. --,_

2. To organize training workshops for key personnel and specialists with the aim
of strengthening the capabilities of Member States in planning and management
of education for rural development.

Target groups

Educational planners and administrators.

Activities:

See the following pages.

n8
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Programme area: Education for rural development.

Action programme: ERD/3. Long term planning and policy making for educational inno-
vation for integrated rural and urban development

Purpose

There are sharp discrepancies between levels of development in rural and urban
areas. Vast rural areas remain untapped with manpower and the resources which could very
meaningfully contribute to national development. Development of rural areas should
squarely focus on local requirements vis -a -vis the national development needs.

Specific objectives

1. To encourage national and regional joint studies.

2. To assist policy-makers and educational planners in developing educatiui, in the
rural sector in relation to urban development.

3. To develop innovative projects focused on education for rural development.

Target groups

Policy-makers, educational planners.

Activities:

See the following pages.

Programme area: Education for rural development

Action programme: ERD/4. Development of a curriculum suited to the special require-
ments of integrated rural development

Purpose

Curriculum plays a very important role. To meet the requirements of rural develop-
ment, the curriculum should have the following criteria.

1. Reach an international standard;

2. Reflect national characteristics; and

3. Reflect local characteristics.

To realize this integrated strategy, it is necessary to have a relevant curriculum.
Each country can provide valuable experiences. These need to be analyzed, summarized
:Ind disseminated.

Specific objectives

1. To collect the experiences of countries in developing curriculum relevant to
the special needs of rural areas in the context of integrated rural development.
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2. To analyze and to summarize the information gathered.

3. To develop curricula suited to local needs and requirements.

Target groups

Curriculum developers, educational planners, supervisors and teachers.

Activities:

See the following pages.

Programme area: Education for rural development

Action programme: ERD/5. The education of women and girls, disadvantaged groups,
minorities, and out-of-school children and youth.

Purpose

To organize regional, sub-regional and national activities and projects focused on
programmes which promote democratization of education. These projecis should pay
special emphasis on women and girls, disadvantaged and minority groups, and out-of-school
children and youth.

1 Specific objectives

1. To organize mobile training seminars;

2. To conduct national training workshops; and

3. To disseminate relevant experiences and information.

Target groups

Policy-makers, educational planners, local authorities, teachers.

Activities:

See the following pages.

,;
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Programme area: Education for rural development

Action programma: ERD/6. Methods and content for training of teachers for rural areas
and rural development.

Purpose

Teachers in general and in particular in rural areas play key roles in the development
and nurturing of good educational programmes. Therefore emphasis should be placed on
the training, both pre-service and in-service, of teachers.

Specific objective

To organize training workshops to plan pre-service and in-service training of teachers
for rural areas.

Target groups

Planners of courses of training for teachers, and teachers engaged in training and
teaching in rural areas.

Activities:

See the following pages.
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Activities
(Consolidated activities of action programmes (ERD/1-6)

Activity title Duration
Method of
Operation

Category of person-
nel to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

Planning education in and for inte-
grated rural development

Review of research studies on major
causes of educational under-develop-
ment and effective strategies for inte-
gral development

Long-term planning and policy-
making of educational innovations for
integrated rural and urban develop.
ment

3 years

6 months

2 years

Planning panel
meeting
Synthesis of na-
tional and re-
gional innovative
experiences
National / regional
seminars
Inter-country/in-
ter-project study
visits
Review and eva-
luation meeting
Dissemination of
information

National studies
Regional semi-
nars
Inter-country
study visits
Dissemination

Joint studies, col-
laborative re-
search National
workshops
Regional seminar
Inter-country
study visits
Dissemination

National educa-
tional planners
and specialists
Rural communi-
ty leaders
High-level educa-
tional adminis-
trators, and curri-
culum devel-
opers,

Researchers
Educational/eco-
nomic develop-
ment experts
educational ad-
ministrators

Educational/eco-
nomic planners
and policy-
makers
Researchers
High-level ad-
ministrators

Mid-term review

Summative evalua-
tion

Summary of national re-
ports, guidelines for
planning education for
integral rural development.

Recommendations to mem-
ber countries in the region.

Bulletin of ROEAP

"State of the Art" report

Regional reports

Recommendations for
policy-makers
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No. Activity title Duration
Method of
Operation

Category ofperson-
nel to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

ERD/4 Development of relevant curriculum
in view of special needs of integrated

3 years Training work-
shops

Curriculum develop-
CIS

Study reports

rural development Intercountry
study visits

- Exchange of
teaching materials

Ilighlevel educa-
tional decision-
makers

Curriculum materials

Guidelines for renewal of
education content

Curriculum dev-
elopment meet-
ings

Researchers

ERD/5 Improve the education of disadvant
aged groups, including women and
girls, minorities, and outofschool
children and youth.

3 years National training
Advisory mis-
sions of experts
Dissemination
Financial support Summtive evalua-

tion
Evaluation reports

ERD/6 Advisory services of experts to na 3 yeas- National training Teacher training Guidelines for teaching-tional training workshops on pre-
service and in-service training of
teachers in and for rural areas

workshops
Advisory service
of resource per-
sons fromACEID
and/or tlect ed
countries

specialists
Educationaladminis-
trators

Resource persons

learning in rural areas
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Programme area:

Trends and issues

Education for the world of work (EDIV)

There arc some common problems in many countries of the region in rclating educa-
tion for the world of work. The supply of skillcd manpower for the developmental nccds
of the countries and the problem of unemployment demand that education and. work
should remain a major arca of concern during the fourth programming cycle of APEID.

Son of the major problems includc insufficient utilization of appropriate techno-
logy, inadequate arrangements for preparation and continued retraining of personnel and
technical teachers, lack of proper equipment and facilities, lack of effective linkages be-
tween educational systems and agricultural or inuustrial enterprises.

Purpose

The activities in this area will focus on introducing work as an integral part of general
education, including %ocationalization of general education aiming at harmonious personality
development. Pupils exposed to scholastic subjects for intellectual development, who have
opportunities for manual work through the chance to use various tools, to develop basic
skills of production and proper attitudes towards manual labour can be expected to develop
in a balanced way. The expansion and development of various vocational and technical
education programmes to inculcate employable skills i.. school leavers will also be attempted
in accordance with the changing nccds of technological development. In vocational and
technical education the aim will be to produce qualified manpower for the changing nccds
of society. Rapid technological advance will require training/retraining of youth and adults
in different skill areas in both the formal and non-formal sectors.

The expertise available in the Associated Centres and the modality of mobi'. -,rain-
ing team in vocational and technical education under Japanese FIT will be fully exploited.

Specific objectives

1. To promote research studies in the area of education and work to make educa-
tion responsive to the changing goals and conditions of socio-economic devel-
opment and advances in science and technology.

2. To create and enhance positive attitudes, to acquire knowledge and skills re-
quired for work, both in the modern and in the traditional sectors, utilizing
various instructional materials, including textbooks and all mass media.

3. To enhance the relevance of gcncral education to the actual nccds of society
including the special nccds of small scale economies.

4. To develop appropriate technologies suitable to local environment and needs
of communities.

5. To improve methods, forms and structures of training of personnel in gcncral
as well as in technical and vocational education, in the context of rapid tech-
nological advances.

promote entrepreneurship in technical and vocational education and ac-
isition of productive skills leading to gainful employment or self-employ-

. .11 t.
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7. To incorporate in technical and vocational education newly emerging techno-
logies such as computer science/informatics, biotechnology, automatization,
etc.

8. To promote the study of future trends of technological development and
future occupational requirements and related skills for preparing the necessary
profiles of personnel and formulation of policies and strategies for their train-
ing and retraining.

Target groups

The broad categories of target groups which will be covered by the suggested pro-
gramme action include:

1. The school population in general schools

2. The school population in technical and vocational schools

3. The out-of-school youth and adults needing training and retraining in different
skill areas.

Target groups for each activity have been identified separately and indicated in the
appropriate places.

Programme area: Education for the world of work

Action programme: EDW/1: Research studies on relevance of education to socio-economic
development and rapid advancements in science and technology.

Purpose

Rapid developments are taking place in science and technology. As a result, the
economies of the countries are also undergoing changes. In order to meet the demand of
changing goals and conditions of socio-economic development, research is needed to make
education relevant to these changes.

The purpose of this programme action is to promote national research studies to
make education relevant and responsive to the changing goals and conditions of socio-
economic development and rapid technological advance.

Specific objectives .

1. To determine skilled manpower needs in the light of changing goals and condi-
tions of socio-economic development.

2. To suggest changes in curricula, forms and methods for training skilled man-
power in both formal and non-formal systems.

Target groups

In- and out-of-school youth and adults entering the world of work.

Expected outcomes:

See the following page, last column.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities: (EDW/1)

Activity
No

Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

EDW/1 Research studies on relevance 2 years Conducting na- National institu- Analyses of na
of education to socio-economic
development and rapid ad-
vancement in science and
technology

tional case studies tionsfspecialists tional policies
and situations lot
determining di-

reed ons for train-
ing skilled man-
power for the
future

Programme area: Education for the world of work

Action programme: EDW/2. Joint innovative project on integrating education and work

Purpose

Existing experiences of integrating education with the world of work show a variety

of approaches and innovative practices in the countries of the region. However, there are
still major problems in many countries of the region, such as under-utilization of appro-
priate technology, inadequate arrangements for preparation and upgrading of technical
personnel, lack of proper equipment and facilities and ineffective linkages between schools

and agricultural/industrial enterprises.

The purpose of this programme action is to strengthen national capabilities for plan-
ning and managing the reform of formal and non-formal education systems concerned with
preparation of skilled manpower.

Specific objective

1. To determine the existing situation in policies and practices regarding the inte-
gration of education with the world of work.

2. To synthesize innovative experiences.

3. To develop appropriate instructional materials, including multi-media packages.

Target groups

Selected national institutions providing formal and non-formal skill training.

Expected outcomes:

See the following page, last column.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (EDIN/2)

No Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of person-
nel to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

EDW/2 Joint Innovative Project on Integra-
tion of Education and work

2 years Planning Panel Meet-
ing

National specialists

Mid-term review

Guidelines

Determining the state of
the art in the countries

Packages of multi-media
training materials

Research studies National institu-
tions/specialists,

Synthesis of Exper-
iences

Unesco staff,assisted
by rescurce persons

Development of
appropriate soft-
ware

National institutions,
specialists and re-
source persons

Inter-country inter-
project study visits

Experienced teachers,
teacher educators
and educational ad-
ministrators.

Review and Evalua-
tion Meeting

National specialists
and resource persons

Summative evalua-
tion

Bulletin of ROEAP on
Education and Work

Dissemination Unesco Secretariat
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Programme area: Education for the world of work

Action programme: EDW /3. Development and utilization of appropriate technologies for
the specific needs of small-scale economies

Purpose:

The small scale economies are experiencing the same pressure of technological
change as larger economies but lack necessary expertise to redesign their educational systems
to respond to their specific needs.

The purpose of this programme action is to promote the optimum development and
utilization of human and material resources by the small scale economies for better utiliza-
tion of appropriate technology.

Specific objectives:

1. to stimulate and enhance the capability of small scale economies to develop
and utilize of appropriate technologies.

2. to popularize successful innovative experiences and practices utilizing appro-
priate technology.

Target groups:

Small scale economies in urban and rural settings, and in small island states.

Expected outcomes:

See below, last column.

Activities:

No. Activity title Duration
Method of
operation

Categories of
personnel

Expected
outcome

EDW /3 Mobile Training Seminar on
development and utilization
of appropriate technology for
the specific needs of small-
scale economies

3 weeks Study visits and
training work-
shops

Educationists,
enterpreneurs,
and experts

Optimal utiliza-
tion of appro-
priatetechnology
in small scale
economies
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Programme area: Education for the world of work

Action programme: EDW/ 4 Improvement of methods, forms and structures of general,
technical and vocational education

Purpose:

The methods, forms and structures of general, technical and vocational education
vary from country to country. There is an urgent need to rationalize these methods, form:,
and structures to adapt education systems to these rapid technological changes which are
affecting directly the world of work.

The purpose of this activity is to develop a set of guidelines and recommendations
for regional and national activities for the improvement of methods, forms and structures
of general, technical and vocational education.

Specific objectives:

1. To develop guidelines and recommendations for the improvement of methods,
Corms and structures of general, technical and vocational education.

2. To train national technical education specialists, educational planners and
administrators, industrial/agricultural managers and media specialists for im-
proving methods, forms and structures of general, technical and vocational
education.

Target groups:

Educational planners, administrators, curriculum development experts, industrial/
agricultural managers, media specialists.

Expected outcomes:

See the following page, last column.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (EDW/4)

Activity
No.

Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

EDW/4.1 Sub-regional workshops on 1-2 weeks Training work- Educational Set of guidelines
improvement of methods,
forms and structures of gener-
al, technical and vocational
education

shops planners, curri-
culum develop-
ers, technical
teacher educa-
tors, agricultural/
industrial man-
agers, media
specialists

and recommen-
dations for re-
gional and na
tional activities

EDW/4.2 Series of National Workshops 1-2 weeks Training work- Educational ad- Implementation
on improvement of methods,
forms and structures of general,
technical and vocational edu-
cation

shops ministrators,
technical educa-
tors, urban and
rural develop-
ment specialists

and adaptation
of guidelines and
recommenda-
Lions of the sub-
regional work-
shop at national
levels

Programme area: Education for the World of Work

Action programme. EDW/5 Development of physical facilities and exemplar instruc-
tional material for work education activities.

Purpose

In order to provide opportunity to all students within the formal and non-formal
system to develop various employable skills and proper attitudes to work, there is a need
for proper physical facilities and special instructional materials. These include: workshops,
laboratories, machinery, tools, equipment and materials for various technical trades, is
well as appropriate environment and materials for agricultural activities, business and
home economic suitable to local environment both in urban and in rural settings, utilizing
locally available resources and environment.

The purpose of the activities in this programme action is to develop prototype
equipment, training modules and other exemplar instructional materials, and prototype
workshop/building/equipment designs, according to the specific training needs at primary
and secondary levels of general education as well as more sophisticated workshops, labora-
tories and equipment for the specialized technical and vocational schools or training centres.

Specific objectives

1. To determine the needs for training facilities and materials for various catego-
ries of work activities.

2. To develop, try-out, and improve the design of prototype equipment, facilities
and to prepare instructional materials for all subject areas of work-oriented
activities in general education and for the various subjects of vocational and
technical education.
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3. To promote the exchange and dissemination of successful exemplar materials,
training manuals, teachers guides, work safety standards and instructional
materials as well as prototype workshop equipment designs and building digests.

Target groups

1. In and out of school youth and adults using various physical facilities and in-
structional materials.

2. Teacher trainers, technical teachers, instructors, laboratory assistants, techni-
cians and other personnel utilizing these physical facilities and instructional
materials.

Expected outcomes:

See the following page, last column.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (EDW/5)

Activity
No Activity Title Duration Method of

Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

EDW/5 Sub-regional workshops on 2 weeks Training work- Specialists in Modular, instruc-
development of physical
facilities and exemplar instruc-
tional materials for work
education activities

shop instructional
materials, curri-
culum planners,
workshop in-
structors subject
specialists, edu-
cation facilities
planners and de-
signers

tional materials,
prototype work-
shop and equip-
ment designs,
training manuals,
work safety
manuals,building
digest.
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Programme area: Education for the world of work

Action programme: EDW/6. Determining new directions in technical and vocational
education reflecting the needs of newly emerging technologies

Purpose:

Rapid technological change have significance for all sectors of education, particu-
larly technical and vocational education. The changes in the world of work require the
introduction of new directions in technical and vocational education in determining the
content of curriculum instructional materials and in the training of teachers and other
personnel.

The purpose of this activity is to examine which newly emerging technologies would

demand changes in the area of technical and vocational education.

Specific objectives:

1. to develop guidelines for the introduction of newly emerging technologies in
technical and vocational education curricula and respective syllabi.

2. to recommend measures for the improvement of curriculum, instructional
materials and training of technical teachers, workshop instructors, laboratory
technicians and other personnel.

Target groups:

Educational planners, technical educators, information technology specialists,
educational administrators, curriculum development experts, teacher trainers and represen-
tatives of industrial enterprises.

Expected outcomes:

See below, last column.

Activities:

Activities (EDW/6)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of
operation

Categories of
personnel

Expected outcome.

EDW/6 Regional workshop on new
directions in technical and
vocational education re-
flecting the needs of newly
emerging technologies

2 weeks training work-
shop

educational planners,
curriculum devel-
opers, technical edu-
cators, industrial
managers, informa-
don technology spe-
cialists and technolo-
gists

Exchange of inter-country
experiences

development of guidelines
for the introduction of
new emerging technologies
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Ccnsolidated list of activities : EDW/1 EDW/6

No. Activity Title Duration. Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcome

EDW/1 Research studies on relevance of education
to socio-economic development and rapid
advancement in science and technology

2 years Conducting 10 na-
tional case studies

National institutions/specia-
lists

Analyses of national policies
and situations for determin-
ing directions for training
skilled manpower for the
future

EDW/2 Joint Innovative Project on Integration of
Education and Work

2 years Planning Panel
Meeting
Research studies
Synthesis of Ex-
periences

-- Development of
appropriate soft -
ware

Inter-country inter-
project study visits

Review and Evalua-
tion Meeting

Dissemination

national specialists

national institutions/specia-
lists. Unesco staff, assisted
by resource persons.

National institutions, specia-
lists and resource persons

experienced t:achers, teacher
educators and educational
administrators

national specialists and re-
source persons

Secretariat

Mid-term review

Summative
evaluation

Guidelines

Determining state of art in
the countries

Packages of training multi-
media materials

Bulletin of ROEAP on Edu-
cation and Work

EDW /S Mobile Training Seminar on development
and utilization of appropriate tecanology
for the specific needs of small-scale econo-
mies

S weeks Study visits and train-
ing workshops

educationists, enterpreneurs,
and experts

Optimal utilization of appro-
priats technology in small
scale economies

EDW/4.1 Sub-Regional Workshops on improvement
of methods, forms and structures of gene-
ral, technical and vocational education

1-2 weeks Training workshops Education planners, cum-
culum developers, technical
teacher educators, industrial
managers media specialists

Set of guidelines and recom-
mendations for regional and
national actions

EDW/4.2 Series of National Workshops on improve-
ment of methods, forms and structures of
general, technical and vocational education

1-2 weeks Training workshops Educational administrators,
technical educators urban
and rural development spe-
cialists

Adaptation of guidelines of
recommendations of the
Sub-regional workshop at
national levels
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No. Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to Participate

Monitoring and
Evaluation

Expected Outcone

EDW /5 Sub-regional Workshops on development
of physical facilities and exemplar instruc-
tional materials for work education acti
vities

2 weeks Training workshop Curriculum planners work-
shop instructors, subject
specialists, education facili-
ties planners

Modular, instructional ma-
terials, prototype workshop
equipment designs, training
manuals, work safety ma-
nuals, building digests

EDW /6 Regional workshop on new directions in
technical and vocational education reflect-
ing the needs of newly emerging technolo-
gies

2 weeks Training Workshop Education planners, curri
culum developers, technical
educators, industrial mana
gers,information technology
specialists and technologies

Inter-country experiences
Set of guidelines for in-
troduction of new emerg-
ing technologies
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Program' le area:

Issues and trends:

Science and _ethnology education including scicncc for all (STE)

The last two decades have seen a remarkable change in the perception of developing
countries of science and of education. There is a greater awareness and realization that
applied science and technology are key factors in the modernmztion process. It is therefore
important that education in scicncc (including technology and mathematics) begins early
as possible and is dircctcd to all sections of the population. The preparation for improving
science education and extending scientific literacy to all actions of the population is thcrc-
fore an urgent need to enable the applications of scicncc and effective use of technologies in
national dcvelopment.

Considerable efforts have already bccn dircctcd towards the improvement of science
education in almost all APEID countries during the past two decades and many advances
can be identified in the area of curriculum development, development of instrue
materials, training of teachers, etc. However the majority of these efforts have monly
bccn confined to the formal school system with the result that a siza:Ac population of out-
of-school children and a large population of adults have hardly had any chance of develop-
ing a minimum level of scientific literacy and appreciation of the potentialities of scicncc
and technology for improving their living conditions.

Purpose:

The main purpose of actions to be undertaken undcr this programme area is to
promote the achieving of '5...:ience for All'. This implies providing everyone with scientific
competencies, knowledge, attitudes and skills appropriate to his or her immediate needs, in
order to help in the eradication of poverty, the provision of proper conditions for decent
living and the achievement of social justice.

Specific objectives:

The following specific objectives provide more concrete goals to be aimed at through
various innovative programming actions under this programme arca for promoting a pro-
gramme of 'Science for All':

1. the development of a scientific climate and temper in all segments of the popu-
lation;

2. making it possible for all people to reach their full potential in the field of
science and its applications;

3. identification of priority areas for particular programmes of "Science for
All" which will meet specific needs of target groups;

4. stimulation of national efforts for the formulation of national scicncc promo-
tion and scicncc education policies;

5. national initiatives to provide scicncc education to all pupils within the formal
sector;

6. inclusion of scicncc components in all types of education and extension p.,o-
grammes dircctcd towards literacy and post- literacy, out-of-school children and
youth, and continuing education; and

7. dcvclopmcnt of facilities and activities for public understanding of and support
for science and its applications.
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Target groups:

The broad target groups to be covered under various proposed programming actions
will be:

1. the formal school population for whom science and technology education
should become an integral part of primary and secondary education for all
children, including those who will proceed further with science and technology
education;

2. the out-of-school population which will include: i) the out-of-school children
and youth, including those who should have been in schools under the univer-
salization of education process; ii) the work force including the vast numbers
of illiterates, and iii) the educated adult section of the population.

Special considerations:

1. the needs of rural areas and girls and women;

2. the nurturing of talent in science and technology;

3. linking science teaching/learning to real-life needs of various target groups.

Monitoring and evaluation

Wherever necessary, detailed evaluation and monitoring procedures and tools will
be designed for each specific activity/programming action.

Structuring of the programme area:

In view of the past achievements and the needs of the two broad target groups
indicated above, and the approaches and the delivery systems that will have to be developed
to provide science and technology related knowledge and experiences, the programming
action under this programme area have been presented in two parts: Part A and Part B, the
former having major focus on target group i) with necessary interlinks to extend the out-
reach of the formal system for inputs to the needs of target group (2) clientele and the
latter part B to focus mainly on the needs of group (2) for which very few innovations
have been promoted under APEID in the past.

Programming actions:

The following programming actions have been proposed for organizing activities
during the fourth cycle of APEID:

Part A

1. Curriculum renewal methods, materials and evaluation;

2. Developing competencies of science teachers and teacher educators;

3. Design, prototype development, repair and maintenance and effective use of
science equipment with focus on low-cost and teacher made equipment;

4. Identification and nurturing of scientific talent;

5. Interaction of science, technology and society.
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Part B

1. Development of learning/teaching and training materials for use in extension
programmes for developing science and technology literacy and public under-
standing,of science and technology.

2. Development and strengthening of delivery systems for out-of-school target
groups through training of personnel for out-of-school scientific activities, and
mobilization of expertise and resources.

Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/1. Curriculum renewal methods, materials and evaluation

Purpose:

In all countries of the region, curriculum renewal continues to be the focal point of
the programmes for improvement of science education. The periodicity of major revision of
school science curriculum varies over a wide range of years. The intensity of work in the
area of science curriculum development is reflected by the fact that many countries are
either implemen ting new curricula or have plans for their renewal.

Traditionally, the content for learning in science education has been drawn from
within science itself, rather than from the needs of the society for science. Even recent
school curricula that included social issues, and life and work experiences, still tended to
emphasize the conceptual and theoretical knowledge which, for many students, are seen as
having little relevance outside the school in their daily life or in the life of their families.

With a view to promoting the concept of science for all students as an integral part
01 general education throughout the schooling period, the purpose of activities included
under this programming action is to promote inter-country exchange of experiences and
materials related to innovations in curricula, teaching/learning methods, development of
instructional materials and evaluation procedures for enhancing the relevance of school
science and technology education so that it can contribute to their daily life and develop-
ment needs. For purposes of the activities, "Science" (which includes technology and
mathematics) will be viewed as an organized and ordered way of investigating and under-
standing the world, which is essentially practical in nature and its applications in areas such
as health, nutrition, sanitation, population, environment, resource development and utiliza-
tion and technology and its responsible use.

Specific objectives:

1. To develop an inventory of science :Ind technology education curricula inncva-
tions undertaken by Member States and to collect exemplars;

2. To promote inter-country and in-country exchange of ideas and experiences in
science and technology curriculum innovation focusing on the popularization
of science and technology;

3. To develop guidelines of science and technology education curricula to respond
to the real-life needs and strategies for enhancing the relevance of the learners
and for developing values and decision making;
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4. To develop and design exemplar teaching/learning materials focusing on the
development of scientific competencies, creativity and values contributing to
the improvement of daily life and development needs;

5. To develop evaluation techniques and test materials concentrating on measur-
ing and assessing affective and psychomotor areas of learning in science and
technology;

6. To identify and develop strategies for teaching values in the context of science
and technology.

Target groups:

1. Science curriculum developers;

2. Science teachers;

3. Science education supervisors, inspectors and administrators.

Special considerations

Population in the rural areas and other disadvantaged groups.

Activities:

See the following pages
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Activities (STE/1)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to participate

Expected Outcome

STE/1.1 Inventory/portfolio of science/
technology curriculum innovations
and exemplar

6 months synthesis of collected infor-
mation and materials

specialist teams inventory/portfolio of case
studies

STE/1.2 Exchange of ideas/experiences in S months mobile team curriculum developers portfolio of case studies
science/technology focusing on cur-
riculum renewal particularly related
to popularization of science and
technology

study visits
attachment
regional workshop
national workshop

science education specia-
lists/educators

experiences

STE/1.3 The development of guidelines for 2-3 weeks TWG curriculum developers guidelines for value education
value education in the context of
science/technology

seminar value education specialists
science educators

related to science and tech-
nology

STE/1A The development of curriculum
materials focusing on the develop-
ment of scientific competences,
creativity and values
a) primary level
b) secondary level

34 weeks TWG
seminar
regional workshop/national
workshop

curriculum developers
science education specia-
lists from various science/
technology fields

curriculum materials

STE/1.5 Collection of information and ideas
related to evaluation techniques and
test materials concentrating on as-
sessing affective areas of learning
in science and technology

6 months snythesis of information/ideas specialist team portfolio of case studies

STE/1.6 The development of test materials 34 weeks TWG evaluation specialist test materials
for assessment of affective area seminar curriculum developer

science teacher educators
guidelines for evaluation/
test material development
focusing on affective domain
of science /technology learn-
ing

STE/1.7 Identification/development of stra- 6 months workshop at regional/na- Science teacher portfolio of case studies
tegies and methods for teaching tional level supervisors/inspectors new teaching methods
values in the context of science and
technology

attachment
case study

principals
science teacher educators

experiences

study visits professionals
mobile team instruction specialists

Note: The above activities will need to be closely linked to Programming Action 2 Developing competencies of science teachers and science educators.



Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/2 Developing competencies of science teachers and science
teacher educators

Purpose:

With the universalization of primary education in future the school classes would be
more heterogeneous having pupils from all stratas of the society and with varying socio-
economic, cultural and natural environment. In addition, with the rapid growth of scientific
knowledge and its explosive applications through technology for modernization of the socie-
ties and improving the quality of life, the interactions between science, technology and
society are bound to increase considerably resulting in the rapidity of the pace of changes.

To survive in and cope with such a rapidly changing environment, school science and
technology education programmes will have to provide students with access to meaningful
knowledge, skills and attitudes to the students through radical changes in curricula of school
science and strategies and methodologies for its teaching and learning.

The science teachers, though in a new and wider role, will continue to be the pivot
of the teaching and learning activities in the formal school system for generating meaningful
science related knowledge, skills and attitudes, and to make the science learnt in the schools
more relevant for their pupils to cope with the rapid socio-economic, cultural and environ-
mental changes brought about by the application of science and technology.

To effectively play their new role, the science teachers would need to develop open
competence including processes of information processing, problem solving, creativity and
decision making.

The purposes of activities under this programming action is to promote innovations
leading to development of science teacher training programmes, both pre-service and in-
service, which will have their focus on competence-based training.

Specific objectives:

1. To develop an inventory of general and specific science teacher competencies
to cope with their changing role;

2. To conduct studies on innovative on-going/experimental training programmes
focused on competence development;

3. To develop a comprehensive battery of identified competencies with focus on
socially oriented themes and values;

4. To develop exemplar training materials/multimedia packages;

5. To promote inter-country and intra-country exchange of information and
experiences;

6. To strengthen national initiatives for developing competence-based training
programmes and development of training materials for upgrading science
teacher competencies

Target group:

1. Science teachers;
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2. Science teacher educators;

3. Science supervisors/inspectors;

4. Staff of resource centres responsible for in-service and continuing education of
science teachers; and

5. Science curriculum developers.

Special consideration:

Open competence' and needs of small schools.

Activities:

See the following pages

1

For details refer to APEID publication "Training of Science Teachers and Teacher Educators", 1985.
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Activities (STE/2)

No. Activity Duration Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to Participate

Expected Outcome

STE/2.1 Inventory of training programmes focused on 6 months through proforma to
ACs

staff responsible for the
activity

Inventory/portfolio

STE/2.2 Case studies on innovative training pro-
grammes for competence development

6 months case studies and syn-
thesis

team of specialists Portfolio of case studies along
with a synthesis

STE/2.3 Development of a comprehensive battery of
training programmes

(2 w) Technical Working Group team of specialists eng-
aged in such programmes

Battery of training programmes

STE /2.4 Developmeat of exemplars of training mate-
rials and multi media packages

(1 w) x 6 Technical Working Group team of specialists Exemplar of training materials

STE/2.5 Development of exemplar of training pro-
grammes and utilization of the programmes

(1 w) x 6* Regional Training Work-
shop

Science teacher trainers

Science Educators

Training programmes/materials

Cadres of experienced personnel

STE/2.6 Development and utilization of effective tram-
ing programmes

(1 w) x 6 each National Workshop and
consultant

Attachment

Mobile training teams

Science teacher trainers

Science educator

Training programmes/materials

Cadres of experienced personnel

STE/2.7 Production of training materials Associated Centres A battery of training materials

STE/2.8 Collection and dissemination of materials Associated Centres Availability of effective training
materials

STE/2.9 Follow-up action (3 w) M.F.OS. Specialist Evaluative report

* 2 for primary level
2 for lower secondary level (integrated science)
2 for upper secondary level (separated science)

*Note: 1. In the development of exemplar or module for training the following components must be included:

a) identification of teacher competencies in measurable statement
b) identification of tools and techniques for a reliable evaluation
c) development of corrective techniques to help trainees master in particular competencies

2. Case studies and training materials to be derived as outcomes must be in a comprehensive, effective and practical manner.
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Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/3 Promoting and strengthening the design, prototype develop-
ment, evaluation, maintenance, repair and effective use of
science equipment with focus on low-cost and teacher-made
equipment

Purpose:

One of the major factors that has been identified as a stumbling block in the qualita-
tive improvement of science teaching in the schools, where the new methodologies are
focusing on the concept that 'Science is Doing' is the lack of proper equipment and physical
facilities related to science and technology teaching. As a result a few activities focused on
this concern were implemented during the third cycle operations of APEID. It has been
strongly suggested that more concerted and co-operative action by the Member States is
needed to tackle this main issue.

The purpose of this programming action is to enable the participating Member Statcs
to share their experiences in this regard, and develop a sct of activities which will contribute
towards developing innovations in the identified area so as to enrich the relevance and effec-
tiveness of teaching of science and technology within the formal school system. Therefore
the focus of the activities included under this programming action will be to strengthen
national capabilities, through exchange of experiences and co-operative efforts in the design,
prototype development and evaluation of science equipment and its maintenance and repair
and effective use with stress on low-cost equipment.

Specific objectives:

1. To study the state of the art in the design and prototype development of
science equipment relevant to the new curricula;

2. To develop teacher training manuals on repair and maintenance of school
science equipment;

3. To propose guidelines and strategies for further innovative work in the design,
prototypc developmen. and evaluation of science equipment;

4. To encourage the aforts for promoting teacher made improvised equipment
with the help of the learners and resorting to greater use of available environ-
mental and community resources for providing science related experiences;

5. To prepare a cadre of people trained in the design, prototype development
and evaluation of the effectiveness of science equipment;

6. To encourage the establishment of a design storage and dissemination exchange
system for science equipment.

Target groups:

1. Staff of the Associated Centres engaged in the design and development of
science teaching equipment;

2. Expertise available in the production sector;

3. Industrial engineers;

4. Science teachers and curriculum developers.
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Special consideration:

A focus on low-cost and teacher improvised science equipment and utilization of
the available related items; needs of the Pacific Member States; and the least dex eloped
countries.

Activities:

See the following pages
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Activities (STE /3)

No. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of personnel
to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

Expected outcomes of
activity

STE/3.1 Inventory of ongoing projects 6 months collection from ACs
through proforma

staff resposible for such
projects

Inventory

STE/3.2 Short case study of infrastruc- 6 months short case study and syn- teams of specialists cng- Portfolio of case studies along
tures for design and prototype
development of science teach-
ing equipment

thesis through a consul-
tant

aged in projects with their synthesis

STE/3.3 Analysis of existing situation
and identifying equipment
suitable for a co-operative
design and development pro-
gramme (JIP)

2 weeks task force meeting specialists from ACs eng
aged in the task

Guidelines and strategies and
a plan for the JIP

STE /3.4 A. Research and development
activities including develop-
ment of prototypes pro-
posed by the task force and
their evaluation

1 year national R & D activities staff of identified projects design, drawings and proto-
types of selected science
equipment

B. Support for above through 1 month each attachments/exchange of staff of development pro- exchange of experiences and
resource persons and at-
tachment for the staff of
the projects in ACs

experiences jects training in specific skills

STE/3.5 Mid-term evaluation of pro-
gross on the JIP on design and
development of prototypes

2 weeks consultation meeting key personnel from par-
ticipating projects

analysis of progress made and
course correction for future
directions

STE/3.6 Follow-up and strengthening 6 months specialists groups in the specialists engaged in na improved draft designs for
of national activities Member States tional projects selected school science equip-

ment items finalized
STE/3.7 Evaluation of the equipment

designs underJlP
2 weeks regional meeting project directors finalized exemplars of proto-

types and strategies for further
development

STE/3.8 Follow-up national level acti-
vities

6 months national R & D activities project staff finalize designs (including
technical drawing of selected
items of equipment)

1 32 Jrl (1)
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No. Activity title Duration Method ofOperation Catego ofpersonnel
to participate

Monitoring and
evaluation

J
Expected outcomes of

activity

STE/3.9 Establishment of a design, 1 year collection and examina. staff of selected ACs in- a collection of prototype
storage and dissemination tion of the developed volved in science equip- designs which can be shared
facility in a selected AC designs ment designing with all countries for adoption

or adaptation including ex-
change of dies

STE/3.1O Guidelines & manual on repair 2 weeks regional meeting project staff and specia- a manual on maintenance
and maintenance of science lists in the subject science and repair of essential school
equipment teachers & teacher educa- science equipment

tors

STE/3.1 1 Attachments/exchange of xc- 4 weeks Attachments/exchange of national level staff of pro- Further development of speci-
source persons for strengthen- resource persons jects engaged in design, fic skills nd improvement of
ing national initives and development of the national projects

science equipment

Iote. The above aciv1ties will be very Uosely linked to the actiUcs cnsaged under Programming Ac.tion 1 relatcd to thc renewal of the c.urriculum and evaluation
pra.tu.es and ativ1ties under the P graninhIng Auon iclatcd to education and work to ensurc how far the x,tentia1s avai1abl therein can be uscd to duplicate the
prototypes developed under this programme.
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Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/4. Promoting and strengthening the development of facilities for
identification and nurturing of scientific and technological
talent

Purpose:

The need to provide science and technology education to all sections of the popula-
tion has been fully recognized. One implication of this is that all children within the formal
school system should have an opportunity to learn science and technology as an integral
part of general education right up to the end of the secondary stage of schooling. This will
provide a reasonably large base from which will emerge a group of students who would
pursue higher studies in science and will then be engaged in pushing the frontiers of science
and technology through research and generation of new scientific knowledge. More and
more countries of the region are therefore engaged in developing programmes for the
identification and nurturing of gifted/taleated students in science and technology to take
care of the latter concern.

The purpose of the activities included under this programming action is to
strengthen and stimulate national institutions and groups to develop programmes for recog-
nitiDn and further development of scientific and technological talent among the school
population, particularly in deprived areas.

Specific objectives:

1. To prepare inventory of innovative projects related to identification and
nurturing of scientific and technological talent for expanding the informa-
tion base;

2. To prepare case studies of selected projects under way in the member coun-
tries. and their synthesis;

3. To promote exchange of experiences and collectively develop guidelines for
locating and nurturing of ientific and technological talent;

4. To co-operatively develop e:-_ mplar identification tools and programmes in
nurturing of scientific talent;

5. To suggest curriculum development strategies for providing more divergent
thinking and creativity for the gifted.

Target groups:

The total secondary school population in the formal school system.

Special considerations:

Population in the rural area and other disadvantaged groups

Activiiies:

See the following pages
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Activities (STE/4)

No.

STE/4.1

STE/4.2

S lE/4.3

STE/4.4

STE/4.5

STE/4.6

STE/4.7

STE/4.8

STE/4.9

Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to participate

Expected Outcome

Inventory of innovative projects

Short case studies of innovative
projects

Development of guidelines for
identification and nurturing of
talent

Exchange of experiences

Development of exemplar identi-
fication tools and nurturing pro-
grammes

Testing of the identification tools
and proposed nurturing pro-
grammes

Developing skills of item prepara-
tion

Exchange of experiences for young
scientists

Developing ennchment pro-
grammes for the gifted

6 months

6 months

2 weeks

3 weeks

2 weeks

1 year

4 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

collection from ACs through
proforma

case studies and synthesis
through consultant

T1VG (regional level)

inter-country/inter-project
study visits cum field opera-
tional seminar

regional workshops (2 + 1)

national pilot projects and
workshops

attachments /internships at
selected ACs

inter-country/inter-project
study visits

regional writing workshops
(2)

staff responsible for such
projects

teams of specialists eng-
aged in the project

specialists from selected
projects and resource per-
SOILS

project leaders

project staff engaged in
developing tools and nur-
turing programmes

science curriculum devel-
opers, evaluation specia-
lists and psychologiests

staff of projects engaged
in test item writing

young scientists identi-
fied under various talent
selection programmes

science curriculum devel-
opers and subject specia-
lists

inventory

portfolio of case studies along
with a synthesis

guidelines and strategics

exchange and synthesis of
experiences with suggestions
for improving the visited pro-
jects

exemplars of identification
cools and nurturing pro-
grammes

pool of test items and cadre of
trained people

improved insights and skills

exchange or experiences

guidelines and strategies and
some exemplars

utv. the above activities will be closely linked to the activities envisaged under Programming Actiun 1 related to the renewal of the cumculum and evaluation practices.
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Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/5 Interaction of science, technology and society

Purpose:

The main purpose of the activities under this programming action is to promote
understanding among science curriculum developers, teacher educators and science teachers
of the interaction of science, technology and society in the context of students' environ-
ment and to help provide them with knowledge, skills and attitudes that will enable them
to cope with issues that arise as a result of the impact of science and technology on society.
Such science related social issues already face people in developing countries (e.g. develop-
ment in biotechnology and their implications on values systems of individuals); and these
are expected to become more common as countries progress scientifically and technologi-
cally. Science, technology, society issues could become the vehicle through which students
learn decision making skills and develop values (e.g., scientific attitudes, and positive atti-
tudes towards science and their environments).

Specific objectives:

I. To develop an information base through the collection of exemplar materials
from countries of the region;

2. To identify different ecological environments, and the technologies they
possess, that exemplify types of environment where the large majority of
people live;

3. To develop manuals of training methods and techniques, and instructional
materials on science and technology education;

4. To develop possible programa, . elements for inclusion in the training of
science teachers to handle issues related to interaction of science and tech-
nology education with society.'

Target groups:

Staff members of curriculum development units/centres, science supervisors, science
teachers, researchers.

Special considerations:

Need of small island states; environmental aspects (pollution, consumerism).

Activities:

See the following pages

1
The activities will be closely related to Programming Action STE/A.2 through its various activities.
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Activities (STE/5)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of Operation Categories of Personnel
to Participate

Expected Outcome

STE/5.1 Studies on interactions of science,
technology and society

continuing over a year collection via mail through
ACs

library personnel of ACs collection of instructional mate-
rials in the ACs interested in
STE; listing of these materials

STE/5.2 Identification of different ecologi- 84 months study groups at country staff of CDCs, science case studies, research reports
cal environment and the tech- level to identify interac- teachers, science educa- focusing on specific environ-
nologies they possess tions of 5 & T in different

ecological environments,
e.g. agricultural fishing,
forest, industrial environ-
ments

tors, researchers cul-
tural/sociologists

ments, identification of areas of
STE interactions

STE /5.8 Development of a manual of train- 2 months working groups at national curriculum writers, key training manual focused on teach-
ing methods and preparation of
instructional materials

level with support of re-
source persons from other
ACs and national agencies
followed by a synthesis
meeting. Product of STE/
5.1 should be made availa-
ble to this group as back-
ground materials

teachers, supervisors,
researchers (cultural
anthropeogist, science
educators); a multid;s-
ciplinary team will be
needed

ing methods

exemplar instructional materials

STE/5.4 Dissemination of instructional continuing training dissemination of instruc- staff of teacher training availability of S & T instruc-
materiak on S & T and training workshops 1 month tional materials and the institutions and key tional materials for different
of teachers at local level training manuals prepared

in STE/5.3 to teacher train-
ing institutions; use of these
materials in orientation ses-
sions national & local levels

science teachers types of ecological environ-
rnent

STE/5.5 Support to national level activi-
ties for further development of
materials related to national cul-
tural needs

2 years contract agents national workshops relevant specialists exemplar teaching /learning ma-
terials

Note. The outcomes of these activities would be an input for Programming Action 2 to develop teacher competencies related to this concern.
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Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/6 Development of learning/teaching and training materials for
use in extension programmes for developing science and
technology literacy and public understanding of science and
technology

Purpose:

The promotion of science and technology through non-formal educational pro-
grammes already occurs to some extent in the region. However, these programmes tend to
support existing school science education through enrichment activities, rather than focus
on the population at large, particularly the out-of-school youth, adults and educated section
of the populace.

For the promotion of public understanding of science and meeting the specific
learning needs of the different target groups in the non-formal sector, attention now needs
to be paid to the differing requirements of these clientele groups. The infrastructures for
the delivery of 'Science for All' to the out-of-school sector are generally not available, and
wherever they exist, they need to be strengthened. The development and provision of
teaching and learning materials for science and technology in the non-formal system has
been minimal in most countries. The attempts made so far have been largely on an ad hoc
basis in the form of books, posters, films, TV and radio programmes and magazines for the
popularization of science and technology and development of scientific literacy.

Some criteria for the selection of content relevant for the NFE in science and tech-
nology has been set by a Regional Meeting on 'Science for All' in 1983 (See report 'Science
for All', ROEAP, Bangkok 1983, p. 20-21).

The purpose of activities inclr led under this programming action is to promote the
development of learning/teaching and training materials for use in extension programmes for
developing scientific and technological literacy and for promoting public understanding of
science and technology.

Specific objectives:

1. To identify and utilize the resources already available for 'Science for All', both
personnel and materials, in the formal school system and extend their use in the
non-formal system.

2. To identify and utilize the expertise and facilities of the local community, the
extension offices of pertinent Ministries and NGOs;

3. To prepare an inventory of innovative projects and case studies on public under-
standing of science and technology;

4. To propose guidelines and strategies for development of activities focused on
popularization of science and technology, improvement of tilc learners' living
conditions, help them acquire basic scientific and technological skills (for live-
lihood, survival purposes in the modern world).

5. To prepare a variety of learning materials in science and technology that are
designed to provide the learners with basic scientific and technological literacy
that will help improve their living conditions and the quality of their life.
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Target groups:

Out-of-school youth and adults

Special considerations:

Rural population; women and children; disadvantaged groups

Activities:

See below.

Activities (STE/6)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to participate

Expected Outcome

STE/6.1 Inventory of learning
materials appropriate
for NFE

6 months collection through
proforma(fromACs)

Staff in MoE, curricu-
him centres/units re-
sponsible for devel-
oping such materials

,ventory

STE/6.2 Inventory of exemplars
of expertise and facili-
ties in local community,
extension offices, etc.

6 months collection from ey.-
tension offices, local
communities through
actual visits/mail

Staff in Ministries re-
sponsible for such ma-
:crisis with the NDG
or one of the ACs act-
ing as ser:tariat to
consolidate forma-
tion

Inventory

STE/6.3 Short case studies of 6 months case studies and teams of specialists Portfolio of case
projects on public synthesis through engar d in similar studies and their
under guiding yruciena consultant work synthesis

..;TE/6.4 De: - 7'rg of guide-
line:. :.....d strategies for
preparing S & T ma-
terials for use in exten-
sion programmes for
vi.rious tarbzt groups

2 weeks TWG (regional) specialists from se-
lected projects &

resource. persons

A manual of guide-
lines & strategies

STE/6.5 Exchange of exp-iences 2 week. inter-country, inter
project study visits
with field seminar

project leaders Exchange of experi-
ences, suggestions for
improving projects

STE/6.6 Development of exem- 2 weeks regional writing S & T curriculum de- k.....mplar leaming ma-
plar S & T materials for IN workshops (2-1 for velopers, teachers sub- terials and multi-
NFE print media & other

for electronic media)
ject specialists, media
specialists, science
writers

media packages

STE/6.7 Support for national 2 weeks national level work- do learning materials
level activities for devel-
opment of materials
and media-packages

each shops/writing groups suited to local needs

Note. The activities proposed above will be closely linked with some of those proposed under Programming Action B.2.
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Programme area: Science and technology education including science for all

Action programme: STE/7 Development and strengthening of delivery systems for out-of-
school target groups through training of personnel for out-of-school
scientific activities and mobilization of expertise and resources

Purpose:

The promotion of public understanding of science and technology and development
of scientific literacy for out-of-school target groups through non-formal education pro-
gram-nes already occurs to some extent in the countries of the region. For this purpose,
the use of mass media, particularly radio and TV, and print media such as special sections
in newspapers, science magazines and books, posters, films are being used to varying degrees.

The major problem is that the number of potential clients in this non-formal sector
are clearly out-pacing the provision of effective programmes. Another problem is the
shortage of 'software' for certain media, and thus there is a dependence on imported pro-
grammes. Science fairs, science exhibitions at the national and provincial levels and
establishment of 'Museums of Science and Technology' and 'Science Centres' is another
attempt for the popularization of science and technology. In all the above, the lack of
trained manpower to implement the programmes has been recognized as a major constraint.
The major need therefore. is to develop the necessary trained manpower for implementing
the various programmes for the public understanding of science and technology and devel-
opment of scientific literacy on a much wider scale.

The purpose of this programming action is, therefore, concentrated to enable
APEID to help the Member States to share available experiences in the field of promoting
the training of necessary personnel for various different out-of-school scientific activities
with a view to facilitating the extending of the programmes for the promoting of public
understanding of science and technology, its applications and implications, and development
of scientific literacy through broadening of the information base and co-operative develop-
ment of training programmes and training materials for different categories of science
extension Norkers and software developers.

Specific objectives:

1. To inventory the various on-going innovative projects focused on training of
personnel engaged in out-of-school scientific activities.

2. To develop training manuals for use in different training programmes for
extension workers;

3. To propose guidelines and strategies for development of facilities and activities
focused on training of personnel;

4. To promote training programmes to prepare a cadre of specialists e.g. science
writers, media software developers, science museum staff, science club and
science fair organizers, for different out-of-school science and technology
literacy and popularization programmes.

Target group:

1. Staff of projects engaged .1 popularization of science and technology;
2. Media software developers;
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3. Science club sponsors and science fair organizers, science teachers and cur-
riculum developers;

4. Science and technology museum staff.

Special considerations

Needs of the rural population, girls and women, and harnessing of resources available
under various ministries engaged in community development programmes.

The focus of the training programmes will be to train specialists for developing
software and organizing programmes for public understanding of science and its interaction
with technology and society through the applications and resulting implications of techno-
logy.

Activities:

See the following pages.
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Activities (STE/7)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to participate

Expected Outcome

STE/7.1 Inventory of innovative training pro-
jects

6 months collection from Mo Es, Seta
development organizations
and selected ACs

staff responsible for such
projects

inventory

STE/7.2 Case studies of innovative training 6 months short case studies and their teams of specialists engaged portfolio of case studies along with
programmes synthesis in training program aes their. synthesis

STE/7.3 Develo,ment of guidelines and 2 weeks technical working group specialists engaged in various guidelines and strategies and follow-up
strategies for various training pro-
grammes

meeting training programmes and de-
velopment of software for
various media

programmes

STE/7.4 Training of science writers 2 weeks regional workshop science writers for news-
papers and magazines, re-
search scientists, media
specialists

a cadre of science writers new insights
and skills

STE/7.5 Training of staff of science museums 2 weeks regional workshop staff of science and techno
logy museums

a cadre of specialists with new insights
and skills

STE/7.6 Exchange of experiences for museum
staff

3 weeks inter-country/ inter-project
study visits and field
operational seminar

staff of S &T museums exchange of experiences

STE/7.7 Training of science dub sponsors
and science fair organizers

2 weeks regional training workshop science club sponsors, and
science fair organizers

a cadre of trained specialists

STE/7.8 Support for national level training 2 to 3 national workshops national staff engaged in training materials and a cadre of trained
activities years

with each
training
activity of

various out-ofschool scienti
fic activities

people at national level

2 weeks

STE/7.9 Training in specific skills 2 to 3
weeks

at tachments/intemthips personnel engaged in out-
of-school scientific activities

improved/skills and insights

Note: The above activities will be closely linked with those proposed under Programming Action STE/B.1.
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Programme area: Education for the future and "futures" studies (F,DF)

Trends and issues

The rate of technological and socio-economic changes has accelerated dramatically
this century and the impact of these change is felt throughout the world more immediately
than even before. 'Futures' studies attempt to examine such issues and to increase man's
capacities to adapt to change and to influence change.

Specific objectives:

1. To investigate ways of increasing societies' capacities to adapt to and accom-
modate technological, social and economic changes.

2. To determine ways of promoting the capability of members of society to make
choices or to take initiatives which will shape the future for the benefit of the
society.

3. To consider ways in which the above objectives can be incorporated into
school curricula in order to alert young people and prepare them for more
active contribution to shaping their future.

Purpose:

The activities in this area are aimed essentially to develop open attitudes and to
foster a climate in which societies/communities are not merely reactive to change, but can
also be instrumental in shaping the future and influence the nature of change.

Target groups:

Educational planners, scientists, administrators, curriculum developers.

Programme area: Education for the future and "futures" studies

Action programme: EDF/1. Futures studies in education

Purpose:

The main purpose of this activity is to increase awareness on the part of national
policy makers, administrators and curriculum developers regarding the importance of
futures studies and their implications to education. It is also intended to strong then the
knowledge and skills in designing and making futures studies.

Specific objectives:

1. To prepare national case studies on futures studies;

2. To develop prototype materials for inclusion of futures studies in the cur-
riculum; and

3. To develop prototype curricula content, materials, and evaluation processes
related to futures studies.
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Target groups:

Policy makers, administrators, supervisors and curriculum developers.

Special consideration:

Elpected outcomes:

See the following pages, last column.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (EDF/1)

Activity
No.

Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of Per-
sonnel to participate

Expected Outcome

EDF/1.1 'Futures' studies in edu-
cation (1) (future
scenario)

1 year Preparation of na-
tional case studies

Educational planners,
administrators, scien-
tists, curriculum de-
velopers

National studies for
use at regional and
national workshops

EDF/1.2 Regional workshop 1 week Regional Workshop Educational planners,
administrators, curri-
culum developers

1. Identification of
common trends and
distinctive features
of socio-economic
and technological
changes.

2. Compilation of pro-
totype materials to
assist countries in
curriculum innova-
tion.

3. Compilation of pro-
totype training ma-
terials and pro-
grammes relevant
to socio-economic
and technological
changes.

EDF/1.3 National workshops for
development of pro-
totype materials

On-going National workshops Curriculum devel-
opers, educational
planners.

Prototype curricula
and materials, evalua-
tion instruments.

EDF/1.4 Development of curricu-
lum suited to socio-
economic and techno-
logical changes in the
future

On-going National Workshops Curriculum develo-
pers, teachers

Prototype curriculum
and materials for na-
tional or local use.

EDF/1.5 Monitoring technologi- On-going Regular cummuni- Selected group of Evaluation of changes
cal development and
corresponding changes
in curriculum and ma-
terials

cation using new
systems (new infor-
mation technology)

experts in curriculum and
methods, and their
impact.
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Programme Area: Restructuring secondary education (RSE)

Trends and issues

The context within which secondary education is now taking place has changed
dramatically. The changes which have taken places determined efforts to move away from
traditional to more innovative approaches; from passive to more active methods and tech-
niques; from indifferent to a more purposeful orientation. No longer is education
seen as an imposed alien influence. It is indeed actively sought because education has been
deliberately linked with development. Education has now a purpose and this purpose is
largely self determined.

Each country now has to formulate objectives, and curricula for secondary educa-
tion within the overall frame of its national objectives of development. But while it is
imperative that secondary education must cater to the emerging needs of the society, it
must also respond to the developments that take place in other parts of the world,
particularly in the region. While providing for an indigenous system of education, it should
take into account the fact that modern means of communications have made the world a
global village. It would be difficult, to think of any system in isolation. Secondary educa-
tion has, therefore, to cast itself in a mould which is flexible and not too oblivious of what
is happening elsewhere, more so in the neighbourhood.

It is recognized that education influences and is influenced by, the rapid scientific
and technological advances which are taking place in the countries of the region. Unless
growth takes place in education through the introduction of innovative practices and the
development of alternative objectives, ;he people of Asia and the Pacific will not be equipped
to meet the challenges of the coming years.

Once that premise is accepted, it becomes easier to accept that developments like
computer-aided instruction, open learning system, undifferented curricula for rural-urban
and male-female population, inter-disciplinary approaches to teaching, integration of educa-
tion and work, and the establishment of a value system which would promote international
understanding, peace and harmony, will become some of the important components of
secondary education in the coming years in all countries.

Purposes

The main purpose of actions to be undertaken under this sub-programme is to pro-
mote the development of co-operative efforts of the Member States through bringing
existing resources and developing additional resources to enable the countries to restructure
their secondary education and reorganize secondary curriculum relevant to societal re-
quirements, so that the tasks required of secondary schools in carrying out the roles
designated abov e vv.:ll be achieved. Special attention must be given to the preparation of all
students for a satisfying creative life, contributing to the growth of a humane, caring and
prosperous society.

Specific objectives

The objectives of secondary education designed to provide desirable characteristics
of human resource should aim at the dev elopment of skills, values and knowledge as follows:

1. Development of the skills of learning and living to:

a) develop the ability to communicate;
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b) encourage the urge to enquire;

c) gain personal satisfaction through effort in learning and accomplishment;
d) develop an appreciation of problem solving methods; and
e) help people to develop their ability to respond to experience in creative,

inventive and considered ways.

2. Development of appropriate values such as to:
a) become self-reliant and to develop a sense of responsibility for personal

and group actions in ways that show care and consideration for others
(e.g. respect for the law);

b) accept the right of individuals and groups to be different providing they
do not impinge excessively on the rights of others;

c) help students to develop a sense of personal identity and self-worth; and
d) help people contribute to society in a meaningful, productive and satisfy-

ing way by preparing them to enter the world of work and adult life.

3. Provision of the knowledge required for a satisfying and as a basis for further
education to:

a) develop an awareness of the factors of their non-living and living sur-
roundings;

b) help people to develop and appreciation of the contribution that the arts
and technologies have made to the lives of people;

c) provide experiences of the arts and science appropriate to the community;
d) develop in students an understanding of their nation, their culture, his-

tory and way of life;
e) help people to develop an understanding of people from other countries

and cultures and their relationships with them; and
f) develop their understanding of human dependence on natural and man-

made environments, and responsible attitudes to the se of resources.

To make secondary ,.ducation respond to the above objectives and to be
relevant to the needs of individuals as well as societal needs, restructuring of secondary
education is needed. In this connection, the specific objectives of this programme area will
be as follows:

1. To prepare inventory/portfolio of studies on the relevance of zecondary educa-
tion to societal requirement;

2. To develop alternative models and guidelines for their development and imple-
mentation;

3. To develop a design of joint innovative project and guidelines and strategies for
undertaking the project; and

4. To develop and implement effective strategies for raising the quality of learning
of secondary school students.
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Target groups

The broad target groups to be covered under various proposed programming actions
will be:

1. School going population; and

2. Non-formal secondary education group.

The two main groups outlined above includes (1) those who are attending and (2)
those who might have left early and those who cannot attend formal schooling.

Special consideration, if any:

1. The needs of rural areas and girls and women;

2. The needs of countries with different ecologies and environment, ethnic
groups, sub-culture, traditional values, local languages, small island states; and

3. Linking secondary school learning to real-life needs of various target groups.

Monitoring and evaluation

The general guidelines provided under Major Programme Area: Education for all
for this purpose will be equally applicable to this programme area also. In addition,
wherever necessary, detailed evaluation and monitoring procedures and tools will be designed
for each specific activity/programming action.

Structuring of the programme area

In view of the secondary education objectives and the needs for restructuring of
secondary education in the region specified the above, the programme action under this
sub-programme has been presented into two sections:

1 Development of alternative models to increase the relevance of the secondary
education and

2. Joint innovative project on raising the quality of learning of secondary school
students.
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Programme area: Restructuring Secondary Education
Action programme: RSE/1. The development of alternative models to increase the rele-

vance of secondary education responsive to societal requirements.

Purpose

Past emphasis in restructuring secondary education was partly focused on the intro-
duction of vocational courses into the secondary curriculum. Many countries in the region
have recognized the inadequacy of this approach. A concern for broader changes and new
models for secondary education has now emerged in several countries in the region which
have been planning changes in the secondary education cycle.

These countries involved in the development of new emerging models in the second-
ary education could establish a network of centres and projects aimed at developing alter-
native models to increase the relevancy of secondary education responsive to societal re-
quirements, to suit their critical educational needs, to exchange materials and to jointly
develop curricular and exemplar materials so that they could select, choose, and adapt them
before use. The sub-programme is thus aimed at joint development of the emerging alterna-
tive models of secondary education by the participating countries.

Specific objectives

1. To develop the outline of new structures and guidelines for the implementation
of new structures and curriculum frameworks.

2. To develop and try-out pilot institutions, or pilot wings within existing second-
ary schools and also develop curricular and instructional materials.

3. To help set up new types of secondary education institutions.
4. To develop teaching and learning strategies suited to new curriculum.
5. To evaluate the new curriculum models and promote innovations in secondary

education in the countries.

Target groups:

1. Curriculum developers, researchers, teachers, supervisors;
2. All school going population;

3. Non-formal secondary school population; and
4. Policy makers and school administrators.

Expected outcomes:

1. critical review on the development of alternative models for secondary educa-
tion

2. synthesis of experiences on designing and developing the relevant curriculum
responsive to changing societal requirements

3. manpower build up of trained personnel with innovative, research oriented
capacities
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Special considerations:

population in rural areas and other disadvantaged groups

countries with different ecologies and environments, ethnic groups, sub-culture,
traditional values, local languagc and small island states.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (RSE 1)

Activity
No.

Activity :it le Duration
Methods of
operation

Categories of
personnel to
participate

Expected
outcome

RSE 1/1 Studies of the relevance of
secondary education

1 year Case studies and
synthesis

Specialist team Inventory/port-
folio of studies

RSE 1/2 Development of alternative
models and guidelines for
development and implementa-
tion of models and curriculum
frameworks

2 weeks Study group Team of special-
ists engaged in
the development
of new models

Exchange and
synthesis of ex-
periences with
guidelines for
development of
new models

RSE 1/ Development and try-out of 2 weeks Pilot national Persons con- Training pro-
models at the national institu-
Lions

(4-5 countries) workshop cerned with re-
development of
secondary educa-
don

grammes/try-out
materials cadre
of experienced
personnel

RSE 1/5 Inter-country exchange of 2 weeks Exchange of re- National level Development of
resource persons source persons staff of projects

engaged in design
and development
of secondary
education

specific skills and
improvement of
national projects

RSE 1/6 Attachment 4 weeks Attachment /ex-
change of re-
source persons

Further develop-
ment of specific
skills and im-
provement of na-
tional skills
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Programme area: Restructuring Secondary Education.
Action programme: RSE 2. Joint innovative project on raising the quality of h. ing of

secondary school students.

Purpose

Secondary education has an important role to serve in accelerating the pace of devel-
opment of a country. It must meet the needs and aspirations of its people, while at the
same time taking note of developments under way in other parts of the world, particularly
in the region. Secondary education cannot affort to remain in isolation. The new models of
secondary education has, therefore, to be forward looking, to cast itself in a mould which is
sensitive to emerging needs of the individual and the community.

In an attempt to restructure secondary education and reorient secondary schools,
such efforts have been seen in some member countries as involving:

I. Establishing of connections between schooling and work;
2. Developing a diversified curriculum which matches the developmental needs of

adolescents and the goals of communities and the nation;
3. Demand for strong commitment to excellence in facilitating student's intellec-

tual ability as well as helping students to acquire more integrity;
4. Establishing co-ordinated network among and between different educational

institutions;
5. Development of decision making ability with focus on problem solving;
6. Cheating programme which anticipate a perspective future;
7. Harmonizing unity versus diversity in educational provisions; and
8. Promoting better school life and quality of education.

Secondary education thus is expected to prepare young people to play a full and
vital part in their schools and society.

The main purpose of the joint innovative project is to develop educational pro-
grammes focused on the raising of the quality of learning of the secondary school students
suited to the changing context of developing societies.

Specific objectives

1. To develop jointly an innovative project aimed at raising the quality of learning
of secondary school students;

2. To develop jointly guidelines for national studies, monitor implementation and
review impact;

3. To establish a network of centres to develop jointly teaching-learning strategies,
methods and materials for the secondary school students;

4. To develop skills for improving the preparation, production and use of teaching
learning materials for secondary school students;

5. To develop teaching-learning packages, teacher's guide, and training materials
including multi-media packages;
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6. To develop strategies and progress on the professional support to teachers,
headmasters and other educational personnel; and

7. To review and assess the project so as to promote innovations in secondary
education in the countries.

Target groups

Teachers, headmasters, supervisors, educational administers and students;

All school -going population;

Non-formal secondary school population;

Policy makers and school administrators.

Expected outcomes

1. Creation of planning meeting to review existing situations of secondary educa-
tion, develop design of activities, prepare guidelines for studies, monitor imple-
mentation and review impact.

2. Guidelines for national studies on raising the quality of learning of secondary
school students.

3. Synthesis of national studies on innovative programmes and projects.

4. Development of skills for improving the preparation, production and use of
teaching-learning materials for secondary school students.

5. Development of teaching - learning packages, teachers' guides, and training
materials including multi-media packages.

Special considerations, if any

population in rural areas and other disadvantaged groups.

countries with different ecologies and environment, ethnic groups, sub-culture,
traditional values, local language and small island states.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (RSE 2)

Activity
No. Activity Title Duration Methods of

operation

Categories of
personnel of
participate

Expected
outcome

RSE 2/1 Development of design for
joint innovative project on
raising the quality of second-
ary level students

2 weeks Planning meeting Specialists from
ACs engaged in
joint innovative
projects

Guidelines and
strategies and a
plan of joint
innovative pro-
ject

RSE 2/2 National studies 6 months National R and
D activities

Specialists of
ACs engaged in
task

National studies
along with their
synthesis

RSE 2/3 Synthesis of countries expe- 2 weeks A synthesis Specialists from Exchange of ex-
riences in national studies meeting ACs engaged in

joint innovative
project

periences on stu-
dies and training
in specific skills

RSE 2/4 National workshops for devel- 2 weeks National work- Persons con- Development of( nt of strategies for raising
dn. ...tality of learning of
seco..dary school students

shops cerned with JIP
and re-develop-
ment of second-
ary education

strategies critical
analysis and re-
view of strategies

RSE 2/5 Inter-country, inter-project 4 weeks Inter-country,in- Specialists en- Development of
study visits ter-project study

visits
gaged in JIP specific skills and

improvement of
projects

RSE 2/6 Review and evaluation meet- 2 weeks Finalization Specialists en- Finalized reporting meeting gaged in JIP and guideline for
development and
improvement of
secondary educa-
tion

RSE 2/7 Follow-up action 4 weeks Advisory services Specialists en-
gaged in JIP

Evaluation re-
port
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Programme area: Morals and values education '(MED)

Trends , ad issues:

In recent years most countries in the Asia and the Pacific have shown a grea.. deal of
interest in moral education. The question of whether schools have a role in moral education
has been frequently raised; more and more it is being answered affirmatively. The question
is no longer if we should begin systematic moral education but how to do it.

Several issues on moral education have been identified. One of the fundamental
difficulties is related to the very concept of moral education itself. For example, while in
some countries moral education is imparted exclusively in terms of civic values, in some
other it is synonymous with religious education. Another issue often raised by many coun-
tries is the dichotomy between moral precept and moral practice. Even the best planned
moral education curricula fail in achieving their objectives because of the contradictions
inherent in the environment of which school is a part. There is also a conflict between tradi-
tional values and modern life style. Traditional cultural values have had little time to adjust
to certain attributes of modernization. Planners of moral education curricula then are faced
with the problem of identifying values and character traits that will best equip the individual
to take his place in modern society. In the area of curriculum and instruction the issues are
whether moral education should be taught as an independent subject or an integrated sub-
ject and whether direct preaching or indirect approaches such as the use of discussions, case
studies, models and analysis of situations should be employed. There are many other issues
which are of interest and would require further research studies and exploration.

The Ninth Regional Consultation Meeting of APEID, while identifying 17 basic
issues of moral education, noted 'Promotion of Moral Education' as one of the significant
new demands. There has been increasing ur,,..ncy to develop innovative instructional strate-
gies in this field.

In the primary curriculum study of the region initiated by the National Institute for
Educational Research, Tokyo (NIER), moral/religious/values education was one of four
crucial problem areas in the 17 participating countries of the study. The report published
in 1 ''86 in Tokyo pointed out several common problem areas of moral/values education and
they are, amongst others:

1) There is a lack of unanimity among perents, teachers and moral education
experts in the selection of content and preparation of learning materials;

2) The content of textbooks in other subjects often contradicts what is given in
the moral education texts;

3) Teachers of moral education do not receive any special training and this results
in poor understanding of the concepts of moral education and of appropriate
teaching techniques;

4) Lack of suitable test instruments has made it difficult to evaluate pupils' per-
formance in moral education.

It is quite evident that there is an urgent need in the region to introduce new ways
of teaching morals and values both in formal and non-formal settings.

Purpose

This programme area aims at supporting national efforts to increase the relevancy,
effectiveness and efficiency of moral education as an essential and integral part of the
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national educational systems. The aim of this education is to contribute to personal devel-
opment as well as to national development through the introduction of innovative educa-
tional programmes in the teaching of morals and values within the context of the educational
systems in each participating member country. Moral and values education may be inter-
preted as religious and/or civic education where it is formally and officially introduced into
educational programmes.

Specific objectives

The objectives are:

1) To develop a common understanding on the values pertinent to the society;
2) To promote studies and exchange of experiences relating to the provisions of

moral/values education within educational systems;

3) To explore innovative ideas, tools and methods for instructional strategies
(curriculum, materials, methods, etc) of moral/valu..., education for enhancing
relevancy and effectiveness of moral/values education; and

4) To develop, in particular, means and tools to assess behavioral changes of
learners.

Target groups

School teachers; curriculum developers; educational administrators; policy-makers;
parents; community people; students and learners.

Action programmes

1) Co-operative study on the morals/values taught at school and in the com-
munity.

2) Co-operative study on the methods and materials of morals/values education in
formal and non-formal settings.

3) Joint innovative project on the evaluation methods used in moral education.
4) Research on cultural and arts materials to be used for moral and values educa-

tion.
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Programme area: Morals and values education.

Action programme: MED/1 Co-operative study on the morals /values taught at school and
in the community.

Purpose

Rapid social change in contemporary society affects to a large extent the moral
values and norms of 1 tople and make it difficult to carry out moral/values education within
educational systems, both formal and non-formal. In particular, differences of value con-
sciousness between younger and old generations, gaps between traditional values and
modern life styles, discrepancies between socially approved alues and hidden or implicit
values, are increasingly evident when changes in socio-economic structures and rapid devel-
opment in science and technology directly influence the lives of people. This project aims
at promoting effective moral education by means of examining differences in the moral
attitudes and values held by different groups in society and in working out ways in which
these differences may be reduced.

Specific objectives

1) To examine and identify the "gal.," in values between generations, between
school and community, and between overt (consciously held) and covert (im-
plicitly held) values.

2) To try to find the ways and means to lessen these gaps.

Target groups

Teachers; supervisors; curriculum developers, researchers with strong background
in sociology and anthropology, students and learners, members of the community.

Linkages

Universalization of primary education; education for the world of work; education
for rural development; curriculum development.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (MED/1)

Activity
No. Activity Title Duration Method of

Operation

Categories of
Person:tel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

MED 1/1 National case study 1-2 years Regional meeting Teachers, super-
visors, cturicu-
lam developers,
researchers with
background in
sociology

National case
study reports

MED 1/2 Examination of outcomes of
national case study reports

2 weeks Regional meeting Those who are
responsible for
conducting na-
tional case
studies

Guideline; to
compile regional
reports

MED 1/5 Compilation and dissemina- continuing Editorial work ACEID staff Series of reports
Lion of information obtained
through the two activities
mentioned above

Programme area: Morals and values education.

Action programme: MED/2: Co-operative Study on the Methods and Materials of Morals/
Values Education in Formal and Non-formal Settings.

Purpose

The intention in providing moral/values ediL ation is to help individual learners inter-
nalize desirable values and to make changes in their styles of behaviour, but not to make
learners memory', r 1 "ms or moral precepts. In order to achieve this intention it is impera-
tive to develop in, methods and materials, particular to moral education and dis-
tinguishable from methods and materials which arc effective for teaching lower level know-
ledge and skills.

In addition, it is widely understood that moral education should not be undertaken
merely in lessons devoted to moral education but also through lessons in which other sub-
ject matter is taught and in other educational programmes in educational settings. This
integrated approach to moral education is less common. This project aims at developing
instruction ' methods and materials, including the means to integrate moral educatia with
other subject areas, which arc d ttinctive to moral education.

Specific objectives

1) To examine cross-nationally the state of the art regarding teaching methods and
materials of moral education in formal and non-formal settings in the region;

2) To devise innovative methods and materials for internalizing certain values;

3) To explore means of integrating the teaching of morals and values in subject
areas other than separate moral subject matter;

4) To exchange information and experiences gained through national experiments;
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5) To develop prototypes of desirable materials and manuals of teaching methods
for wider distribution.

Target groups

Teachers, supervisors, curriculum developers, students and learners.

Linkages

Universalization of primary education; curriculum development.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (MED/2)

Activity
No.

Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

MED/2.1 Study the state of art regard- 2-3 weeks Regional work- Specialist teach- Workshop re
ing teaching methods and
materials of moral education

shop ers, supervisors,
curriculum devel-
opers

port, guideline
for national
experiment

MED /2.2 National experiments for de- 2-3 years National expel- Teachers, super- Experiment re.
veloping new ways of con-
ducting of moral education

ment visors, curricu-
lum developers,
students and
learn:a

ports, teaching
materials and
methods found
to be useful

MED/2.3 Inter-country study visit/ continuing Study visit/at- Teachers, super- Study v;sit/at
attachment to the sites of the
national experiment men-
tioned above

tachment visors, curd u-
lum develop cs

tachment reports

MED/2.4 Regional Synthesis Workshop
on the outcomes of national
experiments

2-3 weeks Regional work-
shop

Specialists in-
volved in na-
tional experi-
ments

Workshop report

MED/2.5 Regional workshop for devel- 3-4 weeks Regional work- Specialists in- Workshop re.
oping prototypes of innova-
tive materials and preparing
teachers' manuals for innova-
tive methods of teaching

shop volved in na-
tional expert-
ments

port, prototype
materials and
teachers' man.
uals

%
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Programme area: Morals and values education.

Action programme: MED/3: Joint innovative project on evaluation methods in moral
education.

Purpose

Moral education aims at changing the learner's behaviour but it is widely known
that the measurement of such behavioural change is very difficult. Moral education there-
fore often tends to be a mere conveying of knowledge about moral values and the evaluation
of moral education tends to be confined only to the cognitive aspect, which in turn makes
moral education less effective and does not capture the learner's interest. In order to over-
come this shortcoming, this project aims at studyir.g evaluation methods especially suited to
moral education, and particularly to its affective and psycho-motor aspects, thus contribut-
ing to the effective conduct of moral education.

Specific objectives

1) To examine the means of evaluation currently used in moral education;
2) To exchange information on the means and tools of evaluation for moral edu-

cation in participating countries;

3) To experiment with different ways of assessing the achievement of moral
education with special emphasis on the affective and psychomotor.

4) To disseminate the outcomes of the project.

Target groups

Teachers, supervisors, curriculum developers, researchers with a strong background
in psychometrics, testing and evaluation, students and learners.

Linkages:

Universalization of primary education; curricula:n development; research and ,level-
opment including measurement and evaluation of programme.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (MED/3)

Activity
No.

Activity Title Duration
Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

MED/3.1 Planning the project 2 weeks Regional meeting
.

Those responsi-
ble for under-
taking JIP

Plan of actions

MED/3.2 Examining the current state 1-2 weeks National work- Teachers, curri- National study
and devising evaluation instru-
ments suited moral education

shop culum developers reports, guide-
lines for na-
tional experi-
ment

MED /3.3 Examination of practices in
moral education and its ova-
luation

Continuing Study visits Specialist teach.
ers, curriculum
specialists, super-
visors

Study viYit re-
ports

MED/3.4 Testing the Ube of innovative 1-2 years National experi- Teachers curri- Experiment re-
instrumznts for evaluatien of
moral education

ment culum devel-
opers, students
and learners

port

MED/3.5 Synthesis and analysis of the
outcomes of national experi-
ments (Finalization Meeting
ofJ1P)

2-3 weeks Regional work-
shop

Those responsi-
ble for JIP

Workshop report

Programm6 area: Morals and values education.

Action programme: MED/4: Research on Cultural and Arts Materials to be used for Moral
and Values Education.

Purpose

The Ninth Regional Consultation Meeting pointed out that the basis of any educa-
tion system is the preservation and promotion of cultural attitudes and values within the
community and urged that a more detailed plan of action be considered during the fourth
cycle of operation. While discussing moral values to be conveyed to the next generation, it
was cler'y recognized that cultural and arts materials in the community will be one of the
most relevant resources for moral education. Since there are no actions being taken to
develop inventories of cultural and arts materials in the region (which was suggested by the
9th RCM), this project is proposed to be conducted under EDSOC/6/MORED.

Specific objectives

1) To survey cultural and arts materials to be utilized as the resource materials
for moral and values education;

2) To develop national as well as regional inventories of cultural and arts materials
proved effective for moral and values education;

3) To compile regional resource book on cultural and arts heritages for moral
education.
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Target groups:

Students and learners, parents, members of community.

Linkage

Cultural Division, ROEAP.

Activities:

Sec: below.

Activities (I.4ED/4)

Activity
No. Activity Title Duration Method of

Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
participate

Expected
Outcome

MED/4.1 Identification and location of
cultural and arts materials
relevant to moral/values edu-
cation

1 year National survey Experts in moral
education and in
culture and arts

National inven-
tory, national
resource book
of cultural and
arts materials
relevant to moray
education

tviED/4.2 Examination of national in- 2-3 weeks Technical work- Specialists from Guidelines for
ventories and resource books ing group meet-

ing
selected coup-
tries

compilation of
regional inven-
tory and re-
source book

MED/4.3 Compilation of regional inven-
tory and resource book

Continuing Compilation ACEID su...r Regional inven-
tory and re-
source book

1
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Programme area:

Trends and Issues

Special education (SED)

Many countries in the region are addressing for the first time the question of making
special educational provis:on for disabled children and gifted and talented children. Before
this, in many countries limited numbers of the former group have been catered for by chz.i
table and private organizations or institutions. In recognition of all children's rights to edu-
cation and in keeping with the press for universalization of primary education, education
systems are acknowledging their responsibility to establish or extend special education pro-
visions. Likewise, in the case of gifted and talented children, many countries are becoming
increasingly committed to the identification of, and appropriate educational provision for
students who have superior intellectual abilit and/or special talents in creative or physical
areas such as music, the lerforming and creative arts, sport for both individual and
societal benefit.

Furthermore, in recent years there have been several programmes under a variety of
auspices and supported by different funding sources in the region. Whilst some of these
projects have been recognised as mutually supportive and key workers in individual coun-
tries have been able to make links there is a need to review and, where appropriate, anegrate
such programmes in the interests of consolidation of effort and avoidance of duplication.

In this document the two action areas of special education will be treated separately:

1. Special Education for disabled children.

2. Special Education for gifted and talented children.

Programme area: Special Education.

Action programme: SED/1: Special education for disabled children.

The term 'disabled children' includes those with intellectual deficits, physical or
sensory impairments, significant emotional and behavioural disorders and specific learning
difficulties.

Before effective educational provisions can be made available and accessible to all
disabled children increased community awareness and understanding are e:,sential. In some
societies or cultures the presence of a handicapped child within a family still carries conno-
tations of shame and guilt which may inhibit such a child's participation in his local com-
munity.

From looking at well established special education policies and practices in other
countries some developing countries are anxious to avoid setting up highly segregated pro-
visions but rather to adopt current practices of mainstreaming or integration to meet the
needs of as many disabled children as possible within ordinary schools and classes*.

Many new demands are thus being made of tr,achers and, as a consequence, new
developments are needed in teacher training at both pre-service and professional develop-
ment levels*.

It is possible that joint innovative projects with other programme areas (e.g. UPE) with special reference to main-
streaming/integration and teacher training could be conducted.
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The role of parents in their children's education is increasingly recognized and res-
pected generally. In the case of children with disability this should be specifically acknow-
ledged in the establishment of co-operative parent-teacher (and if appropriate paramedical)
involvement in early (pre-school) special education services and in on-going parent guidance
programmes.

Finally the impact of new technologies, particularly in computer assisted communi-
cation systems for physically and sensorily disabled people, calls for considerable innovation
in education practice.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (SED/1)

No. Activity Title Dun. ion Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel

to participate

Expected Outcome

SED/1.1 Identification and
cross- referencing of
existing special educa-
tion programmes

6 months National studies National special-
ists, administrators
Unesco, UNICEF,
SEAMES, ADAB,
NISE (Japan) etc.

Classification of pro -
grammes showing origins,
delivery authority and
funding sources in pre-
paration for Regional Plan-
ning Meeting

SED/1.2 Review and integra- 1 week Regional Planning S mior special edu- Recommendations for and
tion of special educa-
tion services (Refer

Meeting cation administra-
tors

models of co-operation and
integration

Activity (1) above)

SED/1.3 Workshop to share
ASEAN sub-regional
special education pro-
ject experience and
outcomes with other
countries

2 weeks Regional Workshop One representative
of each ASEAN
country's special
education project
team

1) Guidelines for surveys
of incidence and need
and for assessment;

2) Recommendations for
curriculum and teacher
training;

Special education
planners and super-
visors from other
countries

3) Strategies for increasing
community awareness
and understanding

SED/1.4 Increasing skills in on-going National workshops/ Special education To establish and consolidate
educational assess-
ment, curriculum de-
velopment, teaching
methodologies

study visits/mobile
teams

supervisors, school
principals, teachers

pools of resource persons,
experts at national levels



Programme area: Special Education

Action programme: SED/2: Special education for gifted and talented children

The term 'gifted and talented' has gained currency in recent years because it indi-
cates that there are various ways in which children's superior abilities and skills in specific
areas manifest themsels es, There Are children of very superior general intelligence, often
referred to as gifted, and those who display exceptional aptitude and facility in, for example,
music, sport, and the creative or performing arts, who might be singled out for special en-
couragement, enrichment and/or individual learning opportunities.

One major problem, whatever the strategies adopted to provide adequately for their
needs, is that of school and teacher-based identification Jf gifted and talented children. In
developing countries the services of educational psychologists far assessing and confirming
levels of intellectual functioning are not genera.:y available. Teachers need checklists and
observation guidelines to help them identify children for whom the, regular classroom pro-
visions might be insufficiently challenging and stimulating.

Joint innovative studies and inter-country visits to share policies and practices with
regard to time and nature of intervention are essential.

Activities (SED/2)

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Monitoring
and

evaluation

Expected
outcomes
of activity

SED / 2.1 Development of screen-
ing devices for teacher-

On-going National and re-
gional workshop/

Curriculum de-
velopers, psy-

Screening device,
checklists, obser-

based identification of
gifted and talented
children

trialling of instru-
ments

chometridans,
teachers

vation guidelines

SED/2.2 Development and eval
uation of strategies for

On-going Sub-regional work-
shops/inter-country

Policy-makers,
curriculum de-

Bulletion New policies and
practices in meet-

gifted and talented visits/joint innova- velopers, and ing the needs of
children Live studies teachers gifted and talented

children

SED/2.3 Development of edu- On-going National workshops/ Curriculum d-- Learning materials
cational packages regional workshop velopers, teach-

ers and instruc-
tional systems
specialists

for extension and
enrichment
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MAJOR PROGRAMME AREA: SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES AND
INFRASTRUCTURES COMMON TO ALL EDUCATIONAL

LEVELS AND SYSTEMS

Programme Area: Research and development including measurement and testing (RED)

RED/1 Joint Innovative Study of reform national entrance examina-
tion system and practices

RED/2 Joint Innovative Study on the contributing factors for raising
retention rate of primary school children

Programme Area: Curriculum development (CUD)

CUD/1 Curriculum development for UPE and non-formal education

Programme Area: Training of personnel including professional support services (TEP)

TEP/ 1 Analysis of teacher education survey and development of
alternative structures and training methodologies

TEP/2

TEP/3

Development of exemplar materials for training of educa-
tional personnel

Design for use of para-professional personnel for teachers
training

TEP/4 Development of networks of institutions for pre-service and
in-service training of educational personnel

Programme Ar _ t: Educational technology and information technology including prodac-
tion of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids (EDT)

EDT/1 Development of instructional technology, using new media,
self-learning and group work aiming at self-development of
learners

EDT/2 Promotion of educational use of information and communi-
cation technology

EDT/3 Development of appropriate technology, and promoting
the production and distribution of instructional materials,
low-cost teaching materials and equipment

EDT/4 Development of computer literacy programme within the
framework for general education and teacher training pro-
gramme

Programme Area: Distance education (DED)

DED/ 1 Parity of esteem

DED/2 Using distance education for strategic development tasks
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MAJOR PROGRAMME AREA: SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES AND
INFRASTRUCTURE COMMON TO ALL EDUCATIONAL

LEVELS AND SYSTEMS

Rationale:

The success of all educational programmes depends not only on good planning and
management but also on supporting activities which will facilitate the continuing improve-
ment of the programmes.

Current status:

The last two decades have seen remarkable changes in education in many participat-
ing countries. In the efforts to provide education for all, some countries have attained
universal primary education, several are very close to the target and many others are likely
to achieve it by the next two decades. Continuing education to provide education facili-
ties and improve the quality of education have been engaged by all member countries in
varying degrees. Efforts have also been made to make education relevant to the needs of
society as well as the individual, through various educational programmes to be relevant to
urban as well as rural areas. In addition most countries are trying to linprove the quality of
education by strengthening teacher education programmes, providing structures and services
for professional support to teachers and other educational personnel, particularly at the
local level. Innovations in in-service education of teachers and co-operation among educa-
tors and other professionals are also built into the design for improving education.

General issues:

Inspite of all the efforts that have been made, there are some areas of supporting
activities which require further improvement. Such supporting activities are in the areas of
research and development, curriculum development, personnel training and educational and
information technology. The general issues confi nting policy iaakers and administrators
is how to carry out these activities effectively. There are problems of training of researchers,
establishing network for research agencies and preparing personnel for development and use
of educational technology and information technology.

Overall aim:

The overall aim of thi,. major programni area is to increase the level of co-operation
among rn;mber countries in the regional in order to improve the on-going supporting
activities and infrastructures.

Specific Objectives:

To stimulate through regional co-operation, national efforts of du.. member coun-
tries to enchance their capacities in the following areas:

1. Research and development including measurement and testing;
2. Curriculum development for universal primary education and non-formal

education;
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3. Personnel training including professional support services;

4. Educational technology and information technology including production of
reading materials and low-cost teaching aids.

Special consideration:

In all areas special consideration will be given to:

1. Identifying the problems inherent in the subjects in question;

2. Strengthening the capacity and productivity of personnel in the region;

3. Networking of regional agencies for effective co-ordination of work; and

4. Generating and disseminating of viable and feasible information and practices.

Expected major outcomes:

1. Training of researchers and educational personnel in teacher tr _ming, curri-
culum development and development of educational materials;

2. Establishing network of research agencies, teacher training and other training
programmes;

3. Developing and disseminating information on innovative experiences and
materials related to educational technology, information technology and
other training programmes; and

4. More competent researchers, curriculum developers and specialists in test and
measurement.

Monitoring and evaluation procedures

Detailed evaluation and monitoring procedures and tools should be designed ft,
each specific activity/action programme. Research studies should be subject to critiques
before and after publication. For other activities a built-in evaluation should be adopted.
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Programme area: Research and development, including measurement and testing (RED)

Trends and issues:

Participating countries in APEID expressed a keen interest in ensuring that innova-
tions in which they share have sound Research and Development (R & D) basis, and that
mechanisms and instruments for measurement and testing are soundly devised and are
relevant to their national contexts. Programmes already carved out within the APEID
framework demonstrate well that joint research ventures which attempt to pool together
expertise and experiences available in the region is a s,:ry useful mode. These joint activities
have contributed to the preparation of co-operation and collaboration among research
institutions and individual researchers of the region, who are attuned to its needs and
requirements.

R & D has in the past drawn heavily on models of research from outside the region.
Reseal-CA activities within APEID have helped evolve attitudes and patterns of r search on
which future research can proceed with clearer understanding of the contexts of the innova-
tions which research will serve. These aspects should be promoted, both in the APEID
network and subnetwork arrang,:ments, with focus on research and development.

Important issues in this areas are as follows:

1. Educational innovation for development is dependent on R & D proc,sses,
including measurement and testing.

2. Research should be relevant to the contexts in which development will even-
tually occur (e.g. studies of education and its relationship to socio-economic
and cultural development).

3. Joint innovative activities provide fruitful contexts and style for effective
R & D.

4. Many programmes which will finally evolve at the national level will be better
helped by the relevancy achieved through joint co-operative R & D ventures
within the Asia-Pacific region (e.g. a holistic approach to secondary school
curriculum reform).

Overall aim:

The achievement of relevant types and styles of research for educational innovation
for development through

1) The promotion of joint co-operative studies of major programme areas (e.g.
the relationship of education to socio-economic and cultural development,
education in the context of science and technology),

2) The establishment of a network of agencies for conducting joint research,
including measurement and testing mechanisms.

Specific objectives:

1. To strengthen the capacity and productivity of regional R & D agencies to
serve educational innovation for development

2. To identify where R & D can assist educational innovation for development
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3. To indicate the rele 'ance of R & D methodologies, developed on a regional
basis, to national contexts.

4. To be able to draw generalizations from regional study findings that are rele-
vant to the contexts of participating countries and to particular projects;

Special consideration

LDC's and small countries lacking or with limited organized educational R & D.

Major outcomes:

1. Sub-networks of educational R & D agencies and individual researchers with
special interest in the work of APEID.

2. Research studies, jointly conceived and executed, on key issues in educational
innovation for development seen in their particular relevance to the cultures
and aspirations of countries in the Asian-Pacific region.

3. Increased sensitivity and skill among researchers in taking account in their
methodologies of the particular research contexts of Asia and the Pacific.

Monitoring and evaluation:

Measurement and testing components of R & D activities should be taken into
account. Research studies should be subjectzd to critiquing before and after publication.
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Programme Area: Research and devclopmcnt including measurement and testing

Action programme: RED/1 Entrance examination systems and practices

Purpose:

To rcoricntatc examinations used for promotion and entrance to advanced-level
institutions as holistic of the total curriculum and educational experience, with its scope
for character formation and moral development, and thereby reducing the disproportionate
emphasis on rote- memorization of factual knowledge; and to alter the motivational basis
for student attitudes to examinations.

Specific objectives:

1. To identify the problems inherent in the content of admission procedures and
criteria for promoting students to higher stages of education.

2. To analyse the educational and cultural background of these problems and
their susceptibility to change

3. To formulate viable and feasible plan for reforming the practices of students
admission/promotion to higher stages of education

4. To publish research monographs for effective communication and diffusion of
the proposals made by the joint-study groups

Special considerations:

Countries with pressure on higher education facilities.

Target groups:

Researchers; policy makers; curriculum developers

Activities:

Scc the following page.

Expected Sub-programme outcomes:

1. Study monograph to be published providing guidelines foi the policy makers
and specialists involved in reform.

2. Generation and dissemination of viable and feasible reform plans.

Linkages:

Curriculum development.
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Activities k RED/1)

.Vo. Activity title Duration Method of Operation Category of personnel
to participate

Monitoring and
evIluation

Expected outcomes
of activity

RED/1.1

RED/1.2

RED/1.3

RED/1.4

Design meeting

Study

Subregional* workshops

Regional conference

one week 1587

one year 1987

one week 1988

10 days 1989

Workshop

Survey ....arch

Seminar and workshop

Seminar and workshop

Experts

Researchers and policy
makers

do

do

Guidelines for research
proposal

Country-report

Sub-regional report

Regional comprehensive
study monograph

The participating countries in the project can be grouped into four on sub-regional basis:

. The Pacific countries

. ASEAN and Indo-China countries
. SAARC countries
. Far East countries China, Japan and Republic of Korea
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Programme area: Research and development including measurement aid testing

Action programme: RED/2. Contributing factors for raising retention rate of primary
school children.

Purpose:

The attrition rate of primary schools, particularly in the first two years is high in
many countries in the Asia-Pacific region. Some analytical studies to identify the contribut-
ing factors for early drop-outs are necessary Lo develop policy measures for increasing reten-
tion rate of primary school attendance in these countries. In this regard, a joint innovative
study on the subject will be mutually beneficial to devise viable and feasible plans/policies
to increase retention rate of primary school attendance by . haring experiences and fact-
findings of pal ticipating member countries in this project. This would also contribute to
strengthening the sub-network of research organizations within the framework of APEID
in the region and increasing their appreciation of special ree4onal characteristics of research.

Specific objectives

1. To identify the factors/forces affecting the drop-outs in the primary schools.
2. To make an in-depth analysis of the attributing factors involved.

3. To formulate policy alternates and programmes _Jr increasing retention rate
of primary school attendance.

4. To improve the capacity of regional research organizations to undertake
research in Asia and Pacific cor ..exts.

Target groups

Researchers, Primary curriculum specialists.

Special considerations

This project is more relevant and urgent in the LDCs and remote rural areas.
Activities:

As follows

Activities (RED/2)

No. Activity Title T Duration Method of
Operation

Category of personnel
to participate

Expected outcomes
of activity

RED/2.1 L
meeting

1 week (19(t7) Workshop Expert in primary edu-
cation research

Guidelines for research
proposal

RED/2.2 County study 1 year (1987) Survey-
research

National researchers and
pulley makers

Country report

RED/2.3 Review 1 week (1988) Proposal Experts in primary edu- Approval of research
meeting review panel cation research proposals

RED /2.4 Study visit 1-2 weeks Inter-country
study

Project Director Exchange of ideas im-
plemented in country
tudy

RED/2.b Finalizst
meeting

10 days (1989) Workshop Project Directors Comprehensive research
monograph

Expected sub-programme outcomes

Research Monograph

Linkage

IRE, APPEAL.
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r
Programme area: Curriculum development (CUD)

Rationale:

Several major thrusts in curriculum development and in..ovation have been made in
Asian countries in recent years. These include improving organizational infrastructure;
putting emphasis on rural transformation; promoting equal access to education; promoting
broad-based particupation; faci.-itating the use of low-cost materials -nd indigenous
resources; promoting incerlinking of education and productive work; improving science and
technology education; and reorienting the role of curriculum developers.

Curriculum development a., a specialized activity has been going on in all relevant
ACs of the region for nearly two decades. Within the formal system, some ACs have specia
lized in curriculum development in particular field, others have established curriculum
teams for different fields of study under one institution. Not much work has been done in
the area of curriculum work for non-formal education and in particular appropriate links
between curricular of formal and non-formal education have not been established for their
mutual benefit.

This programme is concerned with establishing a better co-ordination between cur-
riculum development for formal and non-formal education, particularly at the primary
education level.

Overall aim:

Establishment of better co-ordination between curriculum development work for
formal and non-formal education at the primary level, treating the two streams as an
integrated whole, allowing inter-se mobility to participants.

Specific objectives:

1. To review curricula at the primary level of the formal and non-formal systems
with a view to identifying possible revisions to enable better provision for the
continuing education of primay school drop-outs . and

2. To create better links between curriculum development workers in formal and
non-formal settings.

Special considerations:

The participation: in this programme may have to be limited to those Member States
with fairly well established curriculum development systems for forma and non-formal
education.

Major outcomes:

1. Development of regi,nal and national groups linking formal and non-formal
curriculum workers.

2. Manual for training curriculum workers.

3. Revised curricula.

13'.
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Programme area: Curriculum development

Action programme: CUD/1. Curriculum development for UPE and non-formal education

Purpose:

Historically, educational curricula have tended to be developed largely with refer-
ence to the concept of educational continuum within the formal system. While framing
these, the implications of preparing pupils who might drop out of the educational system at
an early age to enter the world of real-life and work have, therefore, not been given due
consideration, nor have these received adequate attention.

Enough work has also not been done on the scope, limitations and processes of cur-
riculum development for non-formal and continuing education of children and adults,
especially in the context of the envisK,ed mobility between the non-formal and formal
systems of education.

Specific national objectives:

To use techniques of action research for development and evaluation of curriculum
in order to:

1. define the curricular needs, with reference to UPE, not only with reference to
the education,..1 continuum within the formal system, but also for developing
capabilities for entering, with progressively increased competence in clearly
specified terms, into real-life and the world of work after various stages
(primary, secondary etc.) of education, treating them as terminal stages for a
large percentage of learners;

2. define the pre-requisites and lay down the guidelines for development of cur-
ricula for facilitating mobility between the formal and non-formal streams of
education;

3. develop appropriate curricula for training teachers/ instructors for non-formal
and continuing education in the context of their limited abilities and the nature
of their clientele and tasks.

Target groups:

1. Educational planners

2. Key workers in curriculum development centres

Linkages:

Universalization of primary education.

Activities:

See the following page.
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PROCESS OF ENHANCEMENT OF CAPABILITIES FOR CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT FOR NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

THROUGH ACTION RESEARCH

Development of Design for National Studies

Conduct of State of the Art
National Studies

Documentation, Review, Synthesis
and Dissemination

Development of Tentative
Guidelines for Curriculum Planning & Evaluation

Development of Training
1Vterials for
Curriculum Development

j

Initiation of Project
for Action Research in
Curriculum Development

Enhancement of National
Infrastructure for
Curriculum Development

Appraisal and
preparation of
manuals etc.

Case studies in
curriculum development
and evaluation of
curricula

ISO
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(CUD/1)

Sequential
Activity

No.
Activity title Duration Method of operation Category of personnel

to participate
Expected outcomes of

activity

CUD/1.1 Workshop for development of
design for national studies

1 week Preparation of background material
by ACED)

Representatives of ACs and
consultants

Design of the study

CUD/1.2 State of the art national studies 6 months Case studies Key personnel in ACs National studies
CUD/1.3 Workshop for analysis, syn-

thesis of national studies
2 weeks Sub regional workshop Same as for Activity 1 Tentative guidelines for

curriculum pluming and
evaluation and design for
action research

CUD:1.4 Training in curriculum devel- In-country training to be conducted Personnel in ACs for curri- 1. Case studies of action
opment and for conduct of by participants in Acti.ity 1.2 and culum development for research in curriculum
Action Research studies

2 years
launching of action research pro-
gramme assisted by national consul-
tants

both formal and non-formal development and evalua-
tion

CUD/1.5 Review meeting on initiation
of project for action research
in curriculum development

2. Enhancement of insights
into and capabilities for
curriculum development
and evaluation

CUD/1.6 Revie ? and evaluation of ac-
tion research projects and pre-
paration of manuals

2 weeks Sch-regional workshop Same as for Activity 1.1 1. Manuals
2. Evaluation report

Monitoring and evaluation

The design group established for Activity 1.1 may monitor the progress through inter-country visitsand obtaining of progress reports at appropriate stages.
The major outcomes listed should facilitate the final evaluation.

I Q 11. U A-
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Programme area: Training of educational personnel including professional ..upport
services

Trends and issues:

Education systems in the regional have undergone enormous changes in the recent
past, and even more fundamental reorientation is being planned for the future. The natit al

education systems need to have effeutive infrastructures for developing, mobilizing and
expanding their human resources.

In this context, professional support services and education and training of educa-
tional personnel are urgently needed for teacher training institutions, curriculum dekelop-
ment centres, educational technology services including resource centres of different types,
educational planning and management centres, etc.

Purpose:

The emphasis in this sub-programme area would concentrate particularly on the
development of professional support services and training of personnel for design, imple-
mentation and evaluation of educational innovations.

Specific objectives:

1. To analyse survey of teacher education undertaken to 1936, develop designs
for development of alternative structures and training methodologies and
develop plans for different forms of professional support services;

2. To develop guidelines and exemplars for training personnel of different cadres
in planning of systems and structures for professional support services;

3. To develop guidelines, methodological manuals and exemplar materials for
training of personnel i! the delivery of professional support services;

4. To levelop the plans for participation of non-teaching staff in school education
for training of educational personnel;

5. To promote networks of institutions for in-service as well as for pre-service
training .....' teachers and educational personnel in the member countries.

6. To disseminate information on innovative projects/experiences and materials,
including those mentioned above, in all participating countries;

7. To provide resource persons and facility of internship, on request, to facilitate
establishment of structures and training of the staff for such structures.

Special consideration:

An important consideration in A.PEID is CO promote access to educational opportu-
nities and facilities for disadvantaged section of the population. In this regard, special
emphasis would be gi /en to the least developed countries in Asia and the small Island States.
Special attention will continue to be focused on them in APEID within the framework of
the technical co-operation network through increased training facilities by attachments and

provision of resource persons.

Expected major outcomes: (in global terms)

Training and orielization of educational personnel in planning and implement-
ing innovative programmes;
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developing materials and to .iques and establishing network of teacher
training and other training programmes;

disseminating information on innovative projects/experiences and materials
related to training of educational personnel and professional support services.

Monitoring and evaluation procedures:

ring the fourth cycle period, the emphasis will be on the development of alter-
native structures and training methodologies and deve:opment of training materials, use of
non-teaching staff in school education for training and building up national capabilities in
planning, establishing and operating professional support services and training in modalities
of delivery of such services and development of network of institutions for in-service
training of teachers and educational personnel, including those of teacher training institu-
tions.

:37
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Programme area: Training of educational pc...,onnel including professional support
services

Action programme: TEP11. Analysis of teacher education Larvey and development of
alternative structures and training methodologies

Purpose:

To strengthen the national initiative to develop alternative structures and training
methodologies needed for innovative training programmes

Specific objectives:

To contribute to co-operative efforts in developing alternative strategies and training
methodology in the preparation of educational personnel.

Target groups:

Teacher educators and other educational personnel trainers of non-formal educa-
tors and supervisors.

Special considerations:

Special attention to those countries which do not have adequate expertise and provi-
sion for continuous improvement in teacher preparation and continuing education.

Activities:

As follows

Activities (TEP/l)

Sequential
Activity

No.
Activity title Duration Methods of

operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected outcomes
of activity

TEP/1.1 Analysis of comprehensive
(continuing activities from
3rd cycle)

1987 Series of studies on alterna-
tive structures and training
methodologies

TEP /1.2 National Workshops 10 days teacher-trainers
(1987)

TEP/1.3 2 Sub-regional Workshops 14 days each
(1988)

TEP/1.4 Study Group Meeting 1989 Development of guidelines
for detemative structures
and training methodologies

TEP/1.5 Development of alternative
structures and training
methodologies follow-
up national workshops

1989
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Expected programme outcomes

1. A series of studies relating to alternative structures and training methodologies;

2. Reorientation of groups of teacher educators and other educational personnel;
and

3. Development of guidelines and exemplar materials for training of personnel
of different cadres in planning of systems and of structures for professional
support services.

Linkages with other programmes:

All the other programme areas, with particular reference to TEP/2 and TEP/4.

1



Programme area: Training of educational personnel including professional suppc rt
services

Action programme: TEP/2. Development of exemplar materials for training of educa-
tional personnel

Purpose:

To contribute to the development of materials to support the new structures and
training methodologies.

Specific objectives:

To facilitate tl.,! development of exemplar materials needed for innovative training
methodologies and techniques.

Target groups:

Teacher educators and other educational personnel

Special considerations:

Special attention to those countries which do not have adequate provision for con-
tinuous improvement in teacher preparation and continuing education.

Activities:

Activities (TEP/2)

Sequential
Activity

No.
Activity title Duration Method of

operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected outcomes
ofactivity

TEP/2.1 Planning meeting for devel-
opment of exemplar mate-
rials

8 days
(1987)

TEP/2.2 Commissioning national
studies on development of
exemplar materials

1987 Studies relating to develop.
ment of exemplar materials

TEP/2.3 Technical Working Croup 14 days 1. Development of ma
meeting to develop manual
on training methods and
techniques and other exem-
plar materials

(1988) nuals of training meth.
odologies and techni-
ques for new skills;

2. Development of exem-
&rr materialb.

TEP/2.4 National Workshops 10 days
(1989)

TEP/2.5 Attachment and internship (1987-91)

TEP/2.6 Study group on evaluation
of development of exem-
plar materials and training
programmes

1991
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Expected programme outcomes:

1. Development of manuals of training methodologies and techniques for new
skills;

2. Development of exemplar materials; and

3. Increased responsiveness to innovations.

Linkages with other programme(s):

il the other programme areas with particular reference to TEP/1 and TEP/4.



Programme area: Training of educational personnel including professional support
services

Action programme: TEP/3. Design for use of para-professional personnel for teachers
training.

Purpose:

Contributions of persons with specialized professional experience to training of
teachers and other educational personnel.

Specific objectives:

To utilize paraprofessional personnel to train teachers and perform back-up activi-

ties in close collaboration with t eachers.

Target groups:

Teacher trainers, supervisors and other educational personnel.

Special considerations

Special attention should be given to those countries which do not have adequate
expertise and provision for continuous improvement in teacher preparation and the specific
needs of small island states should merit special consideration.

Activities:

As follows.

Activities (TEP/3)

Sequential
Activity

No.
Activity title Duration

Method of
operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected out -
comes of
activity

TEP/3.1 Inventory of para-profes-
sional personnel used in

1987

Member States

TEP/3.2 Technical working group 14 days Effective use of
meeting on use of para-
professional personnel to
train teachers and other
educational personnel

(1988) paraprofessional
personnel; Effec-
tive use of special-
ists belonging tq
other professions

TEP/3.3 Sub - regional training work-
shops on the use of para-
professional personnel (2)

1989

TEP /3.4 Follow-up national work-
shop

1982-90

TEP/3.5 Exchange of resource per-
sons

TEP/3.6 Professional support for
the above

1990

TEP /3.7 Study group on the evalua- 14 days Evaluation re-

don of the use of para-pro-
fessional personnel under

(1991) port

APEID project
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Expected programme outcomes:

1. Effective use of specialists belonging to other recognized professions;

2. Supplementing shortage of professional teachers; and

3. Development of guidelines for effective use of para-professional personnel for
training of educational personnel.

Linkages with other programme(s):

All the other programme areas, with special reference to TEP/1, TEP/2 and TEP/4.

Programme area: Training of educational personnel including professional support
services.

Action programme: TEP/4. Development of networks of institutions for pre-service and
in-service training of educational personnel.

Purpose:

To increase the inter-country flow of information, experiences, materials through
networking of innovative pre-service teacher training and in-service institutions as well as
various other allied agencies.

Specific objectives:

To promote networks of institutions for pre-service and in-service training of teachers
and educational personnel and networking of teachers training institutions.

Target groups:

Staff responsible for personnel development and support services, curriculum devel-
opers, educational technologists, researchers and trainers.

Special considerations:

Special attention should be given to those countries which do not have adequate
provision for continuous improvement in teacher preparation and the specific needs of small
island states should merit special consideration.
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Activities:

Activities (TEP/4)

Sequential
Activity

No.
Activity title Duration

Method of
operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected out-
comes of
activity

TEP/4.1 Expert meeting on evalua- 10 days Networking of

tion of materials on in-
service training programme
and the networking of the
institutions

(1987) information re
lating to pre.
service and in
service teaches
training institu

TEP/4.2 Follow-up national work-
shop on development of
evaluation materials and
the networking

1988
tions

TEP/4.3 Exchange of resource per-
sons

(one year)

TEP /4.4 Regional workshop on 14 days Utilization of in-

further development for
networking of institutions

(1989) formation for
innovations in
teacher educa-
tion and net-
working

TEP/4.5 Symposium on research 14 days Research and

and development in teacher
education and the network-
ing

(1990) development in
teacher eduat-
tion and the net-
working Evalua-
tion report

Expected programme outcomes:

1. Networking of informations relating to pre-service and in-service teacher train-

ing institutions;

2. Utilization of information for innovation in teacher education and training of
other educational perso:-nel;

3. Utilization of informatic i from current training programmes and evaluation to
develop further exemplar materials demanded of innovative training methodo-
logies and techniques.

Linkages with other programme(s):

All the other programme areas, with reference to TEP/1 and TEP/2.
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Programme area:

Trends and issues

Educational technology and information technology including produc-
tion of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids. (EDT)

The problem of lack of resources to meet educational needs is evident in most coun-
tries in the Asia and Pacific Region. For the solution of this problem, countries are orient-
ing themselves towards educational technology with special emphasis on the use of new
media and innovative instructional materials (including textbooks and printed materials) of
high quality and at resonable cost. Creative improvisation and cost-effectiveness remain
major considerations in this area, but this does not preclude tit,. use of sophisticated media.

Purpose

To assist those countries in the region whose basic educational facilities and trained
manpower are inadequate. The major aim is to maximize the effectiveness of educational
methods throughout the region.

Overall objectives

1. To promote the effective use of educational technology methods and new
media of communication and information technology.

2. To promote the use of audio-visual aids, locally available materials and commu-
nity resources.

3. To establish in-service on the job training in the production of printed text-
books and other instructional materials for learners and teachers guides, and
multi-media materials, aiming to improve the quality of transmitting knowledge
at a reasonable cost.

Expected major outcome (in global terms)

A greater number of learners will be reacheed through increased availability of the
various educational and information technology methods and techniques.

Monitoring and evaluation procedures

During the fourth programming cycle, the emphasis will be not only on c rnsolidat-
ing what was found successful during the third cycle, but also to explore emerging informa-
tion technologies, and multi-mass media.
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Programme area:

Action programme:

Educational technology and information technology including produc-
tion of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids.

EDT/1. Development of instructional technology using new media,
self-learning and group work aiming at self-development of learners.

Purpose:

The main purpose of this action programme is the mobilization of the human re-
sources available in the region to promote self-reliance in achieving universalization of pri-
mary education, eradication of illiteracy, rural development and non-formal education.
Another major aim is the development of instructional technology suitable to local needs,
cultural background and socio-economic situations. Mass media is expected to be used
effectively to reach people in the remote areas, out-of-school population, people at work
places and at home. The mass media applicable to this purpose is different in some aspects
from the technology used for instruction through highly sophisticated equipment it-. formal
education.

Specific objectives:

1. To examine the state of the art in the region with respect to the use of instruc-
tional technology and the development of self-learning systems.

2. To implement effective strategies and procedures for developing self-instruc-
tional packages to promote the use of mass media.

3. To acquaint educational personnel including educational planners and adminis-
trators with instructional technology for and with the concept of self-instruc-
tion.

4. To implement projects for developing innovati, strategies and methodologies
on experimental basis.

5. To conduct national workshops (assisted by mobile teams) for the training of
key personnel of Member States, in specific areas of information technology
and use of mass media for out-of-school population.

6. To evaluate the methodology applied for the development of self-instructional
packages, including the use of mass media.

7. To formulate a plan for large-scale implementation of self-instructional systems.

Target population:

1. Pupils in small schools.

2. In-service teachers

3. Personnel involved in rural development and UPE

4. Personnel concerned with the utilization of mass media

5. Mass media specialists

6. Specialists in information technology

Special consideration:

Following information should be provided:

1. Inventory of projects implementing instructional technology research.
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2. Inventory of centres/institutions producing self-learning materials; training
packages.

3. Roster of specialists in information technology.

Expected outcomes:

See the following pages, last column.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (EDT/1)

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected out-
comes of
activity

EDT/1.1 Survey on the state of the 10 days Regional meet- Experts in in- Studies on the
art and regional planning
meeting

ing structional tech-
nology and in-
formation tech-
nology

state of the art
and planofaction

EDT/1.2 Production of prototype
self-instructional materials

Continuous Development of
materials in the
countries

Prototype mo-
dule for self-
instruction

EDT/1.3 Study visit 15 days Study visit Educators imple-
menting mass
media for out -of-
school children

Study visit re-
port

EDT/1.4 Sub-regional workshop on
implementation of mass
media

10 days Workshop Educationists
and specialists in
participating
countries

Plan for imple-
mentation of
mass media

EDT/1.5 Regional seminar on use of
self-instructional learning
package

6 days Seminar Educators in-
volved in devel-
opment of self-
instructional
learning pacicages

Set of guide -
lines for produc-
don and utiliza-
tion of sel &in-
structional learn-
ing packages

EDT/1.6 National workshops on
development of self-instruc-
tional leat fling packages

15 days Workshops Teachers, teacher
educators, and
material produc-
tion specialists

Self-instructional
materials

EDT/1.7 Training course 3.6 months Training at inter-
national training
centre*

Specialists in pro-
duction of self-
instructional
material!

Materials for self-
instruction

EDT/1.8 Mid-term regional review
and planning meeting for
evaluation of the effective-
ness of instructional media
materials

7 days Review meeting Educators and
media people in
the participating
countries

Evaluationreport
and plan for fu-
turedevelopment

*
OIC: OKINAWA International Centre, INNOTECH
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Linkage

1. UPE

2. Education for rural development

3. Science and technology for all

4. Training of educational personnel

* * * * * * *

Programme area: Educational technology and information technology including pro-
duction of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids.

Action programme: EDT/2. Proportion of educational use of information and commu-
nication technology.

Purpose:

To overcome the gap between highly developed and less developed societies, em-
phasis should be placed on educational use of information and communication technology
for the efficient dissemination of scientific and technological knowledge, and for streng-
thening the relation between remote societies. The rapid development of technology and
reduction of its cost facilitate its educational use in many countries.

Development of the methodology for educational use of new information techno-
logy, especially that of computer, is urgently needed in the region. Some countries are
introducing the use of micro-computers in classrooms, others are developing educational
information management system by using computers, and others are still facing the urgent
need to increase the number of specialists in computer technology. Computer software for
general purpose such as spread sheet programme, graphic representations and database are
commonly used in the field of business and industries. These functional softwares are also
expected to be widely used in educational systems by pupils as well as by teachers and
administrators, along with word processors.

Specific objectives:

1. To acquaint educators with the present state of development of new informa-
tion technology and its potential for educational use;

2. To promote the use of information technology in education;

3. To conduct feasibility studies regarding the use of information technology in
education;

4. To study the compatibility of fJr computer software including transferability
of resources;

5. To develop learning packages for acquainting educators with the importance of
new information technology and to provide basic knowledge about computers.

Target population:

Teacher educators, in-service teachers and educational planners and administrators.

Expected outcomes:

See the following pages, last column.
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Special consideration:

1. Joint projects of ACs

2. Inventory of projects in the region

3. Roster of specialists in the region.

Activities:

See below.

Activities (EDT/2)

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected out-
comes of
activity

EDT/2.1 Subregional study group 7 days Sub-regional Specialists in in- Report on the
meeting on use of informa-
tion and communication
technology in education

meeting formation tech-
nology

existing state of
information tech-
nology with a
proposed plan for
future actions

EDT/2.2 Study visits 15 days Study visits in
2-3 countries

Specialists in in-
formation tech-
nology

Report

EDT/2.3 Development demonstra- 6 months Development of Experts and prac- Demonstration
tion package package titioners package

EDT/2.4 National workshops on 14 days Training work- In-service teach- Trained educa-
use of information techno-
logy in education

shops ers and teacher
educatos

tors in use
of information
technology in
education

EDT/2.5 Training course on produc- 3-6 months Training at inter- Trainees in pro- Acquisition of
tion of software materials national training

centre*
duction of mate-
rials

practical know-
ledge for produc-
tion of software
materials

EDT/2.6 Monitoring and evaluation 7 days Sub-regional Experts and Evaluation of
meeting meeting leading practi-

tioners
project, with
findings leading
to further action

*
OIC: OKINAWA International Centre located in Japan, INNOTECH, etc.
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Programme area:

Action programme:

Educational technology and information technology including pro-
duction of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids.

EDT/3. Development and training of appropriate technology, and
promoting the production and distribution of instructional materials
low-cost ,,aching materials and equipment.

Purpose:

Development of instructional materials of high quality at low-cost is needed in the
region, especially in small populated states or areas. During the Third programming Cycle,
several attempts have been made to stimulate the development and efficient distribution of
such materials. Handbooks, manuals and reference materials have been developed. the
study of these experiences and their synthesis for the better use of appropriate technology
is to be promoted during the fourth programming cycle of APEID.

Specific objectives

1. To develop further and to implement appropriate technologies and teaching/
learning materials which have been developed during the third programming
cycle.

2. To compile an inventory of handbooks, manuals and reference materials devel-
oped in the region and to synthesize the methodologies of production of in-
structional materials.

3. To develop training packages for specialists in the production of instructional
materials.

4. To implement the training packages in participating countries and to evaluate
their effectiveness.

5. To promote the distribution of information on the establishment and exper-
ience of resource centres with a view to facilitating the formulation of national
policies.

Target population:

1. Beginners in production of materials

2. In-service teachers

Activities:

See the following page.

Expected outcomes

1. Compilation of reference materials

2. Guidelines on production of materials.

3. Evaluation instruments

4. Methodology for production of materials and their implementation
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Activities (EDT/3)

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected out-
comes of
activity

EDT/3.1 Regional study group meet- 10 days Regional study Specialists in de- Report on the
ing on the state of the art
in development of materials

group meeting velopment of
appropriate tech-
nology

state of the art
and plan for
future devel-
opment

EDT/3.2 Experts group meeting to 7 days Experts group Experts in &Tel Reference mate-
compile reference materials
for training and developing
training packages

meeting opmcnt and pro-
duction of mate-
rials

rials and guide-
lines for devel-
opment of
materials

EDT/3.3 National Workshops (assist-
ed by mobile team)

18 days National training
workshops

Trained person-
ncl in the pro-
duction of mate-
rials

EDT/3.4 Attachments/intemships 3 weeks Study at other
ACs.

Specialists in
materials produc-
tion

Trained special-
ists

EDT/3.5 Review and evaluation 8 days Subregional Specialists in the Evaluation in-
meeting meetings (2) participating

countries
struments and
development of
methodology for
materials produc-
tion and imple-
mentation

Linkages:

1. Science and technology education

2. Education for rural development

3. UPE

4. Education for the world of work

* * * * * * *

Programme area: Educational technology and information technology including produc-
tion of reading materials and low-cost teaching aids.

Action programme: EDT/4. Development of computer literacy programmes for general
education and teacher training programmes.

Purpose:

Recent progress of information technology, especially computer technology, requires
every citizen to be aware of its impact on work and life. Computer awareness and computer
literacy are becoming a basic requirement in the future. Computer literacy education has
been developed in some countries in the region and will be nzeded in other countries during
the fourth programming cycle.

Specific objectives:

1. To conduct a survey on present expciiments in computer literacy education.
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2. To share experiences in computer literacy education.

3. To exchange curriculum for computer awareness programmes.

4. To undertake comparative study on computer literacy programmes.

5. To develop teacher training package for computer literacy education.

6. To implement the curriculum for computer literacy on an experimental basis.

7. To evaluate the results of the implementation of the curriculum for computer
literacy education.

8. To evaluate the effectiveness of the non-formal teacher-training package for
computer literacy.

Target population

1. Educators in formal and non-formal systems

2. Pupils in schools

3. Adults, out-of-school

Expected outcomes

1. Reports on the state of the art

2. Curriculum for computer literacy

3. Training packages and materials on computer literacy

4. Increased awareness and competencies of learners

5. Evaluation instruments

Linkage

1. Science and technology education

2. Education for the future

3. Curriculum development

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (EDT/4)

No. Activity title Duration Meth od of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Expected ou t
comes of
activity

EDT/4.1 Study group meeting to 7 days Study group Specialists in Report of the
compile experiences and
to exchange curricula

mectin3 computer educa-
don

study group
meeting

EDT/4.2 Sub-regional meeting for 7 days Sub - regional Specialists in Plan for compa-
the formulation of a plan
for a comparative study
and case studies

meeting computer educa-
don

rative study

E,DT/4.3 Conducting case studies 3-6 months Case studies Specialists in
co.nputer educa-
don

Case studies

EDTi4.4 Attachmenu/intemships 3.6 weeks Internships Teachers or spe-
Lialists in torn-
puter education

Trained special-
fists

EDT/4.5 Study visit on computer
literacy

15 days Visit Specialists in
computer literacy

Observation re-
port on the state
of the art of corn-
puter literacy

EDT/4.6 National workshops (assist- 15 days Training work- Teachers, corn- Training pack-
ed by mobile team) shops puter specialists age and mate-

rials on computer
literacy

EDT/4.7 Review and evaluation 7 days Mid-term evalua- Specialists in Evaluation in-
meeting lion meeting computer educa-

Lion and compel-
ter literacy

struments and
report on the
state of the art
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Programme area: Distance education (DED)

Trends and issues:

Distance education enables learning to occur without the attendance of learners
at scheduled classes at fixed locations. Learners can control what they learn provided
they are motivated and are supported by well designed learning materials and delivery

systems. Distance education is economical: the extra costs of systematic design, prodz.c-

tion and delivery are outweighed by a variety of savings.

State of the Art: Some countries in the region (e.g. Australia, New Zealand) have
long-established systems serving several levels of education i.e. school, teachers college, tech-
nical institute, university and aspects of non-formal education. They use several media:
correspondence, radio and television, audio- and video cassettes, telephone tutorials, brief
face-to-face meetings, travelling teachers and local learner support activities and other tech-

niques. Other countries have focused on teacher education, for in-service, on-the-spot
upgrading of teachers' qualifications and the introduction of changes in curriculum and

teaching methods using various learning packages. Some provide broadcasting services to
provide content for lessons advice to teachers about instruction and support for other study
materials used by distance learners. Several countries in the region are extending their use
of distance education, including into the non-formal sector; others are actively introducing
distance education, especially for teachers. Some specific issues in this area are as follows:

1. Systematic course and materials design

2. Effective interaction between learners and instructors

3. Credit worthiness vis-a-vis conventional courses

4. The role of distance learning courses and materials within conventional school-

ing

5. Extension of distance education to different clienteles than teachers

6. Role of new instructional and information technologies

Purpose:

To develop from recent experience the scope to improve the quality of present dis-
tance education systems and use them for wider purposes especially in relation to UPE and
EOI, in formal and non-for nal sectors.

Specific objectives: These are:

1. To increase the efficiency of distance operations, especially in course design,
materials production and delivery systems

2. a) To improve communication between distance learners and teachers;

b) To devise learning support mechanisms that provide tutoring, guidance
and shared learning.

3. To ensure parity of esteem for distance education with conventional education
and its qualifications.

4. To support deficient conventional schooling with learning resource materials
and support mechanisms provided by distance education.
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5. To ensure that where distance education would provide prompt training of
personnel for innovative educational development its scope and potential is
considered.

6. To respond to the possibilities offered to distance education by new instruc-
tional and information technologies.

Action areas: Areas for action include:

1. Design of courses for training new personnel involved in UPE and EOI, includ-
ing para-professional non-formal educators.

2. Using distance education methodologies for the design, production and use of
materials for community-based, non-formal education.

3. Sharing experiences and strategies for achieving parity of esteem for distance
education informal education.

4. Introducing new technologies while still ensuring the economy and interactive-
ness of distance education.

Special considerations:

1. Home or village bound students

2. Areas with difficult terrain (scattered islands, mountainous regions);

Delivery systems in these situations are especially challenging (e.g. because corres-
pondence relies on reliable mail services, broadcasting on wide transmission and the
distribution of receivers) but there are strategies to circumvent such difficulties; new com-
munication technologies have significant implications, and limitations.

Expected major outcomes:

1. Training capacity and courses in distance education for UPE and EOI personnel

2. Courses resource materials and instructional support structures to meet needs
of early school leavers, out-of-school youths and illiterate adults.

3. Parity of esteem between distance education courses and conventional courses.
4. Efficient application of new technologies to distance education.

Monitoring and evaluation:

1. Training capacity/courses are measurable by quantitative increase.

2. Courses for clientile of UPE and eradication of illiteracy and personnel require
qualitative evaluation; this is often built in to new distance education courses as
part of their systematic design.

3. Parity of esteem can be evaluated practically and quantitatively by salary rates
and promotion prospects resulting from distance education qualifications; apart
from that it is likely to remain arguable until leadership positions are held by
people educated by distance means.

4. Efficiency and cost-effectiveness criteria should be established as new techno-
logies are assessed and introduced.
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Programme area: Distance Education.

Action programme: DED/1. Parity of Esteem.

Purpose:

1. To improve qualifications achieved through distance t..ducation as compared
with conventionally achieved qualifications.

2. To provide opportunity for the interpersonal exchange and critique of ideas
which is lacking in distance education.

Specific objectives:

1. To raise esteem of distance education qualifications to parity with conventional
qualifications in situations that are practical and visible

2. To at least match standards of conventionally educated students with those of
distance education students in appropriate situations e.g. at common examina-
tions hold for both for similar courses by post graduate performance if courses
differ, etc.

3. To construct courses and materials that draw on and extend the contribution
of high quality teachers and attract approval and enrolment for their quality

4. To develop instructional materials that create personal response and vicarious
interaction with original teachers; to promote inter-mediary tutors able to
provide personalized, critical responses to students assignments and exercises

5. To develop learner support services that compensate for the lack of face to face
interaction with teachers and fellow students

6. To enable and allow teachers in conventional courses to use materials prepared
for distance education

7. To recognize and proclaim instances of high performance by professional and
public activities when achieved by distance graduates

8. To achieve parity of esteem in salary schedules and promotion

Target groups:

Senior official and administrators; Teachers in conventional education institLtions;
Graduates of distance education; Course developers, tutors and other teachers in distance
education.

Special consideration:

Countries with very conventional outlook on qualifications.

Activities:

See the following page.
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Activities (DED/1)

No. Activity Title Duration Method of
Operation

Categories of
Personnel to
Participate

Monitoring
and

Evaluation

Expected
Outcome

DED/1.1 Analysis of issues 6 months research/compara-
tive study

key distance educa-
tors; researchers

guidelines,deadlines,
review

Regional study of regional
problems and solutions

DED/1.2 National review of attitudes and 1 week T1VG as above, representa- meeting self-evalua- Strategies for changing at-
courses tives of all other

target groups
tion titudes

DED/1.3 Ensuring quality: training/materials continuous course development; Course developers & In- course evaluation Reputable courses, widely
development personnel training other distance edu-

cators
methods; adoption
rate by other in-
stitutions

wed outside distance edu-
cation

DED/1.4 Campaign to seek parity continuous Professional associa-
tions of teachers,
distance educators,
alumni

distance educators;
alumni

professional associa-
tion reports; evalua-
tion report after 6
months

Parity of salaries, promo-
tion, esteem
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Monitoring and evaluation:

In-built quality control of materials and system evaluation of 'campaign' after six

months.

Expected outcomes:

Parity of esteem in salaries, promotion, reputability; Comparable performance by
distance education graduates; Courses designed with reference to reputability; Increased
interaction for distance learners with their educators; Diffusion of distance education
materials into conventional teaching.

Linkages.

Teacher education
Instructional/educational technology
Planning and administration
Linkages of formal and non-formal education



Programme area: Distance Education.

Action programme: DED/2. Using distance education for strategic developmental tasks:

1. Supplementing dificient education in schools;

2. Training para-professional non-formal education personnel for UPE, literacy
and continuing education; and

3. Designing and producing materials for community-based, non-formal educa-
tion.

Purpose:

To increase efficiency of distance education in:

1. Developing methodologies for designing stand-alone learning resource materials
and instructional delivery systems independent of schools and specialist
teachers.

2. Increasing its potential dividends in many education sectors through investment
in systematic organization and management, techniques of materials design,
production equipment and delivery mechanisms.

3. Diversifying its programmes to enrich the methodology and innovativeness of
systems, make more use of facilities, and encourage larger investment.

4. Overcoming common factors of undeveloped instructional materials and short-
age of personnel for the particular tasks and organizational structures at the
local level.

5. Diversifying its instructional styles and accustoms learners to independent
learning.

Specific objectives:

A. Supplementing school:

1. To enrich school curriculum without recruiting local specialist teachers

2. To provide non-specialist teachers with resource materials for subjects beyond
their normal competence

3. To diversify instruction within schools

4. To accustom learners in school to independent learning that will facilitate
continuing education after school

B. Training para professional non-formal educators:

1. To provide training materials appropriate to the needs of non-formal educators
2. 'I 'o design courses that illustrate principles of non-formal and continuingeduca-

tion

3. To intensify the impact of non-formal education on community education

C. Designing/producing materials for non-formal education

1. To provide resource materials for non-formal education

2. To diversify the instructional styles employed in distance education
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Target groups

A. Supplementing school

1. Teachers and learners in schools

2. Non-formal educators engaged in non-formal, continuing education modes of
presentation of school curriculum

B. Training para professional non-formal educators:

1. Educators responsible for developing non-formal education

2. Course developers from distance education units

3. Curriculum developers.

C. Designing/producing materials for non-formal education

as B above

Special considerations:

General significance.

Activities:

See the following pages.

Monitoring and evaluation:

1. In-built quality control of materials.

2. Investment ai.alysis and evaluation for expanded distance education systems.

Expected outcomes:

A. Enriched schooling; more continuity with non-formal continuing education

B. and C. Accelerated development of non-formal education. Prompt efficient
training, immediately renewable.

A, B and C. Enriched distance education operation with greater return for invest-
ment.

Linkages

All formal education, non-formal education and linkages between them.

Educational technology

Curriculum development, especially non-for rnal

Personnel development.
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Activities (DED/ 2)

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

DED/2.1

DED/2.2

A. Supplementing school:

Exchange of experiences

National follow-up workshop

3x
one week

one week

Sub-regional TWG

Workshop

B. Training para-professional
non-formal educators:

DED/2.3 National study of training needs 3 months Needs analysis: re-
search

DED/2.4 Regional analysis of methodology one week TWG

Category of
personnel to
participate

Monitoring
and

evaluation

Expected out-
come of
activity

School level distance
educators; senior
teachers from small
schools; non-formal
educators in conti-
nuing education

National members
of sub-regional
TWG; senior curri-
culum officials; re-
presentative teachers
from schools; dis-
tance educators at
school level; non-
formal educators in
continuing education

Researches with
non-formal educa-
tors

Researchers who
compiled national
studies; representa-
tive distance educa-
tion course develop-
ers; non - formal
educators especially
concerned with
training

In-built education

In-built workshop
evaluation, follow-
up study of progress
in implementation
of change after one
year

Impact on later dis-
cussion

In-built evaluation;
impact on training
strategies

Analysis of issues;
Exchange of experiences;
Identification of tasks

as above; plus strategy,
methods and commit-
ment for implementation

Reports on personnel needs,
competencies, require-
ments, learner resources

Guidelines for course de-
velopment.

Training needs description.
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2 1

No. Activity title Duration Method of
Operation

Category of
personnel to
participate

Afonitoring
and

evaluation

Expected out-
come of
activity

DED/2.5 Inter-country joint development
projects

At intervals over
two years period

Attachments;mobile
workshop

Distance Education
course developers;
nonformal educa-
tion specialists espe-
cially for training

End-of-activity eva-
luations

Exchange of experiences,
shared course development
at initial stages

DED/2.6 National courses development 4-6 months Course development
team

do Course materials
trial and testing; and
testing; and conti-
nuing evaluation

Courses; exchange of
courses

C. Designing/production materials
for nonformal education

DED/2.7 National study of materials resources Presumably part Feedback from field Non-formal educa- Presumably by pub- Curnculum/course needs
needs (not exclusively distance educa- known; if so, con- tors lic scruting, official for exprlding field of
tion) tinuous updating accountability nonfonnt continuing

education

DED/2.8 Regional analysis of materials design two weeks TWG with national Non-formal educa- In built evaluation; Guidelines for course
and development case studies pre-

pared in advance
tors; distance educa-
tion course devel
opers

Impact on course
development strate-
gies

developments

DED/ 2.9 Two/three country joint develop- 3-6 Joint innovative pro- Course developers End of activity eva- Exchange of experience
ment projects months at

intervals
ject and non-formal edu

cators from two or
three countries

luation and idea in early stages of
course development

DED/2.10 National course development continuous Course development Distance education Course materials Courses; exchange of mate-
activity teams course developers;

Non-formal educa-
tors

trial/test phase; con-
tinuous evaluation
and revision

rials with partners in joint
innovative project
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AFGHANISTAN

AUSTRALIA

BANGLADESH

CHINA

FIJI

Annex I

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

A. Participants

Mr. Abdul Hamid Mobarcz, Deputy Minister of
Education in Litcracy Affairs, Ministry of Educa-
tion, Kabul

Mr. Said Nejatullalt Hussiani, President, Interna-
tional Relations Department, Ministry of Educa-
tion, Kabul

Miss i,iargaret J. Young, Chairman of th NDG,
Senior Lecturer, Special Education, University of
Tasmania, G.P.O. Box 252C, Hobart, -Pasmania
7001

Mrs. Aileen Trcloar, President, Victorian Adult
Litcracy Council, c/o Australian Council for Adult
Litcracy, 256 Flinders Street, Melbourne 3000

Dr. Md. Nurul Hug, Director-General, National
Institute of Educational Aeministration, Exten-
sion and Rcscarch (NIEAER), Dhanmondi, Dhaka-
5

Mr. Abdur Rashid Chowdhury, Secretary, Bangla-
desh National Commission for Unesco and
Member-Secretary of the NDG, Ministry of Educa-
tion, House No. 60, Road No. 2/4., Dhanmondi
R/A, Dhaka

Mr. Zhou Yuliang, Vice Dircctor, Central Institute
of Educational Rcscarch, Bci Huan Xi Lu 10,
Beitaipingltuang; Bcijing

Mr. Zhou Nanzhao, Acting Division Chief of Com-
parative Education, Central Institute of Educa-
tional Rcscarch; Deputy Secretary-General, China
Comparative Education Society, bei Huan Xi Lu
10, Beijing

Mrs. Dong Jianhong , Programme Planning Division,
Chinese National Commission for Unesco, 37
Damucanghutong, Xidan, Bcijing

Mr. Jogi N. Guivalu, Permanent Secretary for
Education, Ministry of Education, Marcia House,
Suva
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INDIA : Mr. Anand Sarup, Education Secretary, Chairman
of the National Development Group, Ministry of
Human Resource Development, Department of
Education, Government of India, New Delhi
110001
Mrs. Kumud Bansal, Director (Adult Education),
Ministry of Human Resource Development,
Department of Education, Government of India,
New Delhi 110001

INDONESIA : Dr. W.P. Napitupulu, Director-General, Non-
formal Education, Youth and Sports, Departemen
Pendidikan Dan Kebudayaan, Jalan Proklamasi
17A, Jakarta
Dr. Moegiadi, Secretary, Office of Educational and
Cultural Research and Development (BALITBANG
DIKBUD), Ministry of Education and Culture,
Jalan Jenderal Sudirman, Senayan, Jakarta Selatan

IRAN : Dr. G.A. Haddad Adel, Deputy Minister of Educa-
tion, Ministry of Education, Teheran

JAPAN : Prof. Haruo Nishinosono, Professor, Kyoto Univer-
sity of Education, Chairman, Japan Council of
Educational Technology Centres, Acting Chairman
of the NDG, 1, Fukakusafujimori-cho, Fushimi-ku,
Kyoto, 612 Japan

Mr. Toshio Kanaya, Chief, Section for Educational
Co-operation in Asia, External Service Department,
National Institute for Educational Research,
6-5-22 Shimomeguro, Meguro-ku, Tokyo, 153
Japan

Prof. Shigekazu Takemura, Professor, Hiroshima
University, 1-1-89 Higashisenda-machi, Naka-ku,
Hiroshima, 730 Japan

Mr. Kazuro Iida, Unit Chief, Educational and
Cultural Exchange Division, Science and Interna-
tional Affairs Bureau, Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture, 3-2-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-
ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan

LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC Mr. Maydom Chanthanasinh, Director, Pedagogical
REPUBLIC Institute, Vientiane

Mr. Am Pathammavong, Deputy Chief, Service for
Unesco and International Organizations, Ministry
of Education, Vientiane

Dato' Hj. Mohd. Ghazali bin Hj. Hanafiah, Director
of Educational Planning and Research, Tingkat 21-
23, Bangunan Bank Pertanian, Leboh Pasar Besar,
Kuala Lumpur
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NEPAL

NEW ZEALAND

Mr. Ramesh Jung Thapa, Secretary, Nepal National
Commission for Unesco, Chairman of the NDG,
Ministry of Education, Kaiser Mahal, Kantipath,
Kathmandu

Dr. G.M. Shrestha, Executive Director, Research
Centre for Educational Innovation and Develop-
ment, Tribhuvan University, P.O. Box 2161,
Panipokhari, Kathmandu

: Dr. Geraldine McDonald, Assistant Director, New
Zealand Council for Educational Research, Chair-
man of the NDG, P.O. Box 3237, Wellington 1

Prof. Donald Bewley, Professorial Fellow In
Distance Education, Massey University Centre
for University Extramural Studies, Palmerston
North

PAKISTAN :

PAPUA NEW GUINEA :

PHILIPPINES :

Mr. A.G. Mufti, Director-General, Academy of
Educational Planning and Management, AEPAM
Building, G-8/4, P.O. Box 1566, Islamabad

Mr. A.K. Neuendorf, First Assistant Secretary,
General Education Services, Vice-Chairman of
the NDG, Ministry of Education, P.S.A. Haus,
Private Mail Bag, Post Office, Boroko

Dr. Dolores Hernandez, Institute for Science and
Mathematics Education Development, Vidal A.
Tan Hall, University of the Philippines, Pardo de
Tavera St., Diliman, Quezon City

Dr. Lourdes Sumagaysay, Assistant Director,
Bureau of Continuing Education, Ministry of
Education, Culture and Sports, Palacio del Gober-
nador Building, Plaza de Roma, Intramuros,
Manila

REPUBLIC OF KOREA : Dr. Ran Soo Kim, Dean of College of Education
and Director of Institute for Educational Research,
Yonsei University, Chairman of the NDG, 134
Shinchon-dong, Suhdaimoon-ku, Seoul

Dr. Jong Ha Han, Director, Planning and Co-
ordination Office, Korean Educational Develop.
ment Institute, San 20-1, Umyeon-Dong,
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul 135

SAMOA : Mr. M.L. Taulealo, Senior Education Officer/
Personnel, Ministry of Education, Apia

SOCIALIST REP. OF : Prof. Dr. Pham Minh Hac, Vice Minister of Educa-
VI ET NAM tion, Director-General of the National Institute of

Educational Science, Chairman of the NDG, Minis-
try of Education, Hanoi
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SOCIALIST REP. OF
VIET NAM (Cont'd)

SRI LANKA

THAILAND

Prof. Dr. Nguyen Minh Duong, Deputy Director of
General Department of Vocational and Technical
Education, Director, Institute of Vocational and
Technical Educational Research, Vice-Chairman,
National Development Group, 106 Tran Hung
Dao St., Hanoi

Mr. Phi Van Gung, Secretary of NDG, Ministry of
Education, Hanoi

Mr. D.A. Perera, Chief Adviser, Ministry of Educa-
tion, "Isurupaya", Sri Jayawardanapura Kotte,
Battaramulla

Mrs. C.M. Abhayadeva, Director, Primary Educa-
tion, Curriculum Development Centre, 255
Bauddhaloka Mawatha, Colombo-7

: Mr. Vivek Pangputhipong, Director-General,
Department of Curriculum and Instruction Devel-
opment, Chairman of the National Development
Group, Ministry of Education, Bangkok

Mr. Rung Kaewdang, Deputy Secretary-General,
National Primary Education Commission, 10th
floor Building, Ministry of Education, Bangkok

Dr. (Mrs.) Kasama V2ravarn, Director, Planning
and Research Divisitn, Department of Non-
formal Education, Director of the National Litera-
cy Campaign Project, 10th floor Building, Ministry
of Education, Bangkok

Mr. Pisarn Soydhurum, Chief, Office of the Direc-
tor, Institute for the Promotion of Teaching
Science and Technology (IPST), 924 Sukhumvit
Road, Bangkok

TONGA Mr. Paula S. Bloomfield, Director of Education,
Ministry of Education, P.O. Box 61, Nuku'alofa

B. Observers

Dr. Bahram Mohsenpour, Director, Bureau of Research on Interaational Educational Sys-
tems, Organization of Research and Educational Planning, Teheran, Iran

Miss Porntip Kanjananiyot, Secretary of the NDG, Thailand National Commission for
Unesco, Ministry of Education, Bangkok, Thailand

C. Consultant and Resource Persons

Dr. M.C. Pant, c/o Unesco Regional Office, Bangkok, Thailand

Dr. Kamol Sudaprasert, Deputy Director-General, Department of Curriculum and Instruc-
tion Development, Ministry of Education, Bangkok, Thailand
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D, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)

Mr. Makaminan Makagiansar, Assistant Director-General for Co-ordination of Unesco
Activities in Asia and the Pacific, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. John Beynon, Deputy Director a.i. and Principal Architect, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. L. de la Cruz, Regional Adviser on Population Education, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. H.K. Paik, Chief of ACEID a.i. and Specialist in Training of Educational Personnel,
ACEID, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. A.I. Dyankov, Specialist in Instructional Materials, ACEID, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. Ansar Ali Khan, Regional Adviser for Out-of-School Population Education, Unesco
ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. T.M. Sakya, Educational Adviser, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. B. Cahill, Publications Officer, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. M. Ashraf Qureshi, Programme Specialist (Teacher Training in Technical and Vocational
Education), Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Mr. P.K. Kasaju, Specialist in Developmental Research in Education, ACEID, Unesco
ROEAP, Bangkok

Ms. Namtip Aksornkool, Programme Specialist in Literacy Training, Research and Develop-
ment, Unesco ROEAP, Bangkok

Ms. Charatsri Vajrabhaya, Assistant Programme Specialist, ACEID, Unesco ROEAP,
Bangkok
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Annex II

MEMBERSHIP OF THE WORKING GROUPS

GROUP I: EDUCATION FOR ALL

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Dr.

Aileen Treloar
Abdul H. Mobarez
A.R. Chowdhury
Zhou Yuliang
Dong jianhong
Kumud Bansal
W.P. Napitupulu

- Australia
- Afghanistan
- CBhaningaladesh

-
- China
- India
- Indonesia

8. Prof. Shigekazu Takemura - Japan

9. Mr. Kazuro lida - Japan

10. Dr. G.M. Shrestha - Nepal

11. Mr. A.G. Mufti - Pakistan

12. Mr. A.K. Neuendorf - Papua New Guinea

13. Dr. Lourdes Sumagaysay - Philippines

14. Mr. M.L. Taulealo - Samoa

15. Mrs. C.M. Abhayadeva - Sri Lanka

16. Dr. Rung Kaewdang - Thailand

17. Dr. Kasama Varavarn - Thailand

18. Mr. T.M. Sakya - Secretariat member

19. Mr. Prem Kasaju - ,,

20. Mr. Ansar Ali Khan - 2, 22

21. Ms. Namtip Aksornkool - 5/ 2/

GROUP H: MAKING EDUCATION RELEVANT TO SOCIETAL
REQUIREMENTS

1. Ms. Margaret Young - Australia

2. Mr. Zhou Nanzhao - China

3. Mr. Jogi N. Guivalu - Fiji

4. Dr. Moegiadi - Indonesia

5. Dr. G.A. Haddad Adel - Iran

6. Mr. Toshio Kanaya - Japan

7. Mr. Ramesh Jung Thapa - Nepal

8. Dr. Geraldine McDonald - "Tew Zealand

9. Dr. Dolores Hernandez - Philippines

10. Dr. Jong Ha Han - Republic of Korea

11. Dr. Pham Minh Hac - Socialist Rep. of Viet Nam

12. Dr. Nguyen Minh Duong - Socialist Rep. of Viet Nam

13. Mr. Phi Van Gung - Socialist Rep. of Viet Nam

14. Mr. Vivek Pangputhipong - Thailand

15. Mr. Pisarn Soydhurum - Thailand

16. Dr. M.C. Pant - Consultant

17. Mr. A.I. Dyankov - Secretariat member

18. Mr. B. Cahill - 22 22

19. Mr. M. Ashraf Qureshi - 52 2/
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GROUP III: SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURES COMMON
TO ALL EDUCATIONAL LEVELS AND SYSTEMS

1. Mr. Said Nejatullah Hussiani Afghanistan
2. Dr. Md. Nurul Huq Bangladesh
3. Mr. Anand Sarup India
4. Prof. Haruo Nishinosono Japan
5. Mr. Maydom Chanthanasinh Lao People's Dem. Rep.
6. Mr. Am Pathammavong Lao People's Dem. Rep.
7. Dato' Hj. Mohd. Ghazali bin Hj. Hanafiah Malaysia
8. Prof. Donald Bewley New Zealand
9. Dr. Ran Soo Kim Rep. of Korea

10. Mr. D.A. Perera Sri Lanka
11. Mr. Paula S. Bloomfield Tonga
12. Dr. Kamol Sudaprasert Consultant
13. Mr. H.K. Pail( Secretariat member
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